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Lighting Plant



This Offer is Repeated Here FOR YOU Who Overlooked it Last Month
1

PRACTICAL
ENGINEER Yours

all of 1910 and all of 1911
for $1.50 and

OU want to earn more
money in 1910 than you
did in 1909 and here's a

bargain that will help you do it.
Practical Engineer is built each
month with just that end in
view --to give you helpful hints

and usable ways of doing things in Central Stations, Ice Plants,
Shops and Mills. Written by men who know because they've
made good, and interestingly told so that you'll like to read it.
The FUELS AND FURNACES NUMBER will tell you
more about how to choose and burn your fuel successfully than
was ever before put in the pages of a volume,- how to know
that you're getting your money's worth of heat units and are
using them where they will do you the most good. That issue
alone is worth more than you'll pay for the whole two years'
subscription. But you get also twenty-three other issues, each
one the equivalent of a book of two -hundred pages-chock
full of the very latest news and knowledge.

Jan.

Practical \4>
Engineer \;6
359 Dearborn St., \\,%)
CHICAGO, ILL. \\o
For the enclosed 51.50 \ e`e,

send me Practical Fnginer loe \\ 0
two years and include without cost. NSF
the Combination Pliers, as Illustrated \ !here. x -Lich I understand will be sent
by return mall with a current copy of thepaper.

I understand that
\7e

cheerfully refundedI not
money will be \thoroughly satinifm\

tied with my bargain.

Yame

kddress

A New Year's Gilt
Give yourself this great bargain and Practical Engineer

will give you just the tool that you have been wanting
in your tool chest. A stiff, strong pair of combina-

tion pliers-flat corrugated jaws, a side wire cutter,
smooth grip for finished work, gas pipe and tip

opening-all the features that first class pli-
ers should have. They fit the work; they

fit the hand. They are big and substan-
tial, nearly twice the size of the illus-

tration. They cost you-NOT
ONE CENT.

FILL OUT THE COUPON, Send it with
your check, money order oril.50 cash and

the pliers come back in thhe nex+ mad.
And you get the best power plant pa-

per fur two whole years. ID you
aren't satisfied, send back the pif

ers andyour money will be cheer-
fully refunded. Accept this

offer NOW -TODAY and
you'll make sure of getting

the big January issue on
Fuels and Furnaces.

.q

ay. State

.)ccupatint .. .. .. .... .. ....
Canadian residents add $1. extra.

Practical
Engineer

359 Dearborn
A- Street

CHICAGO

These

Substantial

Pliers
FREE
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Make
your home

happy with
the "cheerie"

T0ASTOVE

1-produces toast at the table for everyone. Such toast!-
you never ate before, as comes hot from its radiant grid.
And so cheerfully! Its brilliant incandescence holds with
intense interest each face joyfully centered on it.
The simplicity of attaching it to any lamp socket, of snapping the
convenient switch to make it glow-give the TOASTOVE its instant
availability for "a hundred happy services" throughout the home.
"The Most Fascinating Application of Electricity I" Its wonderful
heating element is the same as we have used for years in our Electric
Furnaces. It lasts.

Sent anywhere in the United States, express prepaid, for its net price of $5.00.
For Christmas-you will have to immediately send the coupon.

HOSKINS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Electric Furnaces and Seating Appliances

463 Lawton Ave., Detroit

We will gladly send FREE a copy of our
handsome booklet "The Cheerie Toastove,"
with your order-or, before if you send
us your name and address now.

Correspondence from Dealers Solicited. /

/ Hoskins
/ 'Manufacturing

Company

/ 489 L.Wton AV...
DETROIT/ Send at once, ex-

/ press prepaid, one
/ "cheerie" TOASTOVE

/ for volts, to

/ (Name)...
/ (Address)....

I attach $5.00 in full payment.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Another
Busted Belt

Perhaps you think these accidents don't cost much, but
here is your entire force standing around idle and not pro-

ducing a penny's worth of work.
Maybe you are already behind on orders too. What's more, their

pay goes on just the same.
Even at their best your line shafting and belts are actually wasting 35% of the

power in transmission, and we can prove it. Why don't you discard them and

Equip Your Machines with Fort Wayne Motors?
They will save this waste and increase the quantity and quality of the work.
They decrease your expense because your power costs are only in proportion to the
work the motor really does. When the work stops your expense stops.

However, there is a lot of difference in motors, and since it won't cost a cent
more to get the best you better write for our free bulletin "Motor Drives'

and get posted on Fort Wayne quality.

Fort Wayne Electric Works
1603 1Broadway ;

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
MG

HERE'S THE ANSWER
To your "Wireless" Questions

and by the best authorities
on the subject.

Includes, in addition to "Wireless Telegraphy
Made Simple," in fve parts, by Victor H.
Laughter, "Wireless Telephone Receivers" and
"Construction of a Wireless Transformer," by
Alfred P. Morgan, and "I Iow to Make a Polar-
ized Relay."

ALL FOR 25 CENTS
This entire series of articles appeared in issues

of Popular Electricity now out of print. They
contain just the information necessary for the
construction and operation of simple wireless
equipments, in plain, simple language within the
comprehension of any amateur.

We have revised and printed them in book
form, fully illustrated, with wiring diagrams and
wireless codes, which will be immensely helpful
to you in your work.

PRICE, ONLY 25c. PREPAID
The edition is limited, so send in your order at once.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.,
MONADNOCK BLOCK, .. .. CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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FREE-Sample of
Johnson's Under -Lac
and Color Book

WE

WANT you to test Johnson's Under -Lac at our
expense, so you may know that it is better than varnish
or shellac, and we also want to  send you a copy of our

illustrated booklet, "The Proper Treatment of Floors, Wood-
work and Furniture." Send us your name and address on
coupon below.

Use Under -Lac for any purpose that you would ordinarily
use varnish or shellac, and you will find that it produces a far
more satisfactory and permanent finish. You will find, too, that
it is the easiest finish to apply.

Johnson's Under -Lac
Better Than Varnish or Shellac

Imparts a beautiful, brilliant and durable finish to floors, woodwork,
and furniture, over surfaces being dressed for the first time; over dye,
stains, filler or the bare wood; over an old finish of any kind.

Under -Lac is not sticky, thick or slow to dry like varnish. Neither
does it dry too quickly like shellac, which laps and crawls and dries while
being applied.I"' Under -Lac is thin and elastic and dries hard in half an hour. When
used on floors, rooms may be put in order again within an hour.

Unlike varnish or shellac, it produces a finish that will not show heel -prints or
scratches or turn white and slippery under water.

For Linoleum and Oil Cloth Under -Lac is the most satisfactory
coating prepared. It brings out

the pattern to best advantage, giving a finish as glossy as new; protects from wear and
makes cleaning easy.

The most economical because it goes farthest and lasts longest. Gallon cans, $2.50.
Smaller cans down to half pints.

Write today for the samples and our book of Home -P' autifyit:g Suggestions,
Edition P. E. r . Clip coupon or take down address now.

Racine, Wisconsin

"The Wood Finishing
Authorities"

i

1. For our)4iutnal Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Are you prepared for this call-no matter from which department it comes? Just think what
it would mean to have constantly at your elbow for consultation, an expert on the very problems
that puzzle you. That's just what you would have in the

Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity
Six Big Volumes-Bound in Half Morocco -2,896 Pages 7x10 inches-printed on special paper in large,

clear type -2,000 full page plates, diagrams, formulas, etc.

Written by thirty expert Electrical Engineers, the biggest men in the profession. It is a working guide for the student or practical
electrician, or a ready reference work for the expert.

Examine These Books 5 Days at Our Expense
So confident are we the the books are just whet you want, that we will send them to you by prepaid express-you keep the

books S days-examine them care Lilly, test them, apply them to your every -day work. If satisfied that the books are the most
complete and comprehensive work ever published on electricity, keep them, send $2.00 within five days and $2.00 a month
until you have paid $18.80, the special introductory price --the regular list price is $36.00. If not suited to your needs,
notify us. We will send for them at our expense. Fill in and mail the coupon today-the books will be
sent you at once.

IMPORTANT SUBJECTS TREATED IN DETAIL
Qv

P. E.

Electric Wiring-Electric Telegraph-Wireless Telegraphy-Telautograph-Theory, Calculation, Design and Con-
al;

Dire.
etruction of Generators and Motors-Types of Dynamos and Motors-Elevators-Direct Current Motors-Direct- J Please send
Driven Machine Shop Tools-Electric Lighting-Electric Railways-Alternating Current Motora-Single Phase 0 me Cyclo-
Electric Railway-Management of Dynamos and Motors-Power Stations-Central Station Engineering-Storage G podia of Ap-
Batteries-Power Transmission-Alternating Current Machinery-Telephony-Automatic Telephone-Wireless plied Electric-

Telephony-Telegraphone, etc. .12-ity for five
days free exam-

ination. Also Ti
wW. f e year. I

Special Offer If You Mark and Mail Coupon Promptly lC ll send ó2.O0 within
five days and ó2.00a

For a short time we will include- as a monthly supplement. absolutely free of charge for one year, month until I have paid
the TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE. This is a regular $1.50 monthly, full of Twentieth Q $18.80 or notify you and
Century Scientific facts, written in popular form: Also contains the latest discussions on timely hold the books subject to

topics of invention, discovery, industry. etc.
asst order. Title not to

GI pass until sully Paid.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Name

Address

Occupation

Employer

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Business Opportunity
The Independent Telephone field embraces over

15,000 Companies, óperating 20,000 exchanges and
employing 200,000 men.

2 Q Q
It expends $50,000,000 a year for apparatus and supplies,

while its employes use a
like amount for personal
requirements, and as
much more for their
families and homes.

O CD O
Any article which ap-

peals to a prosperous,
buying class is bound to
win, and win handsome-
ly, in the telephone field.

© Q Q
Every desirable reader

throughout this impor-
tant industry can be ef-
fectively reached through its one representative medium-

THE AMERICAN TELEPHONE JOURNAL
..,, unmet ..... .

Telephone Authority
s or TIIIIII:..... .....s.1.1..................eI I I.. .e..::. , . .....

t

.. YGa rxOSY M

A
"NON.ADVERTISER"

IT REACHES
THE BUYERS

TELEPHONY uu.cFUuY

THE NAN WHO

ADVERTISES

-- is. TELEPHONIC FIELD

Arita tar our vermilion, II .ill probably Inland M...,. .
Had You

Noticed It?
/. RESULTS '\FROMThe Best Climber

OIT /FnIe ED. end

:rm... Gnu...

ournal.n.'Moll..Fx:

; T[LEPHONT
)

SATISFY

"........
duo.* Purr Pen.

r..,...

DESIRABLE
FACILITY

F- ........
T,,,..ol..d

W ee...a...l-

A Good Thing to Remember
'EUPHONY uIssued on Saturday el Feet
Weex. . ler asses el a.rtrbu-enta
Should Re.acb de ai Early as In. First *I In
WINO Precedlnp We el Publication eta net
ruler Ion Altos bay, Herr .a..rliainp can be
Ineerled ea lets ea Wednesday

Our
B T
Argument

e Sample Fe, el
TELEPHONY.

Gal to me eta

Here is a real opportunity for wide-awake sales managers, or merchants who desireadditional trade.
Sample copies, rates and full descriptive matter promptly furnished on request.

TELEPHONY PUBLISHING CO.
Monadnock Block - - - - - - CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Electric Light is Now Cheaper
For Residences Public Buildings -Oces- Stores - Factories

30 Reasons for Using
Electric Light

1 Safe
2 Clean
3 Bright
4 Odorless
5 Dirtless
6 Greaseless
7 Sootless
8 Fumeless
9 Flameless

zo Matchless
z r Healthful
u Convenient
53 Explosionless
54 Draws Trade
55 Helps Advertise
i6 Signifies SuccesF
17 White Light
i8 Steady Light
19 Always Ready
20 Makes Home Attractive
21 Welcomes Friends
22 Frightens Thieves
23 Brightens Everything
24 Can Be Used Anywhere
25 Saves Labor
26 Permits Better Work
27 Consumes No Oxygen
28 Is a Cheap Luxury
29 Is Better Than Ever
30 Is Cheaper Than Ever

Think of the reasons why you have always
wanted electric light.

These reasons have doubled because the
cost of electric light has been cut in two.

General Electric
Tungsten Lamps
The wonderful new electric lamp that
secures more light from less electricity.

Many thousands of people have changed over to elec-
tric light because the G.E. Tungsten lamp cuts the
cost of electric lighting down one-half.

If you already use electric light get G.E. Tungsten lamps
and use them. Thousands of others have done so and
doubled their lighting without increasing their bills.

Ask your electric light man. He will confirm what we say. Buy
your G.E. Tungsten lamps from him, but be sure you get the gene
uine General Electrc lamp with this trade mark (GE) on the
package.

G.E. Tungsten Book No. 36 (illustrated) contain-
ing valuable lighting information, will be sent on
request. The edition of this book is limited, so
please write immediately if you wish a copy.

General Electric Co. Dept.3o, Schenectady, N. Y.
Largest Electrical Manufacturer in the World

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Business -Building Ideas
011101 acs.

andSQ11Se
ir

tic

Do You Want
More Dollars?

for the 'Advertiser
If you are interested in or engaged in advertising in any
form-If you are conducting any business enterprise
which can be enlarged by the judicious use of print-
er's ink-If you are merchant, manufacturer, pub-
lisher, executive officer, salesman, sales man-
ager- If you are an employe, and wish t o makeyourself invaluable to your employer-Then

you can't afford not to read each month the

ADVERTISERS MAGAZINE
The Foremost Publication of its Class

Its 84 to 132 pages each issue contain articles of such interest
that, no matter how busy yai are, you will find time to read t errs.
Fil ed with money -making ideas, business -building plans, enhusi-
asm-producin't talks, business short-cuts, etc., etc. The Adver-
tisers Magazine keeps tab on what is going on in the advertisirg
and business world, tells you what the leading thinkers, writers rnd
business men a a writing and doing, and brings to you each month
viral information whose money value cannot be con. nand with the
trifling cost of the magaz ne.

Do you want to increase your
Then read

fain-/:
earning capacity?
Col. Wm. C. Hunter's
ous book, "Dollars and /
Sense." Each chapter i-( '

full of plain, common- V
sense business philosophy
and can be applied to any a
business. It deals with the
real problems in your every
day work. Written by a
man schooled by years of real;,
live, acttual experience in the
business world.

48 of the 157
Subjects treated in
"Dollars and Sense."
Advertising

Advice
Ambition

Anger
Argument

Associates
Backbone and Wishbone

Brains, Birth, Boodle
Buying

Catching Up
Compensation

Competition
Credit

Discontent
Elimination

Employes
Enthusiasm

Expenses
Financing

Fixed Charges
Foreword

Generalists
Get Away

Good Fellowship
Hard Times

Hard Work
Health

Honesty
Horse Sense

Independence
Initiative

The Manager
Memory

Night Work
Obedience

Optimism
Patience

Pay Day
Producers

Promises
Salesmen

Saving
Selling

Short Le'ters
S.zing Up Things

Specialists
Speculation

L-----::"1"-Here Is our Big'-,
PECIAL OFFER

We want to secure as subscr bens to the Advertisers Magazine every
live, alert business man in America who is in any way interested in
advertising or selling. To secure them we make this special offer:
One year's Subscription to Adver- All fortisers Magazine 112 issues)
Book "Dollars and Sense" @ O OBook "How to Successfully Con- sP

duct a Mail -Order Business"
Three back issues of Advertisers

Magazine
The three back issues o' the Advertisers Magazine we will send

you will be r f recent date, containing splendid articles on business -
building and adver,isingby such well-known authorities on adver-
tising and business as J. B. Dignam, Ernest M. Mansur, E. F.
Gardner, Frank Van Camp, A. E. Edgar, Franklyn Hobbs Robert
C. B otón. Arthur Bumstead, Hugh Chalmers, St. Elmo Massen-
gale and ethers.

Cut out the coupon below and take advantage of this special
offer today. We guarantee you will be entirely satisfied or refund
your money. Act today. Address

ADVERTISERS MAGAZINE
773 Commerce Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.

=lJ,

USE THIS SUBSCRIPTION COUPON
ADVERTISERS MAGAZINE

773 Comme ce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
For the enclosed $1.00 youwill please enter my subscription for
one year and send me by mail the two books 'Dollars and Sense"
and How to Successfully Conduct a Mail -Order Business." Also
send me three back numbers of Advertisers Magazine.

. ft
Ai ii-0,110.4,:iitoS/ Y t

Money -Making
Information f o r
t h e Advertiser
and Mail - Order

Dealer
This book covers every

phase of. the
mail-order busi-

ness. In a con -
dens d form you
get the valuable

experience of suc-
cessful in it -order
dealers. If y o u

want t know more
about mail-order bus-

iness or advertis ng,
read t`' is book. Over

'
- different subjects

d scussed.

Partial List of
Contents of Mail -

Order Book
Mai'. -order business-its

advantages.
Possibilities of trading

by mail unlimited.
Is this line of business

already overdone?
Why failures are m -de in

mail-order business.
What class of goods should

be handled?
Selling to.let articles bj

mail.
An inexpensive way of in-

creasing your sales.
Advertising to the farmer.
Does it pay to buy names

and addresses?
Some mail-order schemes
Mail-order correspond-

ence schools.
The "Follow -Up" system.
How to develop business

by letter -writing.
Hints on form letters.
How long should "Fol-

low -Up" be continued.
Rudimentary facts about

advertising.
Small advertisements and

large ones.
Class of mediums to be

used.
Selling medicine by mail.
Keying advertisements.
Card Index System.
Helpful hints for the

Mail -Order dealer
Repeat orders make profit

-how to get them.
Selling goods on easy pay-

ments.
Conducting an installment

payment business by
mail.

Comp'a nts and what to do
with them when re-
ceiv'd.

Where to purchase sup-
plies.

For our.MHutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Electricity May Be Convenient
But to appreciate the advantages of electric light

one must enjoy its application to special lighting pur-
poses - where other lights fail. Its special uses are

brought out to great advantage by these two fixtures.

FEDERAL SHAVING
MIRROR

Every man who shaves appreciates
this mirror. Most bathrooms have but
one light, not adjustable to the mirror.
With a Federal Shaving Mirror the light is
on the lower part of the face, not in the eyes.
Permits a quick, clean shave. Can be used
in any room. Attached to ordinary socket
by six foot silk cord.- Handsome nickel
frame, adjustable to stand on table or hang
on wall.
Price, Complete, each

FEDERAL
COUCH BRACKET

The handle is adjustable,
allowing the lamp to be hung
over the head of the bed.
One can enjoy reading in
bed with the light exactly
where desired and easily
turned off.

This Portable Lamp has
many uses about the house,
as a desk, table or piano
lamp where concentrated
illumination is desired. Handsome design. ! Graceful Proportions.

- $3.75

Price, Complete with Cord and Pull Socket, each - $5.35

FIE L_E CTR I C COM PANY
LAKE AND DESPLAINES STREETS :: :: :: CHICAGO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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An Interesting Proposition
You Can Have Your Choice

ELECTRICITY

As adopted by the fire un-
derwriters of the United
States. Contains the Na-
tional Electric Code ex-
plained with numerous
illustrations, with the neces-
sary tables and formulae
for outside and inside
wiring and construction
for all systems. Over

150,000 Copies Sold.

Up-tt.plete
yet pub
tions for
perimental riapparatus pcoils of all
mensions,
wireless sta
Includes Naval
rules, with codes,
several chapters
less telephony.
simple language.

pages,
ated, ywith

additional
half -

date and most com-
book on "Wireless"

lished. Full direc-
constructing ex -
sets, andvarious
winding spark

sizes anddi-
tuning of

tions, etc.
Station
etc.,and
on wire -

All in
200
lus-

6
full page
tones showing
installation of
"Wireless" in the U. S.
War Ships and Ocean
liners.

Three volumes
one. Con

ing Elec
Voltaic

ity and Mag
Everything
plained.
ginner
Trade t

you
pag

in
tafn-

trinity,
Electric-
netism.

simply ex -
For the be -

in the Electrical
his book is what

want. Over 280
es fully illustrated.

One of the latest and
most valuable works on
electricity for the ama-

teur or practical electri-
cian published. Tells you

in easily understood lan-
guage everything you should know
about various electrical instruments
and apparatus of all kinds, with
instructions for conducting inter-
esting experiments with inexpen-
sive materials and tools easily ob-
tained. 206 pages, fully illustrated.

of these Practical
Books on Electricity-
the best of their kind
-with a Handy Elec-
trical Dictionary (see
small cut) containing
over 4800 electrical
terms and phrases
with 7 pages of dia-
grams-if you will
send us

One Paid Yearly

SUBSCRIPTION

To Popular Electricity

AT ONE DOLLAR
(Canada $1.35, Foreign $1.50)

And 25c additional to cover packing and ship-ping charges on the books.

The subscription mustTbe for someone not already a subscriber to POPU-LAR ELECTRIC' i Y and your own sub-scription will not do. We give you thebooks for getting us a new subscriber-not for subscribing yourself.
POPULAR ELECTRICITY appeals toall classes of readers-has something ofinterest for everybody. Your friend-
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Small Electric
Motors

This Motor will develop approxi-
mately 1-30 H. P., and will operate
on 110 volts, both direct and 60 cycle
alternating current. It is very effi-
cient, and does not heat up when
operating on either current.

It is constructed in a substantial
manner. It has laminated fields,
laminated armature, and 12 section cop-

per commutator. Uses a regular 3-16 inch carbon brush. It is also
equipped with compression grease cups,'and bronze bearings, which
assure perfect lubrication.

This Motor is almost invaluable for operating small window
displays and advertising devices, or as a toy motor. Consumes about
the same amount of current as one 8 c.p. lamp. Weighs 41-4 pounds.
Is 5 inches high. Price;$7.00, Express Prepaid.

Hoel Iridescent Portable
Table lamps are especially in demand during the long winter

months. A lamp should not only give sufficient light for reading,
but should also cast a cheerful glow about the room, and be at the
same time an effective and pleasing addition to its decoration.

We show the largest and most exclusive assortment of port-
able lamps in the West. As an example of the exceptional values to
be found in our stock, we illustrate here a new
Iridescent Portable-simple, yet of rich and beauti-
ful design. Heavy cast standard of bell brass, satin
finish, with chain -pull socket and gold iridescent
shade. A remarkable value at

Complete, $8.50, Express Prepaid.

ELECTRIC SHOP
Corner Michigan and Jackson Boulevard

CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage retention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Start the Year Right!
L E T

STERLING Lamps
ANA

STERLING Experience
Solve Your Illumination Problems During the Corning Yecr

STERLING
Tungsten-Above All-

STERLING SPECIAL
CARBON

"16 All Ways Always"
STERLING
Tantaluni

Lamps shipped by this Company strictly
comply with the Standard of Quality set
by the Engineering Department of the National
Electric Lamp Ass'n, of which we are a member

The Sterling Electrical Manufacturing Co.
Manufacturers of All Types of Carbon,
Gen, Tantalum and Tungsten Lamps

Main Office and Factory - WARREN, OHIO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Season's Greatest Gift Book
Companion Book to the World -Famous "Heart Throbs"

Heart Songs
A symposium of songs-words and music-to which 25,000 people contributed

their favorite songs-including over 400 rare selections, printed from new plates,
handsomely bound in gold and garnet, with illuminated cover. Undoubtedly the
most desirable collection of songs ever gathered together within the covers of
one book

AT ALL BOOK STORES
BYSMAIL, POSTAGE PAID OR PRICE, $2.50

The prize awards made in compiling the book were conferred
by the well-known composer, Victor Herbert, and Director
Chadwick of the New England Conservatory of Music

Over 512 DTs. Over 40¢ro,,,-
plete songs, words,

A Beautiful Book of,
Undying Melodies

Over 25,000 people loving dear old songs rich in sentiment, harboring the sacred memories that only
the strains of some almost forgotten song might evoke, or feeling the glow of the swinging measures of a
romping dance of days gone by, or living anew the pleasures of the occasional opera with its wonderful
masterpieces-desired that these treasures might be preserved for future generations. In HEART SONGS
you will find
Patriotic and War Songa Hymns and Revival Songs

Sea Songs and Chanteys Love Songs of All Races
Lullabies and Child Songs Opera, Operetta Selections

Dancing Songs-Lilts and Jigs Concert Hall Songs and Ballads
Plantation and Negro Melodies College, School, Fraternity Songs

A Few Reasons Why You Should Have "Heart Songs"
A BOOK OF RARE SELECTIONS

These rare selections can spring from nothing
short of soul depth. I hope they will spread as
far as books can be made known.-Guy Brink
Morse, 2533 Chicago Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

"HEART SONGS" REFLECTT THE MUSICAL TASTE
OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

The collection contained in "Heart Songs" (the
Chapple Publishing Company, Boston), was formed
by a popular vote elicited by a magazine, in which
20,00o persons shared * * * There is no doubt
about the widespread popularity of the pieces in-
cluded; it 'is a very familiar repertory, and it is
pleasant to discover that "ragtime" and modern
opera have had little effect on the affection people
still have for the "songs we used to sing." The
collection may be called philistine or middle class,
and musicians may deplore, but it reflects the taste
of the American people, and contains the songs it
really likes to sing. New York Sun.

MUSIC LOVERS WELCOME THIS VOLUME

I have just received the copy of "Heart Songs,"
and I write to extend my congratulations and
hearty thanks. I am sure that all music lovers
will welcome this volume, because of its complete-
ness, and because of its artistic and' attractive
appearance.

I sincerely hope that the book will have the
large circulation that it deserves. Isidore Wit -
mark, New York.

"HEART SONGS" HAS A POSITIVE HISTORICAL VALUE
Probably we may find as fair a test of the ordi-

nary American musical taste as can be found any-
where in a new collection of old music, "Heart
Songs," published by the Chapple Publishing Com-
pany in Boston.

As might have been expected, the book contains
nearly all the favorites of an earlier and less sophis-
ticated generation. Old, yellowed sheets of music
published "before the war," and the songs of the
war itself; love songs and college songs, and the
hymns that are dear to a plain people were sent in
by the competitors.

There has been no attempt whatever at ar-ange-
ment or classification. That was found impracti-
cable. One may pick up the book at random and
surely encounter an old friend by merely turning
the page. From The New York Times.

"HEART SONGS" WELCOMED IN ALL HOMES

"Heart Songs" received. I would say :hat I
am very much pleased with same. I expect many
hours of pleasure in reviewing some of the songs I
hummed as a boy, forty to forty-five years ago.
"Heart Songs," should be in all homes.-E. G.
Reid, Boston,. Mass.

SPECIAL OFFER HEART ($2.0D THE NATIONAL MAGAZINE
FOR ONEONGSYEAR (313o))TOA,ONE OR SEPARATE ADDRESSES $300

L'IIAPPLE PUBLISHING COMPANY, Ldt., Boston, U. S. A.

Enclosed find $ for which send me

Name Address

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers
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THE

TUNGSTEN LA1V1 P
TO THE MAN WHO WANTS THE BEST OF EVERYTHING,

THERE IS BUT ONE LIGHT

The

This new lamp
gives a

butTungstenE'

mellow 'glow, like
"bottled sunlight"

It is the cheapest light, because it gives two and
one-half times more light for the same current than the
old style carbon lamp.

Our dealers sell them in all sizes.
Small 25 and 40 watt lamps for the home.
Large lamps for the office, shop or store.
Lamps shipped by this Company strictly comply

with the standard of quality set by the Engineering
Department of the National Electric Lamp Association,
of which we are a member.

The Brilliant Electric Co.
401 Electric Building CLEVELAND, OHIO

Fur our Mutual :Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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THE NEW

AUTOMATIC

ELECTRIC

WASHER

CAN'T

BE

BEAT!

OBSERVE :

1. The new reversible wringer, absolutely the finest aadition ever
made to an electric washer. When clothing wraps around the rolls of
the wringer, a single movement of the small lever, conveniently
attached to the wringer frame, immediately releases the goods
by reversing the wringer,

2. New gear drive, using rawhide pinion on the motor, meshing
with cut gear, making a positive, practically noiseless transmission
of power. Our motor is the best located for protection from drip-
ping water.

3. Machine mounted on ball bearing casters, and ;
occupies less space than an ordinary wash tub. °G

When you buy the Automatic, you get more for °04:'.j4
your money than any other electric washer will ,,G '
'furnish you. Every Machine Absolutely Guar- ;' qG., I.
anteed.

ti41,0
J

Automatic Electric Washer Co. J° 
Newton, Iowa , P

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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11 jaki
Will INSTRUCT PERSONALLY a
limited number selected, ambitious men in

Practical Drafting, Detailing, Designing

Draftsmen Drawing $125-$150 Monthly
Are NOT MADE in Schoolrooms,
Are NOT MADE by Reading Books,
Are NOT MADE by making Copies,
Are NOT MADE at . home drawing pictures

from printed book lesson.

LET ME TELL YOU:
It requires actual, practical, up-to-date
DRAFTING -ROOM WORK to train YOU to
gain the PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE that your
employer will demand of you.

FREE
This $13.85

DRAWING OUTFIT
and Free Position

As Chief Draftsman of Engineering firm I know
exactly the Quality and Quantity of PRACTICAL training,
knowledge and actual up-to-date experience (not school
knowledge) .you must have, in order to obtain a good
position and advance to highest salary.

INSTRUCTIONS UNTIL COMPETENT and
PLACED in POSITION at above Salary

DON" i' waste TIME and MONEY trying to learn
from books or printed "STUFF" you can only learn on
PRACTICAL WORK which I furnish you.

Address CHIEF DRAFTSMAN

I give

Div. 10. Eng's Equip't Co. (Inc.), Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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How Daylight and Moonlight Are Imitated
By DR. ALFRED GRADENWITZ

The crude simplicity of stage decoration
at the .time of Shakespeare has been grad-
ually superseded by an ever increasing
wealth of decorative details tending more
and more to produce a perfect illusion of
reality. In stage lighting perhaps the great-
est difficulty has been encountered in the
simulation of daylight. Ordinary daylight,
so far from striking the objects from one
side only, is, in fact, dispersed in the air so
as to illuminate everything almost uniformly
from all sides, except where submitted to
the direct rays of the sun. This could ob-
viously be imitated only approximately, even
by an illumination coming from a large
number of conveniently distributed electric
incandescent lamps.

A system recently invented by a Spanish
engineer, Mariano Fortuny, is able to pro-
duce a practically perfect illusion of natural
daylight by avoiding any marked shadows as
effected by direct lighting, the rays of white
electric arcs being thrown on sheets of silk
susceptible of being moved to and fro on
rollers, from which they are reflected as real
dispersed light. The Fortuny system also
comprises a half hemispherical sky lined
with white cloth, which is an excellent sub-
stitute for painted skies ordinarily used.
The diffused white arc light, in fact, is
caught in the vault of this artificial sky so
as to fill it up with a soft brilliant mist, pro-
ducing the illusion of a white unlimited
expanse. Any decoration objects set up
under this vault therefore are uniformly
lighted as by real daylight.

In order to fill up the artificial sky with
colored light, strips of colored cloth instead

of white are carried over the rollers, while in
certain cases, when specially powerful color
effects are desired, colored glass disks are
placed in front of the arc lamps.

Another invention, due to the same en-
gineer, allows the painted clouds so far in
use-which during the performance must
be kept quite immovable-or the clouds made
up from special sheets of cloth carried along
over the sky, to be replaced by perfectly
natural plastic mist formations. These mar-
vels of theatrical engineering are produced
by mirrors with painted -on clouds which are
exposed to arc light radiation. By con-
veniently turning these mirrors the cloud. are
made slowly to move over the sky. In
connection with colored silk strips, this
arrangement allows quite unexpected effects
and metamorphoses to be produced. Thun-
derstorms can, for instance, be imitated with
startling faithfulness, to be followed up im-
mediately by moonlight nights, the charm
of which is reproduced only imperfectly in
the picture shown in the frontispiece.
The first stage lighting plant on this system
was recently erected at the New Royal
Opera House, at Berlin, where the picture
was taken.

Apart from its artistic perfection, this
lighting system far exceeds the old method
also from an economical point of view;
in fact, photometrical tests have shown the
light intensity in the case of the Fortuny
system to be five times higher than that of
direct lighting, the same amount of current
energy being expended. Furthermore, there
is a considerable saving in decoration pieces
as the arrangement above described allows
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an infinite variety of effects to be produced
immediately. rr bI

The operator is comfortably seated in a
small cabin in the amphitheatre, so as to
have a perfect view of the stage. From this

AN ELECTRICALLY OPERATED LUMINOUS
FOUNTAIN

cabin he controls and regulates, merely by
means of electrically operated switches, all
those various cloud pictures, cloth sheets,
colored disks, and other accessories.

Another interesting lighting effect is here
reproduced, showing a powerful electrically
operated luminous fountain in the most
recent palatial hotel building at Berlin,
lighted up from underneath by four 50 -
ampere arc lamp projectors.

What Five More Years Will See

B. E. Blanchard, electrical inspector for
the Chicago Board of Fire Underwriters,
predicted, in a recent address before the
members of that organization, that the next
five years would see the majority of modern
homes equipped with electrical household
appliances. He stated, furthermore, that

contractors are more and more coming to
specify electrical appliances as a means of
preventing fires.

Killing Moths in Vineyards

United States Consul William Bardel re-
ports that various experiments have been
made recently near the French city of
Rheims for discovering the most effective
methods of destroying the moths of the
pyralid and the cochylis, which insects are
so harmful to the vineyards. The plan is
as follows:

The best results have been attained by
electric -light traps. The trap consists of a
portable post holding a five -candle electric
lamp with an enameled reflector, from
which, attached to three thin metal chains
about eight inches long, is suspended a round
tin plate dish of about is inches in diameter.
The dish contains water with a top layer of
petroleum.

During the first test the traps were placed
in three rows running parallel at a distance
of about zoo feet, the distance between each
lamp being 75
evening late in July the lights were turned
on about 8 o'clock and remained burning
until an hour or so after midnight. Soon
after the lights were burning the moths com-
menced to swarm toward them and were
rapidly killed, either by the fumes of the coal
oil or by the coal oil itself. The same opera-
tion was resumed the next clear night, only
the lamps of the two outside rows were
placed about 25 feet closer to those of the
center row, and this was repeated in each of
five subsequent clear nights, so as finally to
bring the three rows within about 5o feet of
each other. During the succeeding six or
seven clear nights the movement was re-
versed in the same manner, so as finally to
return the lamps to their position of the
first night. As to the position of the lamps,
numerous experiments were made during
these trials, and it has been proved that
those which were placed so that the petro-
leum dish was elevated only a few inches
above the ground were more effective in
killing the moths than those placed higher.

These experiments were witnessed by rep-
resentatives from a number of leading cham-
pagne makers, and this method proved so
successful that it is highly recommended to
all wine growers who can avail themselves
of the services of electricity for this work.

C-
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Telephone Exchange in Chinatown

One of the most unique telephone ex-
changes in the world is located in the Chinese
quarter of San Francisco. The Oriental
style of architecture has been adhered to in

O every detail. The roof is built with three
pagodas following the design of palaces
seen in China.

In the interior, materials similar to thoseJ

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE IN CHINATOWN

used in China were employed. The wood-
work is in rough cut material finished in
ebony, the walls being paneled with glazed
tile. The decorations are brought out in
highly colored fresco harmonizing perfectly
with the dark woodwork of booths and
switchboard. Public- offices and operators'
quarters are provided. The telephone equip-
ment is of the latest type and the switch-
board is designed to take care of 3,500 tele-
phone stations.

The office is under the management of
Mr. Loo Kum Slut, an American -born
Chinese, whose efficiency and fidelity to
telephone interests are demonstrated by his
constant association with the company for
the last ten years. He is assisted by one
chief operator and a corps of Chinese
young ladies who handle the business of
nearly 800 subscribers.

Chicago Electrical Show

Chicago sets the pace for electrical expo-
sitions. Since this great manufacturing and
distributing center inaugurated its first elec-
trical show five years ago New York has
given two, Boston has just held one, San
Francisco is preparing for its first, Omaha
has given two in years past, and several of the
smaller cities throughout the country have
given expositions in proportion in size and
scope to their importance in the world elec-
trical. Chicago's show has always been a
leader-always a big success from every
standpoint. Preparations are now well un-
der way for its fifth annual exposition which
will take place as usual in the Coliseum from
January 15 to January 29.

Electrical invention and development is
moving with such marvelous strides, work-
ing out such wonders, that the field gives
an opportunity for display of greater in-
terest, of more novelty, of things that are
new and worth seeing, than is offered by
almost any other trade or industry of enough
importance to be reflected in a show. This
year's display will be no exception to the
rule.

It will show everything that the hand
of invention has created or improved upon for
the industrial world, for lighting and heating,
for the office and the household. Wireless
telegraphy and telephony will be featured
and the housekeeper will be shown the
thousand and one things electrical that today
contribute to the adornment, the comfort,
the convenience and the sanitation of the
home.

One hundred leading manufacturers, job-
bers, light and power corporations, elec-
trical engineers, and others of the allied
trades have already contracted for space in
the January show. One of the startling
features of this annual exposition has always
been the decorative scheme, and it is under-
stood that the plans for the coming show
are more brilliant, beautiful and novel than
anything ever disclosed in the big Coliseum
building.

It is the aim of the management to make
these annual shows educational for the
general public and at the same time assemble
displays which will have a tendency to di-
rectly interest men in all lines of industry
in the advantages of motor driven machinery
and the use of electricity in home and
business life.



Elementary Electricity
By PROF. EDWIN J. HOUSTON, PH. D. (Princeton)

CHAPTER XXI.-ELECTRO-MAGNETS-CONTINUED

In accordance with his hypothesis that the
magnetism of permanent or steel magnets is
due to the presence of minute electric cur-
rents flowing through closed circuits within
the molecules, Ampere constructed a solenoid
coil, such as shown in Fig. 135 in Chap-
ter XX. He had then practically invented
what might he regarded as an electro-mag-

FIG. 137. STURGEON'S ELECTRO -MAGNET

net; that is, a magnet produced entirely by
the passage of an electric current. As we
have seen such a magnet would have an aeric
magnetic circuit, or a circuit in which the
magnetic flux passes through air only.

But an aeric magnet does not begin to
compare in strength with an aero-ferric
magnet, since the amount of flux added by
the aligned or structural magneto -motive -
force is much greater than that of the prime
magneto -motive -force of the magnetizing
current. It has been generally agreed,
therefore, to limit the term electro -magnet
to a magnet with a circuit in which the flux
passes both through air and iron, that is, a
magnet of the aero-ferric type.

It was only necessary to introduce a soft
iron core into the solenoidal coil of the pre-
ceding figure to convert it into an electro-
magnet. While it might not seem to require
much actual invention to effect this corn-

hination yet a marked difference exists in
the two devices, since in one the strength
of the magnetism -is generally feeble, while
in the other it is strong.

The invention of the electro -magnet was
made in 1825 by an Englishman, Sturgeon.
This predecessor of the electro -magnet took
the form represented in Fig. 137. It con-
sisted of a core of soft iron in the shape of
a horseshoe and was provided with a single
layer of insulated wire wrapped around it
as shown. As we shall shortly see, Stur-
geon's magnet, like all electro -magnets; i. e.,
magnets containing cores of soft iron,
possessed the valuable property of almost

1190ü1*/

FIG. 138. HENRY'S EARLY FORM OF HORSE-
SHOE MAGNET

instantly acquiring its magnetism on the
passage of the magnetizing current and
almost instantly losing it on the cessation of
that current.

Sturgeon's electro -magnet was greatly im-
proved in 1828, by Henry, an American, who
produced the form represented in Fig. 138.
Here, a number of separate magnetizing
coils, in this case nine, were placed as shown
on a horseshoe-shap:d core of soft iron. As
will be seen, the ends of the separate mag-
netizing coils were not permanently con-
nected. Henry had recognized the ease
with which an electro -magnet might be em-
ployed for transmitting power to a distance.
In Henry's time the only available source of
electric current of any considerable strength
was the voltaic battery. He, therefore, con-
ceived the idea of constructing an electro -

G
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Magnet in süch a manner that he could
readily obtain variations in the strength of
the current passing through the magnetizing
coils by so connecting them'as to alter their
resistance; for, as already explained, if these
coils were arranged in multiple or multiple -
series their resistance would be less than
when arranged in series or in series -multiple.
Consequently, by such arrangement, he
could vary the current passing and, there-
fore, the strength of the electro -magnet.

It is no longer necessary to divide the
magnetizing coil into a number of separate
coils so as to readily vary the strength of
current passing through them. Electric cur-
rents are now generally obtained from dyna-
mo -electric machines, or from the mains
employed for incandescent lighting. In
either case, it is simpler to alter the current
strength by connecting the, circuit to the
mains and varying its resistance, by the in-
troduction of a variable resistance or rheo-
stat.

Electro -magnets for laboratory or lecture
purposes, however, are still made with
separate windings so as readily to illustrate
the effects produced by varying the strength
of the magnetizing current as well as by
varying position of the magnetizing coils on
the cores.

The most valuable property of an electro-
magnet is the rapidity with which it becomes
magnetized on the passage of the magnetiz-
ing currtnt and loses its magnetization on

the breaking of the
circuit. While it is
true that where the
cores of electromag-
nets as well as their
armatures consist of
large masses of soft
iron, residual mag-
netism occurs; yet,
electro -magnets,
when properly con-
structed, are prompt-
ly magnetized and
&magnetized on the

FIG. 139. PAGE'S RE- making andthe break-
VOLVING ELECTRO- ing of the circuit

MAGNET respectively.
Some idea can be

formed of the number of times it is possible
to magnetize and demagnetize an electro-
magnet by studying an old form of ap-
paratus known as Page's revolving electro-
magnet, a soft iron wrapped with magnetizing
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coils, anti mounted on a vertical ázis, so, its td
be capaLle of rotating between the poles of
a permanent horseshoe magnet as shown in
Fig. 139. When a battery current is con-
nected with the positive and negative binding
posts the current passes through the mag-
netizing coils when, as shown in the figure,
they are in a position at right angles to the
two permanent magnet poles. The electro-
magnet is magnetized and is attracted or
drawn towards the poles of the permanent
magnet. When the electro -magnet assumes
the position shown in the figure the mag-
netizing circuit is automatically opened.
The momentum of the moving coil carries it
past this position when two contact springs,
resting against the contact pieces on the
vertical axis, again complete the circuit.
In this way a rapid motion of rotation is
given to the electro -magnet. So great is the
rapidity with which it is possible to magnet-
ize and demagnetize the movable electro-
magnet that it is set into rotation at a rate
requiring 4,000 changes or reversals of
polarity per minute.

It is upon this peculiarity of the electro-
magnet that its value as an electro -receptive

so largely depends. The fact
an electro -magnet placed in any different
part of a circuit that may be many hundreds
of miles in length instantly acquires magnet-
ism on the completion of the circuit by the
closing of a distant key, and instantly loses
this magnetism on the opening of the circuit,
renders it possible to obtain motions of
various kinds by the movement of an arma-
ture.

It is in this way that the operation of the
electro -magnetic telegraph is made possible.
In a similar way the operation of the electric
bell, the electro -magnetic annunciator, the
burglar alarm, indicator, etc., is obtained.
So, too, the operation of the speaking tele-
phone is due to the to-and-fro movements
of a magnetized diaphragm under the influ-
ence of the electric currents that pass through
the magnetizing coils. Their strengths are
caused to vary by the sound waves of the
speakers' voices falling on the diaphragm of
a transmitting instrument.

Electric motors, another important class
of instruments, depend for their operation
on the rapidity with which the magnetic Lux
produced in magnetizing coils or electro-
magnets can be made to appear or disap-
pear. The electro -magnets employed in
them are made in various forms.
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An electro -magnet best fitted for some of
the above electro -receptive devices would be
less suited for others. It will be well, there-
fore, briefly to describe some of the different
forms that have been given in practice to
electro -magnets.

The simplest form of electro -magnet con-
sists of a straight core of soft iron wrapped
with a single magnetizing coil. In this form,
if the direction of the winding remains the
same throughout the coil, the polarity of the
ends of the straight bar will be north and
south respectively. As to which of these
ends will be north and which south will de-
pend on the direction of the winding. In a
straight bar electro -magnet of this type the
amount of leakage flux is great, since the

N

FIG. 140. FORM OF HORSE -SHOE ELECTRO-
MAGNET USED IN TELEGRAPHY

magnetic circuit outside of the core consists
of so great a length of air path. Moreover,
such a magnet possesses the disadvantages
of its poles being so far apart, that it is
difficult to ensure the action of more than
one of the poles on a receptive device.

It is because of the difficulty above re-
ferred to that the long straight core magnet
is seldom employed, being generally bent in
a U -shape or horseshoe form. Since, how-
ever, some difficulty exists in winding sepa-
rate coils, on the two legs the plan is gener-
ally adopted of employing two straight core
magnets, slipping the coils on them sepa-
rately and then connecting one set of ends
of the cores with a mass of soft iron known
as a yoke.

The above form of construction of electro-
magnet is very common in the horseshoe
magnets employed for telegraphic apparatus
generally. Here, as shown in Fig. 140, the
two magnetic cores are connected M one set
of ends by a heavy yoke or a bar of soft iron
(Y) brought into close contact, thus leaving

an air gap only between the two free poles
or ends (N) and (S).

In a horseshoe magnet of the above type,
care must be taken so to connect the sepa-
rate magnetizing coils on the two legs or
branches that the direction of winding shall
continue the same throughout. In other
words the connection must be just as if the
two separate cores were placed in a straight
line, end to end, and wound continuously in
the same direction, until all the wire is in
place. One of the free ends of the magnet
will possess north polarity and the other
south polarity. The flux will pass con-
tinuously from the north pole (N), through
the air -gap between (N) and (S), or through
the armature that is generally provided for
this part of the circuit; then, entering at the
south pole, it passes through the core of (S),
yoke (Y) and core of (N).

Instead of wrapping the magnetizing coil
directly on the core, it is found more con-
venient in practice to wind the coil on an
insulating spool of hard rubber, fibre or
wood and afterwards slip the spool on
the core. In this case a rim or edge is pro-
vided at each end of the spool, or hollow
cylinder, so as to keep the coils in place.

A certain length of the core of the electro-
magnet is left unwound for convenience of
permitting the armature to move towards or

FIG. 141. IRON -CLAD ELECTRO -MAGNET

from the poles under the respective influence
of the magnetic attraction and the opposite
attraction of a spring or weight.

Another method of bringing the opposite
ends of a straight bar electro -magnet near
each other, and thus decreasing the magnetic
leakage, is found in an ingenious device
known as the iron -clad magnet. Here, as
shown in Fig. 141, one of the poles of a
straight core magnet is brought near the
opposite pole by a casing of soft iron placed

O
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outside the magnetizing coils and extending,
as shown, to the extremity of one end of the
spool on which the magnetizing coil is
wound. In order to do this, it is, of course,
necessary that the opposite pole be brought
into firm magnetic connection with a piece

FIG. 142. JOULE'S CYLINDRICAL IIORSE-
SHOE MAGNET.

of soft iron connected with the end of the
soft iron cylinder.

A variety of electro -magnet known as
Jules' cylindrical horseshoe magnet is shown
in Fig. 142. It consists of an electro-
magnet whose core has the shape of a
cylinder. A gap has been formed in the
cylinder by cutting a portion away as shown.
This gap is then provided with an armature
shaped at its upper surface so as to come
into intimate contact with the polar surfaces,
and its lower ends have the general cylindrical
shape of the magnet.

Jules' cylindrical horseshoe magnet is
difficult to wind. It possesses, however, the
advantage of a great extent of polar surface
that is brought into contact with the op-
posing surfaces of the armature.

Electro -magnets can be divided into two
general classes, according to whether the
work they are designed to perform is to
carry a considerable weight by exerting con-
siderable pull on their armatures, or to exert
a magnetic attraction or repulsion over a
considerable distance. Magnets of the first
type are known as attractive magnets, and
those of the second, as portative magnets.

It can be shown that the amount of at-
traction a magnet exerts on its armature de-
pends:

(1) On the area of the attractive sur-
faces and,

(2) On the quantity or intensity of the
magnetic flex that passes through them.

These attractive surfaces or areas are
called polar areas. If the magnetic intensity
is equal throughout the entire area, then by
doubling the polar area there will be a
doubling of the attracting force. If besides
this we double the amount of magnetic flux
passing through the surface we increase the
attractive force four -fold. In other worts,
the attractive force between two polar sur-
faces increases directly as the surfaces, and
as the square of the magnetic intensity at
these'surf aces.

Examining Jules' horseshoe cylindrical
magnet again, it will be seen that it has a
great extent of polar surfaces and therefore
should possess considerable portative power.

Another form of electro -magnet, known
as the zig-zag electro -magnet, consists as
represented in Fig. 142. Here, a number

FIG. 143. ZIG-ZAG ELECTRO -MAGNET

of projections forming a part of a ring -
shaped core, are wound with a magnetizing
wire in the manner shown. Since this wire
constantly changes its direction, when an
electric' current is sent through it, in the
direction indicated by the large arrows, tae
projections acquire alternately north and
south polarity as marked.

Since the strength of an electro -magnet
depends on the quantity of magnetizing flux,
and the quantity of magnetizing flux on tae
number of ampere -turns, in order to pro-
duce powerful electro -magnets it is only
necessary to place a great number of wind-
ings on a sufficiently large mass of soft iron
and send a powerful current through them.

A very large electro -magnet was con-
structed some years ago at the United States
Torpedo Station at Willett's Point, Long
Island Sound. The core of this magnet
consisted of a sixteen -foot cannon, weighing
approximately 50,000 pounds. The cannon
was wrapped with a huge magnetizing coil
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FIG. 144. CANNON MADE INTO AN ELEC-
TRO -MAGNET

consisting of ten miles of insulated copper
wire. This coil had 5,250 turns, so that
when a magnetizing current of twenty-one
amperes was sent through it, it produced an
M. M. F. of 2IX525o=II0,25o ampere -

turns.

,-
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I'IG. 145. THE MAGNETII VI.UX PASSED
THROUGH THE M.\: BODY

Under the powerful flux thus produced
magnetic effects of an exceedingly striking
character were obtained. The gun exerted
a magnetic attraction at a distance of seventy
feet from its poles equal to that of the mag-
netic attraction of the earth. It was capa-
ble, as shown in Fig. 143, of holding a chain
of five cannon balls each of which weighed
23o pounds.

When a soldier was placed in front of the
pole, the flux passed through his body in
sufficient amount to hold in place heavy
spikes of iron, as shown in Fig. 145 on this
page.

Powerful electro -magnets are now em-
ployed for loading and"unloading mag-

FIGG. 146. ELECTRO -MAGNET LIFTING 1'IG
IRON

netizable material, such as pig iron, scrap
tin, bundles of iron wire, etc.

By the use of magnets of this character
the cost of loading and unloading is con-
sidzrably decreased.

Fig. 146 shows a magnet of this type em-
plloyed, in lifting pieces of pig iron.

(To be continued.)



The Latest in Telephone Systems

A distinctly new type of telephone system,
which partakes of some of the features of
both the ordinary manual system, with its
girl operators, and the automatic system,
which" does not require a human operator,
is the " Automanual "
system. -Ashtabula,
Ohio, has the distinc-
tion of being . served
by the first commer-
cial exchange equip-
ment of the auto -
manual type. This
equipment has been
in operation six
months.

In the automanual
system all cords and
plugs have been dis-
pensed with at the
telephone switch-
board, the only piece
of apvaratus in the
operating room being
a desk equipped with
keys having much the
appearance of an
adding machine. A.I.

All calls received
are indicated upon
this desk by the lighting of a lamp. The
operator by depressing a button is connected
to the calling subscriber's line. The number
of the party wanted is ascertained from the

CORDS AND PLUGS .\RE DISPENSED
WITII

mal position by the
receiver.

The telephone at the subscriber's station
is a simple telephone of the common battery

calling subscriber and this number is set up
on the keys, a starting button is pressed and
the call is handled from then on by auto-
matic switching equipment. The operator's
key set is immediately released and it is

impossible for the
operator to go in on
the line after the call
is once set up. Th is
insures secret service.

In an exchange of
sufficient size where
it is necessary to em-
ploy a number of
operators, any call
coming into the ex-
change is immedia-
tely placed before an
operator who is not
busy, so that all calls
are answered and
handled promptly.

The connection
during the conversa-
tion is under the
control of the calling
subscriber. After the
conversation is com-
pleted all switches
are restored to nor -

act of hanging up the

THE DESK OF THE AUTOMANUAL IS EQUIPPED WITH KEYS AND LOOKS
LIKE AN ADDING MACHINE
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type. A call for the ex-
change is indicated by the
act of removing the re-
ceiver from the hook and
the number desired is
spoken into the transmitter
in the usual manner.

The chief advantages
of the system are prompt
and accurate secret service,
and the small number of
operators required. With
the automanual system one
operator will handle as
many calls as can be
handled by five or six
where the manual system
is employed.

In this system it is not
necessary that the opera-
tors be located in close
proximity to the switches.
A large city installation
can be divided into many
branch switching stations
and the operators can be
located at but one point
and accomplish all inter-
connections with the same
rapidity as could be done if
the switches themselves were located at one
point.

The electric impulses which actuate the
switches originate from what is called the
"sending machine," which, when a call is
made, delivers impulses corresponding in
number to the keys depressed by the opera-
tor. One sending machine is sufficient for
an entire exchange.

After much experimental work every
previously known condition to be encountered
in actual practice has been provided for in the
automanual system, and it goes one step
further, for the automanual operator never
knows the source of a call and is obliged to
treat all subscribers alike.

First Municipal Electric Plant

Wabash, Indiana,; boasts of being the
first town tó: adopt electric light for general
illumination. - A beginning was made on
March 3r, 188o, when four of the old Brush
arc lamps of 3,000 candlepower each were
suslien.ded; on. the flagstaff of the - Court
Hoitse',- iA seven horsepower dynamo sup-
plied: the : electricity and the contract called

THE AUTOMANUAL SWITCHING EQUIPMENT

for a light equal to a gas burner at a distance
of 2640 feet from the lamps.

All Energy Comes From the Sun

The ancient fire worshipers were not so
far out of the way, for they worshiped the
visible source of all energy which keeps us
alive here on earth. All plant growth is
dependent upon the rays of the sun, and it
is upon plants and plant eating animals that
we depend for the food fuel which keeps our
bodily engines going. For fuel to produce
heat and mechanical energy we again de-
pend upon vegetation either of today or in
ages past, the latter stored up in the earth
in the form of coal. Wind power is simply
another manifestation of the energy of the
sun, which by unequal heating of the air
strata causes different densities, and the
winds are the result-nature re-establishing
an equilibrium. Water power we have in
plenty, but every drop of water which ever
flowed over .a water wheel was first evapora-
ted by the rays of the sun, and condensed
to clouds and then rain in the upper regions
of the atmosphere.

C
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Largest Self -Cooling Transformer
Ever Built

A transformer, as, perhaps, all the readers
Of POPULAR ELECTRICITY may not know, is
a device for raising or lowering the voltage
or pressure of alternating current. Funda-
mentally it consists of two coils of insulated

THE LARGEST SELF -COOLING TRANSFORMER

wire wound around an iron core, the coils
being thoroughly insulated from each other.
One of these coils has a great many turns of
wire while the other has comparatively few
turns. If alternating current of a given
voltage is sent through the coil having few
turns there is generated in the other coil,
though the two do not come in contact with

each other, a current of less volume, but of
higher voltage, the voltage in this secondary
coil being of the same ratio to that impressed
upon primary coil as the number of turns of
wire in the secondary is to the number of
turns in the primary coil. This is known
as a "step-up" transformer. A step-up
transformer is usually located at the power
station tó step up the pressure or voltage
of the current generated by the dynamos so
that it may be forced through the long trans-
mission line of small wires.

At the distant end of the transmission line
is a substation in which is located a similar
transformer only in this case the transmission
wires terminate in the winding of many
turns, which then becomes the primary and
current of a low voltage is taken from the
coil of few turns which in this case is the
secondary. The transformer is then known
as a "step-down" transformer and it gives
from its secondary winding current of a
voltage sufficiently low to be safe for the
consumer to use, or at least low enough to be
carried to small transformers on the electric
light poles or in factories, etc., where it is
again stepped down in pressure till it is
suitable for use in lighting lamps and run-
ning motors.

In the picture herewith is shown the
largest self -cooled transformer ever built.
It steps down ioo,000 volt current to a
voltage suitable for distribution. Its coils
are capable of continuously transforming an
amount of energy equal to over I,000 horse-
power. In making the transformation a
great deal of heat is developed in the trans-
former which must be dissipated in some
way, in order that the transformer windings
may not be injured. This is what the verti-
cal pipes are for-to present a large radiating
surface to the air in order that the heat may
be absorbed by the surrounding atmosphere.
At the same time they add stiffness and
strength to the cast iron casing which encloses
the coils.

The city of the future may not be horse -
less but the great business of the warehouses,
merchants, manufacturers and wholesalers
will be transacted on electric trucks and
most of the pleasure vehicles will be driven
by electricity; the work will be done by
electricity; we will be kept warm in winter
and cool in summer by electricity and nearly
everything in this life of work or pleasure
will be owing in a measure to electricity.



Talks With The Judge

" Just look at those electric signs!" ex-
claimed the Judge. "Talk about Art! If
there is any mechanical or electrical means
by which an effect can be produced which
you might designate by that dignified title,
the electric sign is it. I have walked up
and down this street hundreds of times in
the evening and I have seen the flags of all
nations waving in the breeze, fountains play-
ing in every color of the rainbow, human fig-
ures performing all sorts of stunts, skyrockets,
smoking cigars, steaming cups of coffee,
popping bottles of Budweiser, men playing
billiards and women beating rugs. Why,
there is hardly anything that you can name
that we haven't seen worked out in these
wonderful, restless signs. I know every bit
of it is done by electric lights-but how?
That's what gets me. If you can give me a
little insight into their operation and how
they got those effects I will be thankful."

" We'll have to
acknowledge that
they're almost hu-
man, Judge. But,
after all, they are
most of them but
modifications of
one or more of a
comparatively few
schemes or sys-
tems."

"Now - a - days
the electric sign wizard gets an order some-
thing like this: 'Sign i8 by 25 feet-Chef
mixing dough made from XXYZ flour-
alternately grinning and sober-figure on
and off six times per minute, alternating
with company name in red.' The sign
wizard, by the way, is a specialist. There
are only two or three of him of note in the
country and the most noted of any, who
produces some of the brightest and most
scintilating effects, is named Dull.

"As I said the sign wizard gets a very
peculiar order, perhaps accompanied by a
crude sketch to show the idea to be brought
out in lamps. The chances are that the idea
may be worked out by one of a series of
standard types of sign flashers with a few
modifications as to details; and this brings
us to the flasher-a little machine which is

Almost Human

at the bottom of all the marvelous sign effects
which we see.

"The main types of sign flashers are known
as Single pole,' `Carbon,' `Chaser,' `Series,'
`Flag,' `High speed,' `Lightning,' `Script
breaker' and `Combination.'

"When you see a sign which spells out a
word, one letter at a time, it is operated by
a single pole machine, which is nothing more
than a number of switches which are raised

`-DFPaiti
The Electric Sign Wizard gets Very Peculiar

Orders ute_i
and lowered by a series of cams on a re-
volving shaft. This shaft is run by an elec-
tric motor, and the cam -operated switches
close the circuits to the lamps comprising
each letter in the proper sequence to spell
out the word.

"When you see a sign flash first on one
side and then on the other, the letters all
coming on at once, it is a `Carbon' type of

flasher that does the
work. The circuits
leading to all of the
letters on each side
of the sign are opened
and closed by very
large motor -operated
switches having car-
bon contacts. The
reason carbon con-
tacts are used is be-

cause each switch carries a large volume
of current, owing to the many lamps on the
circuit, and the ordinary small knife switch
would be burned or fused by the arc which
would be formed on opening the switch sud-

_i

When a Sign Spells Out
One Letter at a Time
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denly. In case the sign is very large it is
not practicable to open the circuit at one
point, even with carbon contact switches, so
the `Series' system is employed. This sys-
tem is so arranged that a number of switches
open the circuit at different points simultan-
eously.

"Sometimes you see signs in which the
lights chase themselves around a border with
an undulating motion like a snake. These
are operated by the `Chaser' type of flasher.
In this case individual wires must be run to
all of the lamps in the border. The flashing
machine as it revolves closes switches which
keep a certain number of lamps on all the

time. If this number is ¡o, say, as the switch
for the eleventh is closed the switch for the
first is opened. Reduce the number to one
or two and the lamps will give the appear-
ance of a flea hopping about.

"One of the most beautiful sign effects is

that of a waving flag or pennant. This effect
is produced by the `Flag' flasher, quite
similar to the `Chaser' or snake machine.
The flag or pennant is, of course, done in
regularly arranged rows of lamps. The ver-
tical rows of lamps are caused to light and
go out in succession across the flag, folds of
darkness running down through it. This is
what gives the waving effect. The folds
nearest the pole or staff are short and thick,
becoming attenuated as they near the outer
end.

"The most spectacular effects, such as re-
volving wheels, fountains, falling water,
smoke, etc., are produced by the 'High
speed' machine. It is built much like the
single pole machine only it must go much
more rapidly, the switches making and break-
ing the circuit sometimes as high as 25o times
a minute. A slowly rising cloud of smoke
from the end of a cigar will not require over
ioo breaks a minute, while a stream squirt-
ing from a seltzer bottle will require 25o.

"The `Script breaker' gives the appear-
ance of a script sign being written out, one
lamp at a time-an invisible hand writing
the name in fire. It is a machine nearly
like the single pole and chaser machine.

"Lightning is made by a special flasher
which is required to give rapid progressive
motion across the sign. The same device is
also used to illustrate such things as shooting
a billiard ball across a table, throwing bombs
into the air, etc. It is similar to the chaser
and runs at very high speed.
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"Combination machines embody two or
more of the previously described machines
and by their use almost any effect desired
may be obtained."

A New Departure in Electric Cars

Although no trolley pole and wires are
visible and there is no "third -rail," tie car
which you see in the picture is nevertheless
an electric car-but one which secures its
power in a very peculiar manner. Mounted

A NEW DEPARTURE IN ELECTRIC CARS

out of sight between the axles is an enclosed
gas engine which is not, however, connected
mechanically with the driving axles. In-
stead it drives a dynámo which in ti_rn fur-
nishes current for the motors which are con-
nected to the axles in the usual manner.
The gas engine can thus be made tc run at
constant speed regardless of the speed of
the car, which is the most efficient mode of
operation.

This car has been constructed for the
Third Avenue Railway Company of New
York. It resembles in general appearance
the short cars on many of our smaller city
railways.

Early Lamp Filaments

Among the first carbon filaments prepared
by Mr. Edison for electric lamps was one
made of a thread enveloped in a paste of
lampblack and tar and carbonized at a
high temperature. This carbonizes. thread,
though far from satisfactory, gave sufficient
encouragement to warrant further investi-
gation in the same direction. This re-
sulted in the trial of a number of other sub-
stances and it was determined upon, for a
time, that the best of all was paper, plain
paper without lampblack or other applica-
tions. Bristol board was used in the making
of these paper filaments.



X -Rays In Dentistry

Whereas X-rays have found so many
valuable applications in medicine, the mani-
fold possibilities opened up to the dentist
by the use of these wonderful radiations
have been only recently appreciated. In
fact, Roentgen rays afford a most welcome
means of exact examination, allowing the
condition of the teeth and jaw to be ascer-

FIG. I. X-RAY OUTFIT FOR DENTISTS

tained more quickly, safely and accurately
than by any other process, so that even the
most minute alterations in this condition can
be detected without any difficulty. Frac-
tures of the jaw, and all kinds of inflamma-
tory processes can be investigated in every
detail, and borings, fillings, bridges and regu-

lations in the position of teeth are readily
checked by means of X-ray pictures. The
most valuable results may, finally, be ex-
pected from examining infantile teeth, as-
certaining the position of permanent teeth
in relation to the milk teeth, and any
anomalies during the changing of teeth.

X-rays, it will be remembered, are gen-
erated by means of high-tension electric
currents led into an exhausted glass bulb
containing convenient electrodes. These
high-tension currents are produced by an
induction coil.

The working of the induction coil is con-
trolled by adjustable resistances, as well as
by adapting the interrupter to the con-
ditions of the case. A new German outfit

FIG. 2. X-RAY DENTAL OUTFIT IN USE

used in this connection is represented in Fig.
I. It is designed either as a wall switch-
board or as portable cabinet.

The X-ray bulb as shown in Fig. 2 is
connected to the terminals of the induction
coil. As a current of sufficient tension is
passed through the bulb, there are produced

A
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inside the latter, what are called cathode
rays. These cathode rays, which consist
of negatively charged minute particles mov-
ing at an enormous speed, possess the faculty
of heating any solid object struck by them,
the greater part of them being converted
into Roentgen or X-rays. Now, these
Roentgen rays are known to traverse solid
bodies, according to their atomic weight and
thickness, more or less freely (e. g., flesh
better than bone), and to exert strong chem-
ical effects, so as to act on the photographic
plate. They also cause certain salts, such
as barium -platinum -cyanide, to become
more or less intensely luminous, according
to the more or less strong absorption they
undergo on their way. On the photographic

FIG. 3. X-RAY PICTURES OF TEETH

action is based the process of radiography
and, on the luminosity of salts, the use of
Roentgen rays for examining the human
body by projection of the image on a lumi-
nous screen.

For the purposes of dentistry, the photo-
graphic records are the more important
and these can be taken without darkening
the room. Some specimens of diagrams
showing various affections of the teeth are
represented in Fig. 3.

The penetrating power of X-rays is tested
by means of an apparatus containing a lump
of wax of about the same permeability as
the muscular parts surrounding the jaw.
The degree of vacuum is gauged by means of
a "radiometer," comprising a strip of thin

sheet metal and a wedge-shaped aluminum
block arranged in proximity to it.

A most important point in using X-rays
in dentistry is to provide a convenient dia-
phragm which may eliminate any secondary
rays.

This outfit, as represented in Fig. 2 is
carried on a support allowing of a verti-
cal and horizontal adjustment, which is very
important in taking teeth radiographs.

Brazil Thrives on Electric Power

Many of the industrial establishments in
Brazil, notably those in and around Rio de
Janeiro, are rapidly changing to electric
power, as a result of the development of

hydro -electric energy from
a river near Rio de Janeiro.
There are similar notable
establishments near Sao
Paulo, and to some extent
near Bahia. The availa-
bility of this power is
gradually working a revolu-
tion in present industrial
establishments, changing
them from small power,
often purely hand work,
to modern power establish-
ments.

The availability of elec-
tricity also is doing away
with the general power
problem, which has always
been in the way of in-
dustrial development in
Brazil. Power from fuel
in Brazil has always been
expensive. The country

has no coal deposits worthy of the
name, or able to compete with imported
fuel, and imported fuel after a 7,000 -mile
haul is costly. Transportation and other
elements added to the high cost of fuel
have prevented that measure of industrial
development in the country which might
naturally have been expected as a result
of its own local demand for products
which are of ordinary manufacturing
possibility in this country. With the
advent of electricity much of this unfavor-
able condition is modified. The matters
of transportation, raw materials, and
cheap and efficient labor are yet to be
disposed of, but some of these problems
are gradually being solved.



"In The Beginning"
By JOSEPH E. HINDS

Mr. Hinds is one
of the few men who
were on the spot when
the first incandescent
electric lighting plant
in all the world was
put into operation on a commercial basis. It
was through his youthful enthusiasm that he
induced Mr. Edison to grant to his firm the
privilege of the first practical demonstration.
Twenty-nine years have now passed since the
wheels of this plant first turned and few of
its parts are still in existence. It is therefore
Mr. Hinds' desire that permanent record be
made of the details of this plant and the inci-
dents connected with its installation and
early operation, and it is with pleasure that
we here print his narrative word for word as
he has written it, which was his express de-
sire.-Editorial Note.
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Very naturally we all take the world as we
find it and in this age of wonders the aero-
plane excites no more surprise, probably not
as much, as did Fulton's clumsy boat lum-
bering up the Hudson a hundred years ago.
We turn to a little instrument on our desk
and talk to our friends miles away. We ha ve
yesterday's news from the remotest parts of
the earth with our morning coffee. We
look at the pictured movements of things
that happened months ago in far -away lands
and think only of the interest which the
action excites. We touch a button in the
wall and a hall or a room or a whole house
is flooded with a brilliant, pleasant light or
in an instant a section of a city is brought
from midnight darkness into almost mid-
day glow.

I say we take these things as a matter of
course but it was not always thus, little chil-
dren! No, it was not always thus! Your
fathers and your grandfathers can remember
the time when the best light obtainable in
many places was provided by candles or
whale oil lamps. And when this was suc-
ceeded by kerosene oil as an illuminant and
some genius invented what was called the
"sunlight burner" it created far more ex-
citement and wonder than has the advent
of the recently perfected tungsten lamp.

One could talk al-
most forever about
the discoveries and
developments of the
past few decades in
mechanics, chem-

istry, photography, navigation, heating and
lighting, but in nothing has the develop-
ment been more practical and progressive
than in the matter of lighting.

Without pretending to possess any techni-
cal or practical knowledge on the subject,
my purpose is to relate in as few and simple
words as possible the story of the establish-
ment of the very first plant in the world
whereby a building was illuminated for prac-
tical purposes by incandescent electric lamps
and without the aid of any of the agencies
that had been used for that purpose up to
that time.

In the year 188o my firm, Hinds, Ketcham
& Co., was engaged in the business of color
printing at 104 Fulton Street, New York
City. This was in the very heart of the
busiest section and probably the most con-
gested manufacturing and business district on
the continent.

In the month of October in that year we
were visited by a gentleman who was gather-
ing statistics regarding the number of gas
lights in use and the cost of same. Upon
inquiring into his purpose we were in-
formed that he represented Mr. Thomas A.
Edison, who was experimenting with a new
system of lighting at his laboratory at Menlo
Park, New Jersey. We were not entirely
unfamiliar with this fact, as the newspapers
had occasionally printed items about the
"Wizard of Menlo Park" headed "Light-
ning over the Snow," etc., and stating how,
on certain nights a number of lights had
mysteriously sprung into existence appar-
ently without any human agency, and of
other strange happenings. At that time my
firm was erecting a factory building at 449
and 451 Water Street in New York City and
being anxious to have it equipped with every
modern appliance, the agent was asked as
to the possibility of having that building
fitted out with the new lighting system. He
stated that nothing of the kind had as vet

0.
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FIRST ELECTRIC INCANDESCENT LIGHTING PLANT IN THE WORLD. IT WAS PUT INTO
OPERATION IN DECEMBER, 1880, AND MARKED AN EPOCH

IN THE WORLD'S HISTORY
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been done and expressed his doubts, but at
his suggestion I went to Menlo Park and
saw the entire system in operation. Mr.
Edison was then, as now, a very busy man
and no respector of persons. As I left the
train I saw two men waiting on the railroad
platform and afterward ascertained that
they were the two best known financiers of
New York who were returning after vainly
seeking an interview.

After three or four visits I succeded in
meeting Mr. Edison, presented my request
to him, pressed! the
matter upon him with
youthful enthusiasm,
told him that if he
would give me the
light I would promise
not to enter any gas
into the building, de-
pending for light en-
tirely on his plant
and much other argu-
ment of the same
import although I
felt that I was taking
great chances in
making this very rad-
ical condition.
While, this may not
have affected his de-
cision in the least he
finally told me that
he would comply
with my request and
shortly afterward we
received at our new
factory a dynamo
which had been taken
out of the laboratory
works. This was
known as an " Edison
Z dynamo," 55 volts,
capacity about 15o
eight candle power
lamps. This was set
up and connected
with a small upright
engine of about ten
horsepower so geared as to drive the dynamo
at 1700 turns per minute. The wiring
throughout the building was done by a man
whose only previous experience had been
with electric bells and similar work, and
as no insulated wire of the necessary
gauge was obtainable, the original trunk line
was of naked copper wire fastened directly

THE FIRST RHEOSTAT, REAR VIEW. THE
ORIGINAL WAS ABOUT 20 INCHES HIGH

to the walls or girders by double pointed
tacks. The joints and connections were not
soldered but merely scraped and twisted
together. At first there was no automatic
apparatus of any kind; not even safety plugs,
and on one occasion, when the lights sud-
denly turned a dull red and the engine
labored heavily, a disaster was averted by
the discovery of a large file which an intelli-
gent plumber laid across the two lines of
wire. On reporting this incident the trunk
lines were cut at intervals and the ends bent

over, links of lead
wire being inserted
in the spaces.

Upon our request
for a revision of our
insurance rates a
careful survey was
made and for the
reason that no gas
was used in the build-
ing a material reduc-
tion was made to us.

Some months after
this we received the
first rheostat, then
called by some other
name. (The accom-
panying cut is about
as it looked, allowing
for wear and tear.)
The safety plugs
were the same in
principle as those
now in use. The cut
of safety plug here
shown includes a part
of the trunk -line wires
that were in actual
use.

In the first type of
lamp received the
ends of the carbon
were held by small
German silver clamps
fitted with watch
screws. These lamps
were very short lived.

The bulk of metal caused the current to often
spring an arc and the average life of the
lamps was not many hours; some of them
not many minutes, as the voltage was con-
stantly varying, not being under control.
These lamps were keyless and could only be
extinguished by loosening them in the
socket. When the plant was first installed
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IHE FIRST TYPE OF LAMP (FULL SIZE) OF EIGHT CANDLEPOWER, THE SOCKET AND BASE

BEING OF WOOD. IT CONSUMED .94 AMPERE AT 55 VOLTS OR 6.46 WATTS PER
CANDLEPOWER WHEREAS THE MODERN TUNGSTEN LAMP CON-

SUMES ONLY I WATTS PER CANDLEPOWER.
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a full complement - of
lamps was supplied with
some extras, but these
were soon exhausted and
several boxes of lamps
were sent us at short in-
tervals, the shipments be-
ing increased to barrel-
fuls, each lamp being
carefully packed in straw.
These lamps were neces-
sarily very expensive. I
was told that the cost
was $S to $Io each and
when I spoke to Mr.
Edison on the subject
and expressed my regret
at our apparent extrava-
ance in the matter of
lamps he said, "Don't
mind that. We are im-
proving them all the time
and you and I will live
to see the day when
lamps will be made for
less than thirty cents
each and will last several thousand hours."
Which prophecy has been fulfilled.

Just at this time my firm issued a circular
containing this statement:

NEW YORK, February 1, 1881.
We are pleased to announce that having found

it necessary to materially increase our facilities to
provide for the great and rapid growth of our busi-
ness, we have removed the manufacturing depart-
ments to our new factory,
Nos. 449 and 451 Water Street, New York City,
where we have the largest and best equipped estab-
lishment of its kind in the United States. Our
building is 4ox16o feet, 4 floors, lighted on all sides
and fitted throughout with

EDISON'S INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC
LIGHT,

operated by a special dynamo electric machine on
the premises. We are the first manufacturers in
the world to put into practical operation this great
triumph of American genius (which is a true sub-stitute for daylight, showing all colors in their
natural hues), and our friends are invited to call
and see the operation of Prof. Edison's wonderful

subdivision of the electric current and the vacuum
amp.

We have in constant operation fifteen steam
presses and are supplied with every modern app-
liance connected with our business, including Hinds'
patent drying machine, for drying printed and
varnished sheets in an incredibly short space of
time.

Our salesroom will remain at the old stand, 104
Fulton Street, and is connected with factory by
direct telephone.

SAFETY PLUG, 1881, SHOWING PART OF THE ORIGINAL LIVE
WIRES. REDUCED ONE-THIRD

Thanking our friends for the liberal patronage
and support bestowed upon us during,the past year
and soliciting a continuance we remain,

Very respectfully,
HINDS, KETCHAM & CO.

This circular was sent to all parts of the
country and the result was that our little
factory was crowded with visitors every night
to marvel at the features of the new light
which could not be blown out and would
burn under water, and we were repeatedly
called upon to demonstrate this latter fact.
Not the least attraction were the fixtures and
shades. The fixtures were ordinary gas
pipe and fittings, the only material available
at the time. The "Electrolier" came along
much later. These were probably the first
un -ventilated lights that many had ever seen.
The shades were of my own design, made
by a neighboring tin smith, painted white
inside and green outside. This, with some
modifications in size and shape, is still the
prevailing fashion in such things.

The night in December, 188o, when all
was ready to switch on the current for the
Irst time to light up the building with this
mysterious agency, was to mark an epoch
in the world's history. It nearly marked
one for me, for in the excitement of the
moment, standing beside the engine, which
was running at full speed, and leaning over
to throw on the switch, my coat caught in
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the belt and I was thrown violently to the
floor, happily without any other injury than
a temporary disappointment. A few mo-
ments later, in the presence of my partners
and our principal employees, the little lamps
were illumined with a dull red glow which
gradually brightened into what seemed a
dazzling light and we stood speechless with
wonder in the presence of the greatest marvel
of the century.

The first public display of the new light
was made in a spectacular play at Niblo's
Garden in New York City when a " Grand
Electric Light Ballet" was given. The
beautiful coryphees each carried a property
branch of foliage in which were set three or
more of the little eight candle lamps. The
stage was darkened, the gas all turned down,
when suddenly the verdure was illuminated
by the brilliant spots of light revealing thick
ropes of wires leading along the floor to the

LAMP, FIXTURES AND SHADE. SHOWING PLAN
OF TRUNK WIRES AND CONNECTIONS

575

side, and the audience sat in open-mouthed
astonishment. The program stated that
"The whole is produced under the personal
direction of Professor Edison," but I doubted
that'statement then and I doubt it more now.

I believe that no other isolated plant was
installed, except at the Edison works in
Goerck Street, and it was, perhaps, a year
after this event before any other lamps were
in practical use and the current for them
was supplied from the first central station
in Pearl Street near Fulton Street in New
York City. This plant was erected under
Mr. Edison's personal supervision and
several times, on his way down town, he
stopped into our little place to look for
"bugs" as he called it. That his pathway
and ours was not lined entirely with roses at
that time is apparent from the following
letter, which speaks for itself:

THOMAS A. EDISON,
No. 65 Fifth Avenue.

NEW YORK, 7th Nov., 188i.
Messrs. Hinds Ketcham & Co.,

or 228 South Street, City.
DEAR SIRS:

The discrepancy between the number of lamps
per horsepower which we claim and what you
obtain is due entirely to the extra friction on the
belting and shafting when the extra load comes on.
As we have indicated at least 25 different kinds of
engines varying from one hundred and eighty horse
power to ten horse power and never got less than
12 to 14 lamps of eight candles each by the indica-
tor card and as these engines have been indicated
by many different persons who have figured the
thing out both in the old manner and by p:animeters
and have found our figures are correct, we are abso-
lutely certain the fault is at your works and not in

our lamps and machines. In my mind the whole
trouble is due to the failure to recognize the fact
that there is an enormous loss of power when trans-
mitted through several series of belts. Were you
to put in a small Armington engine and connect the
dynamo directly with it, you would doubtless get
the desired result. In fact I will guarantee twelve
eight -candle lights per indicated horse power if
such an engine is used and that you wi:l have no
further difficulty in the matter. If you find it in-
expedient to put in a small engine, we will take
the dynamos back and be just as good friends as
ever.

Any night this week if the gentleman who has
indicated your present engine and made these cal-
culations has time he may come to Goerck St. by
informing me one day ahead and I will put up 15o
eight -candle lights on a small engine and if we do
not get twelve lights per indicated horsepower, I
will agree to eat engine, dynamo, lamps and all.

Yours very truly,
THOMAS A. EDISON.

This plant, with occasional improvements
and changes, continued to run in the same
building for nearly four years thereafter,
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when it was removed to Brooklyn and the
dynamo again set up as an auxiliary and
was run up to a few years ago when a vandal
hand consigned it to the junk heap. In the
pressure of other business this matter was
lost sight of and gradually the remnants of
the plant have disappeared, until now only
a few individual specimens remain. Of the
first type of lamp that was in actual use only
three specimens are in existence: One in
the National Museum in Washington, one
in the hands of an enthusiastic collector and
one in my own possession of which is pre-

sented a halftone illustration on page 573.
Of all the events of a long and busy life
nothing has given me more intense satis-
faction than the one which I have tried to
describe. It brought me into personal con-
tact with the greatest genius of all time,
who is also a most genial, lovable, manly
man. Edison is too near the focus of our
vision at the present time for us to form an
estimate of his greatness, but the eye of the
future will have a broader horizon and the
vastness and complexity of his genius and
achievement will then be more apparent.

FROM A PHOTOGRAPH OF THOMAS A.
EDISON, TAKEN IN Ió$I OR I882

,21
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Electric Carriage Call

Electric light has played an important
part in modern "society functions," from
the time when it was first introduced, bril-
liantly illuminating the ballroom and theater,
and adding beauty to decorative effects at
dinner parties and receptions. The elec-
tric carriage call is an application of the
incandescent lamp that serves a useful pur-
pose at some of the theaters and opera houses
in our big cities.

Before this system was introduced, the
dispersal of a Grand Opera audience, for
example, was often the occasion of much
delay and annoyance. The "carriage folk"
attending the performance, especially ladies
wearing costly evening gowns and jewels,
naturally wished to step directly from the
door into their conveyances, and in inclement
weather the prompt appearance of each

ELECTRIC CARRIAGE CALL IN FRONT OF
THE THEATRE

party's carriage became still more important.
The custom formerly was to call the carriages
by shouting loudly at the door for the coach-
man. This primitive method of summoning
one's conveyance, whether hired or private,
was a time-honored one dating back to the
period before the introduction of wheeled
vehicles, when "chairs," slung on poles and

carried bodily by burly servants, were in
vogue. But the resulting din and confusion,
often made more vociferous by the necessity
of repeating the name or number down the
long line of waiting carriages, was a serious
offset to the pleasure of the performance
that had just been enjoyed.

The electric carriage call obviates all this
annoyance, saves the time of the patrons
of the house, and greatly facilitates the work
of the attendants and police. It is not an
audible "call," but a purely visual system;
that is, it operates by displaying one carriage

WATCH FOR
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PERFORATED TICKET FOR OPERATING CAR-
RIAGE CALL

number after another, outlined in incandes-
cent lamps in a panel electric sign placed
over the carriage entrance where all the
coachmen waiting in line can see it. There
are usually three panels, each consisting of
a group of lamps so arranged that any figure
from i to 9, and o, may be formed by lighting
up certain lamps of the group. The sign
is operated by the doorman, from an ingeni-
ous switchboard which is connected to the
sign by a cable of wires.

The operation of the system is simple. At
the switchboard, the wires coming from the
sign-one wire for each lamp-terminate
in a set of movable contact pins. By means
of a lever, the entire group of pins may he
brought into contact with a copper plate
which completes the circuit to the lamps.
But by the use of a pasteboard "ticket,"
punched with holes, certain particular pins
only are allowed to make this contact, the
arrangement and location of the perforations
in the ticket allowing certain lamps to light.
Each ticket used is punched in a different
way, so as to cause a different number, of
one, two or three figures, to light up in the
sign, and this number is printed on the ticket
and on a stub which may be detached.

One of these tickets is assigned to each
carriage as it drives up to the door before
the performance, the doorman tearing off
the numbered stub and handing it to the
coachman as a memorandum of the number
that will be shown on the sign to call him.



A Trick Elevator
By ALBERT WALTON

Aladdin has been outdone-and in the
Western Hemisphere at that. The flying
rug that would travel whithersoever its owner
desired was but a crude affair to the Wright
Brothers' aeroplane; the blades of Damascus
were not half as wonderful as a dollar safety
razor, and Aladdin's lamp itself was but a
smoky affair that gave such a feeble glow

The Flying Rug Was But a Crude Affair

that -a forty -watt tungsten would make it
cast a shadow. But crude as we have
shown the fabled old Orientals to have been
by our modern methods we have always
rather admired the way they could cause
various beings to arise from the under -world
by a mere clapping of the hands. But even
this pales to the commonplace beside the
"near -human" elevator that is being used
in certain places in this country today.

A few days ago I had occasion to call on
an engineer on the fifth floor of the new
office building of a large factory in the
East. I was known to the doorman and
was expected so I was directed at once to the
elevator. The car was on the street floor
with the door closed and there was no at-
tendant in sight. While I hestiated there
was a whirr and a click and the car gently
rose to heights above and disappeared. In
a few seconds I heard doors open and close
and the car started down again. It stopped
to let its passenger out at the second floor
just within view and the doors were shut

again. 1 had been impatiently pushing the
button at intervals and now expected to see
the car brought down for me. When I saw
nothing was occurring toward that end I
pushed again and, with another whirr and
click, the Genie awoke and down came the
empty car. Somewhat astonished, but em-
boldened by this more friendly attitude
I opened the door and entered. On the car
wall was a row of buttons, one above the
other, marked "Basement," "One," "Two,"
"Three" up to "Six". That was simple
and with much gusto I prodded number five
and waited and prodded again and then had
an inspiration and pushed three times more
to make five for the fifth floor and again I
failed to soar as I had reason to expect.
I scratched my head. What must I do to
appease this mysterious and very particular
Genie to again become his master? Remem-
bering the Arabian Nights I repeated
"Abra-ka-dabra" and "Open Sesame" and
such phrases in a half hearted sort of a way
and then disconsolately looked about me.
The door was open just as I had left it.
Open? Of course! What self-respecting
Genie would run an elevator up with the floor
door open? Much chagrined at my over-
sight and awed at the unerring intelligence
and unfaltering faithfulness of my slave 1

unconsciously exclaimed "Excuse me!" and
after shutting the door again pushed the
fifth button with great hope of results. This
time came the whirr and click again and up
I went "alone but with unbated zeal."
Gently I passed the second floor without a
tremor of hesitation. "Good," I said, "you
had sense enough to know I did not want to
stop there." Likewise at the third but I
did not say "Good!" I looked for the
"Stop" button and could not find it. "Very
pretty and very nice, so far, Mr. Genie, but
do not forget that the roof is just above and
good elevators never go up on the roof even
in the hot summer." Things did not look
as prosperous as they had and I thought of
the accident policy I was to take out soon.
I wished I had it. I did not feel quite so
brilliant about having closed that door and
so on. I was alone still, but not with so
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much unbated zeal when the fourth floor
glided by while I, thinking almost anything
was better than inaction, began to push all
the buttons in rotation and then in pairs and

groups. Now what
the Genie would do
or think I could not
imagine and did not
try to imagine. I
rather expected to
see the car part in
the middle and go
both ways trying to
obey all orders at
once and was debat-
ing which half I

Began to Push All The would stay with when
Buttons In Rotation that welcome whirr

and click sounded and we stopped ex-
actly at the fifth floor. "Well, I guess
you'll do!" I said as I opened the fifth
floor door and got out, closing it behind me
and expecting to see the car go down again
at once. But though the Genie was willing,
he never worked uselessly. He was waiting
further orders apparently. I set down my

down one flight of stairs
to the fourth floor and pushed the button
there. Sure enough, not only did the
empty car start down but it stopped exactly
at my floor! Now I was interested. I got
in and pushed "five" again, went up and
got out at the fifth floor and called on the
engineer I came to see. I made him come
out and put the machine through its paces.
He got in alone and pushed No. 6 and began
to ascend. Immediately I pushed the button
on -the fifth floor expecting to call him down
again but he finished his ascent and got out
and closed the door and came down the
stairs. The elevator pays no attention to
conflicting orders.
Would that we had
office boys who were
worked by buttons
and would not be
diverted until they
had done what we
sent them to do. Would that Office Boys

We pushed our Weres o nsd by

button again and
got in and pushed "Basement" but as we
neared the third floor we saw some one ap-
proaching and desiring to go down. Mr. En-
gineer pushed number three, stopped and took
him on. So, you see, the Genie, while know-
ing but one master at a time, is broad enough

to allow an error to be corrected or an order
to be changed, provided the change comes
from within the car. The change of in-
structions cancelled the "basement" order
so another was issued by pressing number
one where our passenger alighted, after
which we pressed the basement button again
and went on down, getting out and closing
the door behind us.

In a wire cage in a dark recess behind the
shaft we found the wonderful devices that
worked these miracles of modern engineering.
A semicircle of magnets and contacts, a
moving arm, a few small wires and a number
of magnetically operated water -valves made
up the entire apparatus. A button is pressed;
a magnet jumps and thrusts forth a contact
piece; a small valve opens, and the arm
starts to move around the dial. The small
valve lets water into a pipe that operates
another valve that opens the main plunger
valve and puts the pressure on the elevator
so as to raise or lower it as may be required.
The arm continues to move until the raised
contact piece is reached and then another
magnet is operated, valves are opened and
water pressure is applied to close the main
valve, and the whole device is at rest again
with the elevator standing still at the desired
floor, the time required for the moving arm
to reach the raised contact having been ad-
justed properly to allow the car time to get
to its destination. And the parts are elec-
trically inter -locked like the switching cir-
cuits of a railroad switch tower so that only
one thing can be done at a time. It is most
ingenious, yet simple enough to be com-
mercially practicable and successful, despite
the apparent mystery and complexity of it
when viewed from the floors above or from
the car itself.

New Steel Making Process

German iron and steel manufacturers are
excited over what is said to be the successful
solution of the problem of making steel
directly from iron ores by electricity. This
has occurred at Dommeidingen, in the
Duchy of Luxemburg, where an electrical
furnace has been producing steel for a short
time. Although the ores used are low grade
and contain a considerable percentage of
phosphorus, the furnace yielded a steel fully
equal to the best grade made from Swedish
ores. The success of this invention is ex-
pected to have a very far-reaching result.
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Portola Illuminations

If Don Caspar de Portola had returned to
earth any night from October i9th to 23d,
last, and chanced to come out upon the bay
of San Francisco as he did one hundred and
forty years ago, a far different scene would
have presented itself to his astonished gaze,
a scene in which the most brilliant electrical
illuminations played an important part.
Rebuilt San Francisco had taken upon her-
self the task of holding a great Portola Festi-
val to commemorate the discovery of her
beautiful harbor by the hardy Spanish ex-
plorer.

The lighting features of the festival were
spectacular in the extreme and the special
illuminations extended out in all directions
from a great bell at the intersection of Mar-
ket, Kearny and Third streets. This bell
contained 2,000 i6 -candle power lamps and
rose to a height of 125 feet above the street.
The central supporting platform weighed a
ton and was suspended by cables from nearby
buildings-a span of 180 feet. From this
festoons of lamps were carried to a lower
ring 120 feet in diameter. One of the
illuminated stores is seen in the illustration.
This took first prize for decorative lighting
in its class. The upper picture shows

SCENES AT THE PORTOL4 FESTIVAL
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Market  street looking toward the Ferry
Building.

The electrical floats in the evening were
symbolical of scenic California. They in-
cluded one of the falls of the Yosemite with
running water brilliantly illuminated by
1200 lights. Shasta and Mossbrae Falls

were similarly reproduced. The Santa
Barbara Mission, within whose arbor an
electrical fountain played, was outlined in
thousands of colored lights. A huge red-
wood log, apparently hauled by two horses,
was beautifully brought out by electric in-
candescent lamps.

Infant and Bacteriological Incubators
By W. W. WETHERLA, M. D.

One of the uses to which electricity has
only recently been applied is the artificial
heating of infant incubators for the rearing
of prematurely born children, and for the
heating of bacteriological incubators or ovens
used in the culture of germs. Because elec-
tric heat may usually be applied so that nearly,
if not quite all, of the
heat produced is uti-
lized in work, it isas
cheap, if not cheaper,
than gas for incu-
bator heating.

The disadvantages
of gas heating as ap-
plied to incubators,
are danger of the
flame being blown
out and thus filling
the room and incu-
bator with gas, and
lack of constant gas
pressure and there-
fore a variation of
temperature in the in-
cubator, at times ten
degrees or more.

The advantages of
electric heating are
clean heat, that is the
air is not vitiated or
contaminated; varia-
tion of heat in the
incubator is only
slight; very little at-
tention is required
after once adjusting
heat regulator; pure air may circulate through
the incubator.

The novelty of the infant incubator is due
to the fact that both the heat and the moisture
are generated and effectually controlled by
the electric current, which may be either al-
ternating or direct. The working of the

ELECTRIC INFANT INCUBATOR

machine is automatic, and when once
properly adjusted it will continue in opera-
tion for months at a time with practically no
attention. The variation of temperature is
less than one degree; the variation of moist-
ure is less than two percent, and the system
of ventilation is all that could be desired.

The air supplied to
the infant can be fil-
tered through absor-
bent cotton or gauze
filter placed over the
air inlet, and this air
can be taken from
the room in which
the apparatus is
placed or directly
from the outside by
means of tubes. The
revolving wheel in
the chimney indicates
the perfect circula-
tion of air.

The automatic el-
ectric cut -ours for
Loth heat and mois-
ture are large mer-
cury cups, which
have proved far
superior to and more
reliable than plati-
num point contacts,
and much cheaper.
Platinum point con-
tacts frequency fuse
together when carry-
ing a heavy current,

thus heating the apparatus to an undesirable
and dangerously high temperature. Both
the thermostat and hygrostat are of new con-
struction, acting through mercury contacts
or cups having no platinum points to fuse
together when heat is on or off the heating
chamber.
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A hygrometer placed in the chamber
records the atmospheric conditions as to
humidity. A thermometer whose bulb in
the chamber and whose stem projects out-
side and on top of the apparatus indicates
the temperature.

Both incubators are heated by incandes-
cent lamps or by resistance coils placed in
the base and over the air inlet. The cold air
passes in and around the lamps or coils and
is thereby heated to almost any temperature.
Lamps have proved more easy and simple
of management than wire resistance coils,
especially when under the management of

ELECTRIC BACTERIOLOGICAL INCUBATOR

an unskilled nurse. When a lamp burns out
it can be replaced by anyone. An ordinary
incandescent lamp of 16 candle power has
an activity when in operation, of about 5o
watts. Of this activity about 48 watts or 96
percent is expended in producing heat
radiation, and four percent in light radiation.

The moisture for the infant incubator is
derived from a tank of water located in the
the base of the apparatus, and in which is
placcd a water heating coil of 44o watts
activity. This water may also be heated
by lamps, but not so effectively.

The bacteriological incubator is designed
for physicians' laboratories, for colleges and
hospitals, and is made in various sizes to

, suit the purpose for which it is intended. It
is made of copper and consists of an interior
or incubating chamber enclosed by a second
copper wall providing the water bath or
jacket, which outer wall is covered by a non-
conducting material. There is an inner door
of glass and an outer door of the same ma-
terial as the incubator. A strip of felt on
the inner door forms an air tight fit. The
outer wall is covered with linoleum, which is
bound at the edges by copper trimmings.

Particular attention is given to the !precise
regulation of the temperature, as the
maximum and minimum temperatures, be-
tween which many bacteria may be success-
fully incubated, are but a few degrees apart.

Five 16 candle power lamps furnish ample
heat to maintain the desired temperature in
the chamber of this incubator, which is for
ordinary work 37°C. This temperature is
maintained for any length of time with but
a half degree variation

Before the Electric Age

"A light, there, maids, :Zang out your light,
And see your horns be clear and bright,
That so your candle clear may shine,
Continuing from 6 to g,
That honest men that walk along
May see to pass safe without wrong."

Less than 200 years ago the watchmen
of London town, carrying horn lanthorns and
halberts, dressed in long coats and knee
breeches, walked up and -down the cobbled
streets of the world's largest city chanting
this verse, says the Springfield (Mass.)
Union.

It is beyond our comprehension and im-
agination in these days of flaming arc lamps
and brilliantly lighted streets to picture the
streets of London in that lawless age when
only a candle with a cotton wick was hung
out here and there on dark nights. It was
an age of lanthorns, of flambeaux and ink -
boys, when every one made his will and
prepared for death when he ventured out
at night. It is so written that it was a
common practice in that city for a company
of a hundred or more to make nightly in-
vasions upon houses of the wealthy to kill
and rob and it is recorded "that when night
was come no man durst venture to walk
in the streets."



Making Electricity by Wind Power
No one can estimate the millions of horse-

power of wasted energy which is represented
by the winds which blow over the habitations
of mankind. As with the waves and the
tides of the sea and the rays of the sun this

WIND MILL POWER PLANT

energy will, no doubt, be largely utilized
some day, when fuel costs shall have risen
to an unbearable degree. Wind mills are,
of course, a common sight. Throughout the
West and Middle West they may be found
on nearly every farm. So far, however, their
application has been mainly to the farm
pump and in some instances to the operation
of small grinding machines. But now that
the farmer has his telephone and has his
mind set on the electric lights and motors
of his city brother, how can wind power
be made to generate electricity? Although
the question is not exactly a new one, it has
never been answered satisfactorily unless a
new system, which has been developed dur-
ing the last year should turn out to be just
what the farmer is looking for in the way of
wind power generating apparatus.

Heretofore the chief obstacles encoLntered
have been the variability of wind velocities
and the intermittent character of the winds
themselves. To utilize the wind mill to
drive the dynamo direct introduces com-
plicated speed governing devices, and the
whole outfit is of course of no avail when the
wind doesn't blow.

This naturally resulted in the use of
storage batteries to store up the energy
against periods of calm and also to main-
tain the voltage of the system constant,
which the dynamo couldn't do when run-
ning at variable speed. But here de mis-
take was made of trying to adapt storage
(batteries and dynamos previously designed
for commercial purposes under far less
stringent conditions. The new system em-
bodies specially designed apparatus of this

INTERIOR OF THE WIND MILL PLANT

sort which actual tests under service condi-
tions have proven to be effective.

The complete windmill plant cons;sts of
a storage battery, an electric generator for
charging the battery, a wind mill for driving
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the generator, and an automatic cut -in for
controlling the current to and from the stor-
age battery, together with the necessary
lamps and wiring. The pictures show a
typical farm lighting plant where the wind
mill is used for the driver. Notice the neat,
convenient and compact arrangement. The
horizontal shaft of the wind mill is shown
entering the room at the upper left hand
corner. The shut-off windlass is shown just
below. The automatic cut -in at the right,
just above the generator, is provided with
lock and key, thus preventing interference
by meddlesome persons. The two wires
leading upwards from the cut -in are the main
feeders for the lighting circuit.

The lamps are in all cases burned direct
from the battery, which is important for two
reasons: first, current for the lights can he
had at any hour, day or night, even though
the generator be idle; second, the light is
always steady, which is not the case when
the current is derived direct from a dynamo
driven by a wind mill or other varying power.
The dynamo is used for charging the batteries
and for this purpose, with a rugged battery
the voltage need not be so constant as for
lighting lamps.

The battery consists of 14 cells arranged
on an open rack, in two tiers. These can be
located in any convenient place, such as
cellar or kitchen. About the only precaution
that is necessary is to place them where they
will not freeze, and where they will be rea-
sonably clean. As the cells are perfectly
clean and do not give off any disagreeable
odors, there could be no objection to having
them in the house.

The dynamo or generator is specially ar-
ranged for this class of work, so that with a
varying speed, such as will be produced by a
windmill, the battery will be charged at a
certain uniform rate, even though the genera-
tor may be run at a speed more than twice
normal. As this constant charging is ob-
tianed without the use of any speed regula-
ting device or electrical resistance it is the
most efficient method possible.

In any storage battery system it is neces-
sary to provide means for interrupting the
circuit, between the generator and battery
whenever the generator is idle or running
at too low speed to provide sufficient current
to charge the battery. When such provision
is not made, if the speed of the generator falls
below normal so that it no longer furnishes
current to the battery, current would reverse

and flow from the battery into the generator,
thus converting the latter into a motor, waste
current and perhaps injure the battery as well
as the generator.

The cut -in is provided for this purpose
and is very positive in its action, always con-
necting the battery with the generator at the
proper time and automatically opening the
circuit as the speed falls to a point where the
charging current is nearly zero, and before
it can reverse back onto the generator.

Old Electric Light Bulbs

To the Editor of Popular Electricity:
The electric fixtures in the Columbia,

Missouri, Presbyterian Church were being
put in order for a special occasion last
week when the writer noticed two sixteen-
candle -power carbon filament lamps in the
center chandelier that gave out only a red
dull light in comparison to the surrounding
bulbs.

On examination it was found that these
two lamps were some of the original bulbs
put in when the church was built sixteen
years ago and have burned ever since during
church services.

There is no doubt about them being that
old. A short time after the installing of
these lamps the Edison Electric Company
sued the maker and stopped him from making
any more after that time. The bulb is a
peculiar shape and the name of the maker
appears plainly on the inside of the glass.

These two lamps hung at nearly right
angles to the fixture, and notwithstanding
this and their great age, one of them gives
a clear reddish light, burning on a io5-volt
current.

Electric light lamps as a general thing are
allowed to burn too long. They grow dull.
Some light consumers continue to use them
after their usefulness as a light is gone and
then complain to the electric light company
that their current is too weak. The electric
plant management can only hold the current
at a voltage or pressure or strength to suit
the lamp and after long use the light from
the bulbs grows gradually less on account
of the increased resistance of the filament
as the lamp grows older, and if the glass is
not broken or the light destroyed in some
other way it is only suitable to be put in some
out of the way place where only a glimmer
of light is needed.

e
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To prevent light consumers from using
old bulbs after they have grown dim, a
manufacturer of incandescent lamps is
now making what they call a suicide lamp.
This is a lamp that will burn only so many
hours and then commit suicide, or in other

A words, "bust," necessitating the consumer
getting a new lamp. This might save the
electric station manager some abuse, but it
is doubtful; other causes for such will surely
arise incidental to the introduction of such
a lamp.

JAMES M. SHERMAN.

Using the Energy of Our Rivers

In line with the plans of the Conservation
Congress, a wise use is being made of the
latent energy in our rivers of the South. All
rivers in the Piedmont section of the South
which rise in the Blue Ridge Mountains,
have a rapid fall during the first 150 miles,
so that when the latent power of these
streams is fully developed, and transformed
into electrical energy it is claimed that every
cotton mill and almost every factory in the

LATENT POWER POSSIBILITIES

South can be run by hodroelectric power.
Work has been begun on a thirty-foot dam

which will span the Catawba river at Horse -
ford Shoals near Hickory, N. C. This power
site will produce fully ó000 horse power.

From this point on the Catawba river the
power will be carried three miles to the city
of Hickory, where it will supply the neces-
sary power for the new cotton mill which will
be the largest mill of its kind in the South

under one roof, requiring about 4000 horse
power to run it.

In addition, there will be sufficient power
derived from the same hydro -electric plant
to run every factory in the city of Hickory.

The location of the South Atlantic states
is unique, in that they all extend from the
Blue Ridge mountains to the ocean. The
distance from the watershed to the sea
averages about 25o miles, while the differ-
ence in level is fully 2000 feet. Hence, a
tremendous amount of energy can be se-
cured from the many swift rivers of these
states. In addition, these states contain the
cotton fields and most of the remaining hard
wood. timber. These raw materials, when
manufactured by cheap electric power, will
undoubtedly bring great prosperity to this
section.

How the New York Edison Started

The installation of the plant of the first
district of the Edison Electric Light Com-
pany in New York was about completed in
May, 1882. The district was nearly a

square mile in extent and was
bounded by East River, Wall,
Nassau and Spruce streets. The
station was at 257 Pearl Street
and included four boilers, with
an aggregate capacity of 1,000
horsepower and six engines driv-
ing six dynamos. Today they
wouldn't go far as exciters in a
big station. This plant was ex-
pected to consume 1,68o tons
of coal in a year-today the big
steam turbine plant of The
Commonwealth Edison Company
in Chicago will consume 250
tons in an hour.

There had been laid at that
time 155,000 feet of mains in
underground conduits and 18,000
feet remained to be laid. A total
of 946 buildings had been wired.

The number of lamps ;in these bui:dings
was 7,916 "A" lamps (16 candle power)
and 6,395 "B" lamps (8 candle power).
Today, in a single city office building,
there may be as high as 20,000 16 candle
power lamps.

The Japanese telephone exchanges are
206 in number, of which 122 were installed
in 1908.



German Electric Power Boats

THE ELECTRIC

Electric storage battery boats have been
utilized for practical business service in
Germany to a greater extent than in any
other country, elec-
tric launches and
electric motor boats
usually being em-
ployed only as pleas-
ure crafts.

For transport ser-
vice, where speed is
not a factor the Ger-
mans have built a
type of boat shown
at a loading station
in one of the pictures.
This boat has motors
of seven horsepower
capacity which are
supplied with current
from a storage bat-
tery installation of
16o volts pressure.
Another illustration shows how this current
is applied to the propeller shaft by means of
an electric motor. This motor has a aormal

HOW POWER

YACHT ELLEN

IS APPLIED ON
PORT BOAT

capacity of three horsepower at too revolu-
tions per minute, but is capable of develop-
ing seven horsepower without difficulty at

a speed of 125 re-
volutions per minute
and a pressure of
16o volts.

The storage bat-
tery of this boat is
capable of supplying
sufficient current for
operating the craft a
distance of 65 miles
without recharging
the battery.

In another illustra-
tion is shown the elec-
tric tug boat "Tet-
low" which has a
hauling capacity or
pulling power of
2,200 pounds and has
a maximum motor

capacity of 6o horsepower. Boats of this
kind are not found on this side of the
water.

THE TRANS-

GE1MAN ELECTRIC TRANSPORT BOAT
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THE ELECTRIC TUG "TETLOW"

In the line of electric pleasure craft, also,
German ingenuity has turned out some very
satisfactory boats. The German electric
yacht "Ellen," for instance, is of special

ELECTRIC COOKING ON BOARD
THE ELLEN

interest as it is not only propelled by elec-
tric power but is provided with electric
lights, electric fan motor, cigar lighter and
other devices for the comfort of its owner
and his guests, and there is also a complete
outfit of electric cooking apparatus on board
as shown in one of the pictures.

The electric chafing dish, electric coffee
and tea pots and broilers as wel. as other
electric cooking apparatus in the pantry
and kitchen of this novel craft are supplied

587

with current from the storage battery which
drives the propellers. The storage battery
is capable of operating the motor boat at a
speed of seven miles per hour and has a
radius of action of about 4o miles without
recharging.

Christian Science Healing by
Telephone

Christian Science healers sometimes make
use of the telephone for the so-called " absent
treatment" of patients. A report from Los
Angeles, Calif., states that the use Df the
telephone for this purpose has reached such
proportions as to cause a noticeable increase
in the telephone company's business. Heal-
ers in Los Angeles and Pasadena are said
to give treatment by wire to patients in
Riverside, Santa Barbara, San Bernardino
and other southern California points. It
appears that a patient would call up a healer
and hold the connection in silence, while the
long distance treatment was being admin-
istered. The telephone operators would
cut in on the line and getting no response
to questions would pull down the con-
nections. As a result of these broken con-
nections on what appeared to the operators
as non -busy lines, complaints began tc come
in to the managers leading to the discovery
of the silent use of the telephone.

The question is: Could the connections
have been pulled down without the healers
or the healed being aware of it, would the
treatment have been effective or not? The
question is non -electrical and we can't
answer it. It couldn't even be put under
the head of electrotherapeutics.



Where Electricity Stands in The Practice
of Medicine

By NOBLE M. EBERHART, A. M., M. S., M. D.

CHAPTER I.-THE ACTION OF THE VARIOUS MODALITIES

Electricity has made great strides in all
lines, and medical electricity has progressed
as rapidly in proportion as commercial elec-
tricity. It has made especially rapid progress
since the discovery of the X-ray, which gave
it an extraordinary impetus.

Prior to that time considerable prejudice
had existed against medical electricity be-
cause it had been a favorite field for char-
latans and fakers. It lent itself readily to
their requirements because of the many mys-
terious phenomena attendant upon its pro-
duction and use.

Notwithstanding this prejudice it has be-
come recognized more and more as investiga-
tion has shown its real value, and at the pres-
ent time it bids fair to become our most
popular method of treatment.

The application of electricity to the recog-
nition of disease is called electro -diagnosis;
its application in the treatment of disease,
electrotherapy. Under medical electricity I
include all electrically operated apparatus
used in the recognition or treatment of dis-
ease, thus taking in vibration, the Finsen
light, the X-ray, etc.

Until a few years ago there was very little
instruction given in electricity in our medical
colleges and that little was limited principally
to teaching how to test for the reaction of
degeneration. Thus it is that the majority
of physicians being unfamiliar with the sub-
ject have been inclined to neglect it entirely.
On the other hand a few have become so
enthusiastic over its use that they have be-
lieved that it should be used to the exclusion
of all other means. Both views are equally
wrong. There is no question whatever of
the value of electricity in diagnosing or treat-
ing certain ailments, while in others it is use-
ful merely in connection with other methods
and in some instances it is positively harmful
and should not be used.

Again, physicians have often by familiarity
with one certain method of electrical treat-
ment become of the opinion that this par-
ticular form of electricity always should be

used to the exclusion of all other electro -
therapeutic methods. For instance, if he
was well -posted in the use of the galvanic
current he used it under all circumstances
and for all cases, or if he was accustomed
to using a static machine, he employed static
electricity for every patient that came to him.

Now this is as absurd as it would be for
the physician to start out to practice medicine
with only one drug at his command. No
matter how valuable it might be it certainly
would be limited in its sphere of usefulness,
for the world has not yet encountered, nor
is it likely to, a panacea for all ills.

Good judgment and common sense are
very essential in properly selecting and ap-
plying the most suitable form, in fact as Pope
has aptly said: "Fine sense and exalted
sense are not half so useful as common
sense," and this is true whether it be in
everyday life or in the practice of medicine.

In this series of articles I shall attempt to
show the physiological action and the in-
dications for the use of the various forms of
electricity ín order that their application"may
be readily inferred by the medical readers of
POPULAR ELECTRICITY; following this by
considering some of the more important dis-
eases in which electricity has been found
especially useful with suggestions concerning
the form or forms to be employed.

Although intended primarily for medical
men I shall try to make the matter plain
enough to be comprehended by the lay
reader, for increased knowledge on the part
of the layman enables him to co-operate
better with the physician, as the old idea of
making medicine an awe-inspiring subject,
shrouded in mystery and hedged in with
Latin terms is fast disappearing.

I have decided to take up this subject in
a different way from that which ordinarily is
employed, and in order further to assist the
reader a glossary is appended at the close of
each installment.

The custom has been to consider under
galvanism the diseases benefited by the gal-
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vanic current; under static electricity, those
favorably influenced by this mode of treat-
ment, and so on through the list.

I propose to outline the principal features
of the Carious currents or modalities, and
then to take up individual diseases and state
which form or forms may be employed and
why one may be preferable to another.

The reason for this is that the patient
comes to the physician for treatment for a
certain disease, or symptom; and the problem
confronts the physician of selecting the most
suitable remedies for the case in hand.
Therefore, I will take up the selection of
electro -therapeutic methods from this stand-
point.

By comparing the action of the various
forms of treatment, it will be noted that the
same property is possessed frequently by two
or more of them, and it then becomes a ques-
tion as to which is preferable for a given con-
dition. This I shall try to bring out in con-
sidering the various diseases.

As the author sees it the principal medical
uses of the various modalities are as follows:

THE GALVANIC CURRENT.
r. Electrolysis, or breaking a part up

into its elements by electrical action,
(electrical analysis). The galvanic
current is thus employed in the de-
struction of moles, warts and other
growths; in removing superfluous
hair; etc.

2. Cataphoresis or driving a remedy into
the tissues by means of the electric
current.

3. Effect on the caliber of blood -vessels
through influence on the nerves con-
trolling the muscular fibers sur-
rounding the vessels (called vaso-
motor effect).

4. The production of muscular contrac-
tions after irritability to the faradic
current has been lost; and also its
influence on growth.

a. In treating paralyzed muscles.
b. In testing for the reaction of de-

generation, or to ascertain the
vitality of a muscle.

The galvano -cautery for burning or
destroying tissue through the heat
evolved by the electric current.

6. Lighting diagnostic lamps.
In producing muscular contractions, ex-

cept in testing for the reaction of degeneration,
the galvanic current is inferior to the faradic
current, but in electrolysis, cataphoresis,

cautery uses and in the illuminating of diag-
nostic lamps it has no competition.

THE FARADIC CURRENT.
r. Produces muscular contractions, and

thereby stimulates muscular cell
growth.

2. Vasomotor effects (especially in ef-
fusions).

3. Relief of congestion in deep-seated
organs by production of hyperemia
in the skin.

4. Massage effects.
THE SINUSOIDAL CURRENT.
r. Produces painless contraction of a

muscle or group of muscles, some-
times affecting muscles where the
faradic current has failed.

2. Increases metabolism and nutrition_
3. Relieves pain.
4. Ideal massage effects.
5. Increases the elimination of urea, sul-

phates and phosphates in the urine.
STATIC ELECTRICITY.
I. An equalizer of the nervous forces

(tonic or sedative according to
method of application).

2. Increases blood pressure.
3. Accelerates the circulation.
4. Increases the functional activity of

secretory organs.
Restores disturbed functions.
Eliminates waste products such as

urea, carbon dioxide, etc.
7. Produces ozone.
THE HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENT.

A. Local application (unipolar, with vacuum
or other electrode).
r. Produces local increase in blood -

supply (hyperemia).
2. Relieves pain and itching.
3. Has germicidal properties.
4. Liberates ozone.
5. Increases nutrition.
6. Under certain conditions exerts cauter-

izing or electrolytic properties.
B. General or bi-polar application as in

auto -condensation.
r. Produces painless contractions of thz

individual cells making up th!
various tissues. (Cellular massage.)

2. Usually lowers blood -pressure.
3. Increases the oxygenation of the

blood.
4. Increases bodily heat.
5.- Increases nutrition and metabolism.
6. Increases the elimination of urea,

carbon dioxide, etc.

5.
6.
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4.
THE FINSEN LIGHT, THE ARC -LIGHT,
THE INTENSE WHITE LIGHT, ETC.
I. Radiant heat effect.
2. Effects from the chemical rays con-

tained.
MECHANICAL VIBRATION.
I. Stimulates or soothes the activity of

nerves or nerve -centers accordingly
as it is applied a shorter or longer
time. (Stimulation and over -stimu-
lation, inhibition.)

2. Relieves pain.
3. Regulates the circulation through the

vaso -motor centers.
4. Increases elimination, especially

through the lymphatics.
5. Favorably affects metabolism.
6. Vibro -massage effects.
OZONE.
I. Increases nutrition.
2. Increases the oxygenation of the

blood.
3. Possesses bactericidal properties.
4. Destroys odors.
Some of these measures possess properties

which I have not enumerated in this list, but
which will be brought out as occasion re-
quires.

With this preliminary consideration, which
constitutes a foundation for the work which
follows, I shall enter directly upon the value
of electricity in various diseases, and on
account of the great interest at present mani-
fested therein, the first disease considered,
n chapter 2, will be tuberculosis.

GLOSSARY

Bactericidal.-Destroying bacteria (vegetable or-
ganisms, microscopic in size).

Bi-polar.-Connected to both poles of the gener-
ating apparatus.

Carbon Dioxide.-The poisonous gas eliminated
through the lungs. Carbonic acid gas. The
chemical symbol is CO2.

THE X-RAY.
i. Remarkable value in diagnosing cer-

tain conditions, such as broken
bones, dislocations; the presence of
needles, bullets or other foreign
bodies, etc.

2. In small doses it stimulates cell -
growth; in larger doses destroys it
by over -stimulation; therefore, its
final effect is destructive.

3. Cumulative properties. (Stores itself
up in the system and then may ex-
hibit the result of the combined
dose.)

Relieves pain and itching.

Cataphoresis.-Carrying a medicine into the tissues
through the unbroken skin by means of an elec-
tric current.

Congestion.-An excessive or abnormal accumula-
tion of blood in a part. Hyperemia.

Cumulative.-Some drugs and other agents (such
as the X-ray) have the property of gathering
in the system, each dose adding to the previous
one, without apparently affecting the individual,
to be followed by the sudden action of all of the
combined doses, the result often having the effect
of an over -dose.

Diagnosis.-The art of distinguishing one disease
from another.

Diagnostic.-Aiding in or pertaining to diagnosis.
E/jusions.-Fluids escaped from an organ or part

into other parts or tissues.
Electro:ysis.-Breaking up a chemical compound

by means of electricity. Electric analysis.
Elimination.-Carrying of a substance out of the

body. Used in this article with special reference
to the expulsion of urea, carbonic acid gas, and
other poisonous products from the body.

Function.-The natural or normal action of a
part or organ.

Germicidal.-Destroying germs.
Hyperemia.-An increased or abnormal amount of

blood in a part.
Inhibition.-The soothing or finally paralyzing

effect of over -stimulation. Arresting a process
through the nerve controlling it.

Lymphatics.-A system of glands and duct, ex-
tending throughout the body which take up
the nourishing particles from the digested food
and finally enable them to reach the blood and
tissues. The lymphatics also carry off broken
down tissues and waste products.

Metabolism.-The change produced in a substance
by the action of living cells upon it. Converting
an inorganic matter into living cells.

Modality.-A method of treatment. Each form
or mode of using electricity is known as a modal-

ity.
Nutrition.-The process of assimilating food.
Ozone.-An antiseptic and disinfectant form of

oxygen, produced by the passage of an electric
spark through the air.

Physiological.-Natural or normal.
Reaction of Degeneration.-The muscles contract

to the opening or closing of the electric current
in a certain manner and when this occurs con-
trary to the usual custom it is a sign of disease
and is called the reaction of degeneration.

Secretion.-The process of separating various sub-
stances from the blood as performed by various
glands, such as the kidney, the salivary glands,
etc.

Secretory.-Pertaining to secretion.
Stimulation.-Increasing the activity of a function

or organ.
Therapeutic.-The application of any substance

or method to the treatment of disease.
Unipolar.-Connected to one pole of the generating

apparatus.
Urea.-A poisonous substance eliminated through

the kidneys.
Vasomotor.-Nerves and muscular fibers which

control the size of the blood -vessels.
(To be Continued)
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Electricity in Testing Road Materials
By WALDON FAWCETT

Electricity is being used exclusively as a
motive power in the mechanical testing
of paving substances and road materials
by the United States Government Office of
Public Roads. This institution, a branch of
the Department of Agriculture, is rapidly
becoming one of the
most important un-
der the national gov-
ernment owing to the
immense and wide-
spread interest in the
cause of good roads
throughout the Uni-
ted States. One of
the principal func-
tions of the Office of
Public Roads is to
conduct experiments
and tests designed to
demonstrate the most
advantageous mater-
ials for road construc-
tion in any given lo-
cality, and in further-
ance of this policy
there has lately been
established in Wash-
ington very import-
ant laboratories for
testing all kinds of
road materials.
These laboratories,
which are the most
complete of their kind
in the world, include
in their equipment
all the well known
standard machines
and also much ap-
paratus that is
unique and has been
manufactured especially for this institution.
Every one of the testing machines is opera-
ted by an individual electric motor.

One of the most interesting features of
the equipment is the apparatus for the
abrasion test. This consists of an elec-
trically operated machine, the essential
parts of which comprise four cast iron
cylinders, each closed at one end and fur-
nished with a tightly fitting iron cover for

the other. These cylinders are mounted on
a shaft at an angle of thirty degrees with the
axis of rotation. In the cylinders is placed
the rock to be tested, it having been previ-
ously broken in pieces as nearly uniform in
size as possible. About fifty pieces con-

stitute a test sample
and a test consists of
ten thousand revolu-
tions at the rate of
between thirty and
thirty-three per min-
ute. The amount
of wear that the rock
has undergone under
this action indicates
its abrasive qualities.

For the test for
hardness a cylindrical
core is cut from a
specimen of the rock
with an electrically
actuated diamond
core drill and the test
piece thus obtained is
held perpendicularly
against a revolving
cast iron disc under
a constant pressure
of 275 pounds while
standard sand is fed
on the disc as the
abrasive agent. At
the end of one thou-
sand revolutions the
loss in weight is de-
termined and the test
repeated with the
specimen reversed.
The average loss in

ELECTRICAL IMPACT MACHINE weight from the two
runs is used to deter-

mine the hardness of the rock.
What is known as the impact machine,

Fig. r, has been especially designed in order
to chronicle the resistance of various road
materials to impact. The machine is
equipped with a plunger which rains blows
on the specimen under test and these blows
approximate as nearly as possible the blows
of traffic on a roadway. The test 'piece is
held to the base of the machine by a device
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ELECTRICAL RECORDING DEVICE ON TESTING MACHINE

which prevents its rebounding when a blow
is struck by the hammer. The hammer is
raised by a sprocket chain and released auto-
matically by a concentric electro -magnet.
The fall of the hammer is increased with
every blow until the test piece goes to pieces
and the number of blows required for this
represents the toughness of the specimen.

Somewhat similar equipment is used for
the cementation tests. As a preliminary to
this latter test the material is placed in a
ball mill together with water sufficient to
produce a stiff paste after grinding. This
mill contains two steel shot weighing 25
pounds each and is revolved at the rate of
2,000 revolutions per hour. The material
is taken from the mill at the end of 5,000
revolutions. The material is made into
briquets, five briquets being made from
each sample and allowed to dry twenty
hours in air and four hours in a steam bath.
After cooling they are tested by impacts in
a machine shown at the left in Fig. 2, of
special design very similar to the impact
machine above described. Attached to this
machine is a recording device which records
the movement of the plunger during and
after each blow of the hammer. This
recording device embodies a constantly
moving paper roll operated by the electric
motor seen near the hand of the operator.
Upon this a pen traces the record of the test

in the form of an irregular curve which is
readily interpreted by the operator.

First Outdoor Trial of Incandescent
Lamps

In order to subject his system of incan-
descent electric lighting to a test under out-
of-door conditions Thomas A. Edison had
erected in Menlo Park, N. J., in 188o, a
plant embracing 500 lamps distributed over
an area one mile long and one-half mile
wide. His laboratory, on a slight eminence,
overlooked the whole area. The lamps were
of 16 candlepower and were supplied with
current by nine dynamo -electric machines.
A writer at the time says: "The lamps were
absolutely steady, shining with a mild and
serene effulgence which is exceedingly pleas-
ing to the eye. The sub -division of current is
complete and economical, and the entire
system of lights can be turned up or down,
off or on, as easily as one can regulate the
flow of gas." It is interesting to note the
use of the term "sub -division of electric
current" which seems to have been prevalent
at that time and referred to the passage of
current through the many small filaments
of the electric lamps connected to the cir-
cuit. As applied to lamps in parallel or
multiple arrangement this term would ap-
pear to be very apt.

G
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Giant Electric
Weighing 166 tons apiece and each exert-

ing a tractive force of 4,000 tons, equal to
that of three freight engines of the largest
size, the electric locomotives which the
Pennsylvania Railroad is building for use
in its tunnels in and about New York City
are the biggest things of their kind ,yet to
figure in the history of railroading. Sev-
eral already have been completed and work

Locomotives
the necessity for turning them around, as the
engines run equally well in either direction,
and all manipulating levers are duplicated
in each section and so connected that one
man can control the operation of both sets
of motors.

The driving wheels are coupled in pairs to
crank shafts, in line with the driver axles,
which, in turn, are coupled to motor crank

TWO VIEWS OF A 166 TON LOCOMOTIVE

is under way on enough more to make a
total of 24, which will be kept busy hauling
passenger trains under the metropolis as
soon as the new terminal is ready for service.

Each locomotive is built in two sections;
that is, there are two cabs, enclosing sep-
arate motors, and two sets of motors. Each
section has eight wheels, four of which are
drivers, 68 inches in diameter, and four
truck wheels, 36 inches in diameter. The
sections are coupled, back to back, to obviate

shafts, to each of which a single motor de-
livers all its power. The cranks are qo
degrees apart so that there can be no "on
center" position, and, distinctive from steam
practice, all rods and moving parts have
pure rotation only and are thus counter-
balanced for all speeds, thereby delivering
no more shock to the track and roadbed
than a passenger car of equal weight.

Each single motor weighs, without gear,
45,E pounds and in weight and power
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they are the largest railway motors ever
constructed. The electric supply will be
obtained from a conductor, or third rail,
through four contact shoes on each loco-
motive, while contact shoes on the roof of
the locomotive, arranged to be raised and
lowered by compressed air, will be available
to take current from overhead wires in
such parts of the railroad's yards as it

will be impracticable to use the third rails.
Steel construction is used throughout in
each locomotive, some of the dimensions
of which, not given above, are: Weight of
electrical parts, 62 tons; weight of mechani-
cal parts, 103 tons; maximum draw bar
pull, 60,000 pounds; maximum speed, 6o
to 70 miles an hour; weight on drivers, 14
tons; length over all, 65 feet.

Electric Light Companies and the People

More and more are electric light and
power companies coming to realize that
the fullest measure of success can only come
by cultivating the intimate acquaintance of
their customers and prospective customers.
Expression to this feeling is given. in the
advertising, and also in the display rooms
which are maintained by most of the up-to-
date companies. The display rooms are
particularly efficient in helping the con-
sumer to become better acquainted with his
central station company and to learn of the
really wonderful things which electricity
may be made to do in the home and in
business. These rooms are fitted up simply
or elaborately according to the company's
means and the people are gradually learning
to go there to supply their electrical wants
as they would to their grocer or their de-
partment store for everyday necessities.
For instance, perhaps you want some
tungsten lamps, if as you hear they are
current savers; or you want to find out about
the cost of a sewing machine motor and how
much current it would take; or may be you
desire information on electric cooking,
Christmas tree lighting, electric vibrators,
etc. One place to go, and a very good one,

is to your lighting company. Yet it is
surprising how few, comparatively speaking,
think to do this.

As an example of the attractiveness of
central station display rooms we reproduce
herewith a photograph of one which has
been fitted up by the Easton (Pa.) Gas &
Electric Company. The Easton Company is
one of the most progressive in the country
and has the entire confidence of its patrons.
Entering the main door to the recently
remodeled offices the visitor finds himself
in a spacious sales and display room. Elec-
troliers of every conceivable pattern are
hanging about and there is a wonderful
collection of hall and den lamps. On one
side of the main room there is a smaller
dark room fitted up to show the night effects
and colorings of lamps and shades.

In addition there are electric bread
toasters, hair curlers, waffle irons, milk
warmers, shaving mugs, chafing dishes,
electrically operated coffee percolators, a
tailor's goose iron, heating pads for the sick
room, heater connections for bath room
fixtures and many other things.

A cook stave connected for the use of
electricity is also a prominent feature.
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A Marvel of a Modern Mansion

By EMILE RUEGG

Electrical mansions, though not unknown,
are far from being common; that is, man-
sions as completely and wonderfully equipped
as this one in Paris of which I am about to
write.

I had the honor of being invited to the
home of the well known millionaire Mr.
Georgia Knap and
what I saw there was
so startling that I
could not restrain
from asking the favor
to take photographs,
which he generously
permitted me to do
on a later occasion.
With the beautiful
illustrations which I
obtained it will be
now possible for me
to describe that
unique evening in a
striking manner.

It was just eight
o'clock when I ar-
rived at the portal of
the Villa Feria -Elec-
tra. Everything
seemed quiet and
abandoned. Look-
ing in vain for a
handle to open the
gate I perceived a
small illuminated push button. A gorgeous
array of light on the inside answered my
call. Presently I heard a voice of a loud
speaking telephone asking my name, which
I gave. A low humming noise was heard,

ENTRANCE TO THE VILLA FERIA-ELECTRA

the gate was thrown open, and I found my-
self standing in a sea of light. Out of
a horn there came a voice welcoming
me and telling me to advance. Looking
back I found that the door had closed and
locked, and that I was a prisoner in a mar-
velous garden of light effects.

Wherever I walked
I was accompanied
by electric light s
which extinguished
as I left them behind
me. Here and there
I beheld huge flcw-
ers of all colors, but
mostly bright, all
grown gigantic by a
special method of
electric culture.
Thus walking in
amazement I arrived
at the front entrance
of the house, always
alone. Again a voice
was heard from above
me-" Glad to s e e
you." But although
I was seen, I could
see nobody. By
simply stepping on a
carpet a brush rapid-
ly cleaned my shoes
and almost imme-

diately the door was flung wide open
and I stood right before Mr. Knap, who
welcomed me with his usual smile. When I
wanted to give way to my astonishment, I
was led into the dining room, where the
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other guests were already waiting. Quickly
gazing around me I saw an electric piano,
an electric self-winding clock, an electric
apparatus to purify the air by ozone, an
electric thermometer regulating the tempera-
ture of the room automatically, etc. I
stepped to the window looking at the beau-
tiful curtains. Mr. Knap quickly touched a
button, then another, and the curtains op-
ened automatically and before they were
quite drawn I saw the gardens in all the
splendor which electric illumination can

scene to those in the "serving room" below
that all could be directed from that point
Thus the soup traveled around the table
stopping at each place where there was a
service. In like manner the bread was
handed around. When everybody had fin
ished some kind of high basket came up,
stopping before Mr. Knap, who put in his
plate and the spoon in a pocket at the side.
After its round it disappeared in some man-
ner through the table. Everything was
served on electrically heated plates. Twice

IN THE ELECTRIC EDEN

afford. Two quick touches; the lights in
the garden were out and the curtains slowly
cover the scene.

After a short introduction to the guests
we were all seated around a table of rare
and happily chosen form. Lights were
everywhere but rather subdued; electrically
illuminated flowers in the center of the table
and a crown of smaller flowers along the
rails of the "table railway."

At the head of the table there was a hole
covered by a nickel plate. A reflecting
mirror above so clearly showed the whole

during the meal the electric thermostat
changed the air when it was getting too hot.

The other guests seemed to be equally as
anxious as I to see the room below after
dinner, which had been served so delight-
fully. Our host, who seemed to guess at
our thoughts, asked if we would not like
to see the silent and obedient waiter who
seemed never to lose sight of us. The piano
meanwhile played a few familiar tunes as
we smoked our electrically lighted cigars.

In the center of the serving room we found
a rail leading to the table above in the dining
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room. The starters were on the left rail,
and there were all kinds of indicators, clocks,
telephones, switches and machinery for di-
recting all "maneuvers" in the dining
room.

Next to the "expeditor" there is the
"prepairor" of all the good things-the
kitchen. Here we found three switch -

,... ..

towel. Almost indefinite combinations may
be performed with the electric stove in the
center at the wall. I was informed even,
that chickens and all roasts start cooking
from the inside by the action of the violet
rays of which so much has been heard, al-
ready. The temperature may be regulated
to any degree with absolute certainty.

A TABLE OF RARE AND HAPPILY CHOSEN FORM

boards, two of which are shown in the il-
lustration. All the devices had an electric
time switch; that is, an instrument which
cuts the current after one, two, five or ten
minutes, etc. It has to be set to the number
of minutes which a certain action needs
and after that time has elapsed the current
is cut off.

At the left in the picture of the kitchen
we see electrically heating dishes. There
was also a dish washer which cleaned all the
dishes of a dinner, like the one of which
we had just partaken, in three minutes
without the need of being dried by a

"Boiled eggs" are not boiled with water but
simply placed on the roast and the clock -
switch cuts off the current for soft or hard
boiled eggs as may be desired, by árst pull-
ing the handle at the switchboard. At the
right of the picture there is shown a small
motor which grinds coffee, makes butter,
beats eggs, mixes pastry, etc. On the op-
posite wall there is an apparatus for puri-
fying water by ozone, one pint per minute.

Having been shown around the kitchen
we are asked to enter the bedroom, which.
like the rest of the rooms, looks very much
like a mystery to us. One night -table, at
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the right of the bed, is hollow and has rails
like that in the serving room. Thus the
tea is served, the mail, and anything which
might be desirable. Breakfast ended, every-
thing disappears below. Curtains are drawn
from the bed by simply touching a button.
The bed is warmed by electricity and kept
at any regular temperature that may be
desired. Electrically driven vacuum clean-
ers are used to keep the carpets and curtains
clean. Burglar alarms indicate the ap-
proaching of anyone who is not wanted in
the house. The lights in the center of the
room can be reduced to almost less than one
candle power if a person is sick and needs
subdued light all night long.

Leaving the bedroom we entered 'the
dressing room. Here we find electric curl-
ing irons, electric combs to stimulate the hair
and scalp. Hot and cold water can be
drawn at any degree desirable. By open-
ing the lower door of the lavatory a
footbath may be taken, regulated by a
switch to any temperature. An apparatus
for drying towels instantaneously is shown

The Electric

Truly this is one of the most fascinating ap-
plications of electricity. Its brilliant incan-
descence on the dining table attracts and
warms one. It is so cheerful. The spirally
coiled heating element just beneath the grid,
literally radiates cheer, brought about by the
turning of a simple switch One can't resist it

at the right of the dresser. The lights in this
room are all indirect because this is the most
convenient way to make proper use of the
mirrors.

Wherever we go we find two, three and
four way switches. Thus we may, for in-
stance, light the front entrance and garden
from the bedroom and extinguish from out-
side or the vestibule, etc.

Having been afraid all the time to touch
anything, Mr. Knap was anxious to con-
vince us that there was absolutely no danger
of being shocked by the current, all the cur-
rent being supplied by a storage battery of a
tension not exceeding 28 volts. These bat-
teries are charged by the city alternating
current which passes through an arc rec-
tifier.

When I asked Mr. Knap how it was that
no trace of all those wires and. machines
could be seen I was informed that the house
was built on the plan of "double walls"
which, he said, will be the future way of
building houses which are kept . entirely
by the service of electricity.

Toaststove

And so convenient! The "Toastove" gives
the heat equivalent of an opening or burner
of the range-in a super -attractive form,
compact, readily movable, available for in-
stant use at any time or place throughout
the house, and for many uses as well as
those which are characteristically its own.
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An Electrical Laboratory for Twenty -Five
Dollars

By DAVID P. MORRISON

There are no doubt a great many boys,
reading Popular Electricity, who would like
to be the proud possessor of an electrical
laboratory, in which they could perform
electrical experiments. The average boy,
however, feels that he can never have such
a laboratory, because it would cost a great
deal more than he could have to spend.
This limited financial condition, however,
may be looked upon as your good fortune
for the following reason. If you had all
the rhoney needed to fit our your laboratory
complete with ready made apparatus, you
would know practically nothing of its con-
struction and operation and it is the opinion
of the writer, judging from his own experi-
ence, that anything made at home, although
it may not look or work quite so well as
something you could buy will, nevertheless,
be a great deal more instructive and the
pleasure and satisfaction to be derived from
the same will exceed that of the purchased
article. It is the purpose of this series of
articles to aid the boy, with ordinary ability
and rather limited means, in building such
apparatus as will be very useful in an ama-
teur's laboratory. Practically all the tools
that will be needed, with a few exceptions,
are those to be found in every home. The
following list may be useful to those who
desire to purchase everything new. The
prices of the various articles are not standard
but will depend upon quality and where
purchased.

Small iron plane $ .40
22 -inch medium tooth saw .30
6 -inch metal square .25
6 -inch compass .10
finch wood chisel .20
Medium weight hammer .30
8 -inch screw driver .15
Two files, one medium and one fine .25
Breast drill and set of bits 1.25
Par: 6 -inch pliers ' .2r
Hack saw .25
One 52 inch rule and straight edge .io
Smáll inn vise .. .5o
Cold chisel .20

$4.50
First of all I would suggest that you get

the privilege to use a certain space cr room
all the time so that your work will not in
any way interfere with other people. You
will find this quite convenient as you can
go into your laboratory any time during the
day that you have a few minutes and work,
and then leave without having to put every-
thing away, which will mean a great saving
in time. Often there is a vacant room in the
house, or a room can be partitioned off in
attic, basement, or barn, that will serve your
purpose very nicely. In selecting your lab-
oratory you must bear in mind that you will
want to take current from the ligiting or
power circuit, if there be one in the building.

Having decided upon the location of your
laboratory you are ready to ccmmence
work inside. First of all you will need a
work bench. This can be made from an old
table that has been discarded, or you may
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be able to purchase one from a second hand
furniture store for a small sum. If you are
not able to obtain a table that is suitable,
you can make a bench from lumber ob-
tained from large dry goods boxes. In
some cases a shelf may be fastened to the
wall that will do as well as anything; but it
is not always advisable because you are
likely to damage the wall in nailing up your

FIG I. THE WORK BENCH

brackets. The construction and dimensions
of the bench will be left entirely with you,
as the size of your room, lumber available,
etc., will in a measure determine this. The
bench shown in Fig. I will serve as a guide
however. I made a bench of this kind when
I was a boy and found it very convenient.
I boarded up the back and two ends and
made two doors in the front (not shown in
figure) also placed a shelf about midway
between the floor and top of the table? - With
this arrangement I was able by means of a
hasp and small padlock to keep all my tools
and material under lock and key.

Practically every experiment you will want
to perform will require some source of elec-
trical current and you had better next con-
sider the various ways of producing and
regulating this. Before you turn your at-
tention to the means employed in producing
this current, it might be well to make a very
brief study of the electrical circuit and the
various quantities that you will have to deal
with.

The quantity of electricity passing in
a given time through any circuit depends
upon the electrical pressure or force that
causes the electricity to flow and the resist-
ance the circuit offers to this flow. The pres-
sure or force that causes the flow of elec-
tricity is called the electromotive force, mean -

ing, electricity moving force, and is usually
represented by the letters E. M. F. or sim-
ply E.

That property of the circuit which re-
sists, or opposes the flow of current, is
called the electric resistance and is repre-
sented by the letter R and the current is
represented by the letter I. An eminent
scientist by the name of Dr. Ohm discovered
that the electric current, the electric ' re-
sistance, and electromotive force, were re-
lated to each other in the following manner
and the simple equation expressing this
relation is known as Ohm's Law.

electromotive force
Electric current -

or
electric resistance

EI=-
R

The value of the electromotive force is
measured in volts, the current in amperes
and the resistance in ohms. A dry cell has
an electromotive force of approximately 1.4
volts. If this cell is connected to a circuit
whose resistance is 3.5 ohms the current in
amperes flowing in the circuit will be
given by the following simple relation

E 1.4
I= -= -= 4 amperes

R 3.5
If the electromotive force acts always in

the same direction and remains constant
in value, and at the same time the resistance
of the circuit does not change, the current
in the circuit will always flow in the same
direction, and will not change in value.
Such a current would be termed a steady
direct current and may be represented by
line (AB) in Fig. 2. The distance of line

e
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FIG. 2. DIRECT CURRENT MAY BE REPRE-
SENTED BY A STRAIGHT LINE

(AB) above (oo) at any particular time
stands for value of current. If now the
electromotive force still acts in the same di-
rection but changes in value, the electric
resistance remaining the same, the current
will no longer be constant but will change
with the electromotive force. Since the
current still flows in the same direction, but
changes in value, it is termed a variable
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direct current and may be represented by line
(AB) in Fig. 3..

When the electromotive force acting in
the circuit rises and falls all the time,
starting at zero and increasing, then decreas-

o o'

FIG. 3. VARIABLE CURRENT MAY BE REP-
RESENTED THUS

ing again to zero, in a certain time, repeat-
ing the set of values for each following
equal interval of time, the resistance remain-
ing constant, the current in the circuit will
be called a pulsating current. Such a current
would be represented by a line (ABCD) in
Fig. 4.

o Cl*

FIG. 4. PULSATING CURRENT IS REPRE-
SENTED THUS

If the electromotive force acts for one
interval of time in one direction and for
the next interval of time in the opposite
direction, the resistance remaining constant,
the electric current is called an alterna-
ting current, since it is continuously re-
versing in direction. An alternating current

FIG. 5. CURVE REPRESENTING ALTERNAT-
ING CURRENT

would be represented by line (A B C D)
in Fig. 5. The position of (A B C D) above
(O O') means current is in one direction
while position below (O O') means current is
in ;the opposite direction.

Application will be made of the above
discussion of different currents from time
to time as you proceed with your work.

Perhaps the easiest and most familiar means
of producing a current of ordinary value is
that of some form of battery. In quite a
number of your experiments you will want
a source of electromotice force that will pro-
duce a steady current of moderate value.
The electromotive force of most batteries
will remain practically constant (for a reason
able time unless they are overloaded, or
until they are exhausted) which will produce
a steady current through a constant resist-
ance.

All battery cells may be considered as
belonging to one of two main groups. These
are called primary and secondary cells.
The construction of the secondary cell will
be left until a later time. A primary cell
consists of two dissimilar metals immersed
in a solution of any acid or salt which is
capable of dissolving one of the metals more
rapidly than the other. In some cells there
is a wasting of the materials all the time
whether there be a current flowing from the
cell or not. Such a cell is called a closed cir-
cuit cell; those in which the action in the cell
ceases as soon as the circuit is open or there
is no current flowing are called open circuit
cells. There are hundreds of different kinds
of primary cells but I am going to show you
how to build a few of them. The following
table gives some of the more important
combinations.

MATERIALS

NAME USED SOLUTIONS E. M. F.
Edison Lalande Zinc and copper Caustic potash .8
Daniel Zinc and copper Zinc and copper

sulphate 1.08
Gravity Zinc and copper Copper sulphate x.o8
Ledanche Zinc and carbon Sal -ammoniac 5.4
Bunsen Zinc and copper Sulphuric and nitric

acid 1.8
Grove Zinc and platinum Sulphuric and Nitric x.8
Bichromate Zinc and carbon Potassium bichroma e

and sulphuric acid 2.0

The gravity or crow foot cell perhaps is
one of the most common forms in use. It
is used mostly in telegraph and signa: work
where the circuit is closed, or current is
flowing from the cell practically all the time.
In other words, it is a closed circuit type of
cell. To make this cell we will first need a
glass vessel about six inches in diameter and
eight inches high. If such a vessel is not
easily obtained you may be able to get some
large round bottles from your druggist and
have the tops cut off, which will make an
ideal jar. You will next secure from the tin
shop a piece of very thin copper about one
and one-half inches wide and fifteen inches
long. To one end of this strip so:.der or
rivet a piece of No. i6 or 18 rubber insulated
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copper wire about fifteen inches long. The
insulation should be removed a short dis-
tance from each end and the wire thoroughly
cleaned before attempting to fasten the wire
to the copper strip. The free end of this
wire is to. form the positive terminal of the
cell. Now coil up the strip of copper similar
to a clock spring and place it in bottom of jar.

You will now secure a heavy piece of zinc
about one-half of an inch in thickness or

FIG. 6. THE GRAVITY BATTERY

more and four or five inches in diameter.
To the center of this disk you can fasten
by means of a rivet a piece of No. 16 or 18
copper wire. It might be well for you to
heat the zinc plate and melt just a small
piece of paraffin over the rivet which will
prevent the zinc being eaten away at this
point and destroying your connection. Care
should be taken that paraffin does not flow
over a large area of the zinc as it will de-
stroy the action of the cell to a certain ex-
tent. The zinc can be held in place by
passing copper wire, attached to it, through
a piece of wood cut to fit the top of the jar as
shown in Fig. 6. A sharp turn should be made
in this wire on the upper side of the cross
piece, to prevent the zinc from dropping
down and coming in contact with the copper.

The distance between the zinc and the
top of the copper strip should be approxi-
mately three and one half inches. It might
be well for you to dip the top of the glass
jar in melted paraffin to a distance of one
or one and a quarter inches, this will pre-
vent the solution from creeping over the
upper edges. You can also boil a piece of the

wood that forms the top of the jar in the
hot paraffin for a short time and greatly
increase its life and insulating properties.
The terminals of the cell may be formed by
fastening the ends of the two wires under
two binding posts (T) and (T') as shown in
Fig. 6.

You are now ready to prepare the so-
lution or set up your battery. Such a cell,
as just described, will require about three
pounds of copper sulphate, or blue vitriol,
as it is more commonly known. Having
placed your copper strip in the bottom of the
jar pour the copper sulphate in and then put
your zinc in place and fill the jar with rain
water until the zinc is well covered. Your
cell will not be ready for use for ten or twelve
hours, during which time it should be al-
lowed to stand short circuited. To short
circuit it you simply connect the two ter-
minals (T) and (T') by means of a short
piece of No. 18 copper wire. After this the
cell should not be allowed to stand with no
resistance between its terminals as its suc-
cessful operation depends upon the fact that
it should always be supplying a small cur-

A resistance of about 5o ohms or
30o feet of No. 32 copper wire wound on a
spool should be connected to post (T) and
(T') when not in use. When the cell is
operating properly there should be a blue
solution in the bottom of the jar and a clear
one in the top the dividing line being between
the zinc and copper.

FIG. 7. MOULD FOR CASTING BATTERY ZINC

Quite often you may not be able to secure
a piece of zinc of the dimensions given and
if this be the case you can cast your own zinc
elements. Assuming the distance across
the inside of your glass jar is at least five
inches, you can make a mold to cast your
zinc out of pieces of pine as shown in
Fig. 7. If the jar is smaller you will have

o

e
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to decrease the size
of the mold. The
pieces forming the
mold should be cut
so that your casting
can be easily remov-
ed; that is, dimen-
sions of the mold
should Le less at the
bottom than at the
top. The depth
should be about one
and a quarter inches.
You can secure scrap
zinc at any tin shop
and this can be
melted in a small
iron kettle in an or-
dinary fire, it melt-
ing at approximately
75o degrees Fahren-

FIG 8. ZINC BATTERY heit. T he mold
ELEMENT should be thoroughly

dried and a piece of
hare copper wire of good size placed in the
center and you are ready to pour in your zinc.
You must be careful in pouring the zinc, not
to have your face too near the mold, as any
moisture in it may cause the zinc to be
thrown out. The writer met with very good
success in making zinc elements in this way
when he was a boy. All impurities that
collect on top of the molten zinc must be
removed before it is poured into the mold.

FIG. 9. HOW TO SUPPORT THE ZINC ELE-
MENT

With all the care you can use there wil
be quite a bit of foreign substance in the
zinc. This will reduce the efficiency of your
cell, but its effect can be reduced by amal-
gamating the zinc in the following way.
Place a few drops of mercury in a small
saucer and pour on it a little dilute sulphuric

acid. Now by means of a small rag tied
on the end of a stick, rub the surface of the
zinc with the sulphuric acid and mercury
until it has a very bright appearance. The
resistance offered by a tell itself to tae flow
of current when connected to a circuit, is

FIG. ICI. HOW THE CARBON ELEMENTS ARE
SUPPORTED

called its internal resistance. The internal
resistance of the cell described is high, rang-
ing from one to six ohms, hence you will
never be able to obtain a very large current
from it on this account.

The following directions are for the con-
struction of a Bichromate cell, which has a
very low internal resistance ranging from
.2 to .5 ohms and a high voltage, approxi-
mately for
this cell will want to be of the same dimen-
sions as that for the gravity cell. The ele-
ments are zinc and carbon. Your -zinc
element should be of the dimensions given
in Fig. 8 and can be cast from scrap as in the

FIG. II. DEVICE FOR REMOVING BATTERY.
ELEMENTS FROM THE SOLUTION

previous case. If possible you should secure
two pieces of carbon approximately 4 by
8 by } inches and fasten them to the piece
supporting the zinc element as shown in
Fig. 9, the distance between the carbon
plates and the zinc being about one-half
inch. If the carbon plates cannot be ob-
tained you can use the common electric
light carbons placing six on each side of the
zinc and holding them in place as shown
in Fig. Io. The zinc and carbons should
be so fastened that they will be about one-
half of an inch from the bottom of the jar
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when placed in position. If the electric
light carbons are copper coated, this must
all be filed off of that part that will be
in the liquid and they should be con-
nected by means of bare copper wires,
twisted about each and their free ends sol-
dered together. The wires may be soldered,
however, to copper coated carbons. Two
binding posts may serve as the terminals of
the cell by connecting your wire from the
zinc under one and that from the carbons
under the other. It would be best for you
to immerse the supporting strip for the
elements, after they have been fastened in
place, in boiling paraffin to such a depth that
the paraffin extends a short distance up on
carbon and zinc. They should be allowed to
drain in an inverted position to prevent the
paraffin from flowing over the surface that
is to be in the solution. The solution for this
cell is made by dissolving } pound of sodium
bichromate in a gallon of boiling water. After

this has cooled add one pound of commercial
sulphuric acid, and fill your jar to within
1} inches from the top. In making one cell
you will not need this large quantity of liquid
and it can be reduced by taking a propor-
tionate part of each. When this cell is
allowed to stand on open circuit there is a
chemical action going on which tends to
destroy the zinc. For this reason means
should be provided for removing the ele-
ments from the solution when not in use.
This can be accomplished as shown in Fig.
II, there being room for four cells. You
will find this a very satisfactory cell to use
when you will want a large current for a
short time. If the cell seems to weaken
more acid may be added.

NOTE: The next article will take up the
construction of the dry cell and -also the
construction of an electrolytic rectifier and
transformer as used in changing alternating
current to direct current.

Motor Controller and Reversing Switch
By GEORGE STOCKHOFF

This piece of apparatus will be useful for
controlling small battery motors and when
built up according to directions has much
the appearance and action of a street car
controller.

A/"
Top

1

Back

FIG I
1

The frame should be made first, prefer-
ably of hardwood. The dimensions are
shown in Fig. 1. At (A) and (B) in the
top piece drill five -sixteenth inch holes.
The bottom is made the same except that
the holes (A) and (B) are drilled only half
way through, the wood being 1 inch thick.
When this is done nail the bottom on the
4finch edge of the back piece.

After you have done this get a window
shade roller I} inches in diameter, cut the

two pieces 41- inches long and bore a 5 -16 -
inch hole in the end of each, about an inch
deep. Then get a 5 -16 -inch dowel and cut
two pieces 1+} inches long. These two pieces
are hammered into one end of each piece of
roller, as shown in Fig. 2. You will need
a short piece of No. Io or 8 copper wire.
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FIG. 2
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inch wide and

FIG. 4 four inches long.
They should be Dent into the shape shown by
Fig. 3. A hole is drilled in each at (L).

Cut a piece of wood five by 2 inches and
j inch thick. Now cut seven pieces ¡¡
inch long off of the dowel and drive a finch
nail through each. After you have done this
get five feet of No. 36 insulated copper wire,
cut it into seven lengths, double each piece
and wind it around the pieces of dowel as
shown in the right in Fig. 3, forming re-
sistance coils. They should be shellacked
in order to hold the wire in place. The
springs and resistance coils should then be
nailed in place on the piece of board as
shown in Fig. 4. Cut two pieces about two
inches long off the 5 -16 -inch dowel and ham-
mer into the top of both rollers. Now set
the roller in and nail on the top. Then the
board containing the springs and coils can be
nailed in also. The springs must press
firmly out the rollers. The top part of the
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This wire goes around roller (R) and is

fastened at the top by a brass strip, (E)
that goes around the roller. The wire

FIG. 3

should not go all the way around but should
leave a half inch space as shown, Fig. 2.
The wire should be laid in a groove, but

not entirely be-
low the surface,
as the brushes
are to touch it.
Two strips of
brass are fasten-
ed around roller
(M) at the ends
(C) and (E).
Four other short
strips are fast-
ened as shown.
They are one
inch long and
cross connected
by No. 18 wire.
They should not
touch at (0).

Thirteen
springs of brass
are needed,
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dowels that project through the top must
be squared to receive the controller handles.

Reuersing Switch Handle

Contro//er Handle
FIG. 5

The controller handles can easily be made
of lead and then finished as in Fig. s.
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FIG. 6

Arrangement and the connections for a
series motor may be seen in Fig. 6. By
studying it you will see that as the controller
switch is moved around the current is
carried from the battery through the
spiral wire through more and more cf the
resistance coils, cutting down the current
of the motor. As the reversing switch is
moved from one position to the other the
current is reversed through the armature only,
reversing the direction of rotation.
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Naval Wireless as a Young Man's
Opportunity

By A CHIEF ELECTRICIAN, U. S. N.

Good inducements arc offered to the
young man who desires to enlist in the elec-
trical branch of the United States Naval
service, and this includes wireless. To best
illustrate the manner in which a position
may be obtained as a wireless electrician in
the navy, and the work after the position
is obtained, we will take the case of a young
man say in the neighborhood of twenty-two
years (for he must be of age) who has had
some experience in wireless or general elec-
tricity and who is about to present himself
at one of the numerous navy recruiting
stations for enlistment. But before doing
this, if he is the kind of a young man who
is most likely to succeed in the navy, he will
have considered thoroughly bis intended
action and endeavored to learn the disad-
vantages as well as the advantages the service
offers.

We will suppose he has been fortunate
enough to find some one who has truthfully
told him about navy life in general and he
will have learned that all electricians below
the chief electrician wear the regulation
sailor uniform; that he is liable to do duty
in any part of the world, and that he will
at all times have implicitly to obey orders
given lawfully from those his superiors in
rank. But on the other hand he will be
well cared for physically, and every induce-
ment will be given him to work his way up
if he is industrious and conducts himself
properly. He will have ample time to
study and get experience, as a rule in all
branches of general electricity along with the
wireless. With this understanding he pre-

sents himself at the recruiting office. There
he will receive an elementary examination
in electricity, being required to know about
dynamos, motors and electricity in general.
If he is enlisting especially for wireless work
he will also show that he can send and re-
ceive at a fair rate of speed.

If he answers the questions asked satis-
factorily and after being examined by the
doctor is found in a good physical condition
he is enlisted as a third class electrician with
the pay of thirty-three dollars a month and
found.

In the course of a few days he will be
sent either to the receiving ship Hancock
at the New York Navy Yard, or to the Re-
ceiving ship Pensacola at the San Francisco
Navy Yard (depending usually upon which is
the nearest) for instruction at the electrical
school and to get acquainted somewhat with
navy life. He will be quartered on board
either the Hancock or Penascola with the
other electricians attending the school and
receive a complete outfit of clothing valued at
sixty-five dollars.

The electrical schools at both the New
York and San Francisco yards have com-
modious quarters and competent instructors
and the course is from four to five months.
The course is divided into three parts and all
are required to take the same. The first
month is spent in the machine shop where
he learns to run lathes, shapers, drills, etc.
The next two months are spent getting
acquainted with the complicated naval ap-
pliances used on board naval vessels, and the
last month or month and a half is spent in

.
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MODERN NAVAL WIRELESS EQUIPMENT

the wireless department, where he becomes
acquainted with the different types of wire-
less installations used in the navy, and re-
ceives practice in sending and receiving.
The book to study and all material is fur-
nished by the government and the course is
thoroughly practical in every respect. Each
week there is an examination and upon
these examinations and his conduct depends
his marks, and at the end of the course if
the marks he has received are within 75
per cent of the possible he will be graduated
from the school as a second class electrician
and bis pay will now be forty-four dollars
a month.

If he has enlisted for wireless duty or if
it has been decided at the school that he
has shown marked aptitude for wireless
work he will be transferred in the course of
a few days to one of the shore stations or to
one of the ships. The navy now has forty
shore stations and nearly every ship of any
importance has wireless installed. The
shore stations rate from three to four oper-
ators with a chief electrician in charge and
the ships rate from one operator for a sea
going tug to four or five operators, including
a chief for the battleships. Only shore sta-
tions and battleships rate a chief electrician;
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other -classes of ships usually have a first
class electrician in charge.

On shore the operators have wireless
duty, only, but on the ships they are often
given charge of the interior communication
circuits of the ship in addition to their wire-
less duty. The navy department tries to
give operators duty both on shore aid at
sea so that they will become thoroughly
familiar with the work in all details.

The outfits at the shore stations and on
the ships are up-to-date installations, and
the operators are encouraged to use their
own ideas within reason to improve the set.
and keep the plant up to the highest wcrking
efficiency. There are also a great many
different tests carried on that are bo:h in-
teresting and instructive.

After serving one year as second class,
and if his conduct has been good, he is
allowed to táke the examination for first
class electrician, which if he passes success-
fully will increase his pay to fifty-five dollars
a month. At the end of ahother year if there
is a vacancy he can take the examination for
acting chief electrician and which he should
have no trouble in passing if he has taken
an interest in his work and spent some of his
spare time studying. His pay as acting
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chief electrician will be sixty-six dollars, being
increased to seventy-seven dollars upon ob-
taining his permanent appointment as chief
electrician. In the capacity of chief elec-
trician he will have direct supervision of
the station and be responsible for its
conduct.

All of course do not make chief electricians

in their first enlistment, although a great
many do. But even if he has only been
able to obtain first class he will have received
in his four years a training and obtained
experience that will be of the utmost advan-
tage to him in following up bis work in ci-
vilian life in case he does not care to rein -
list.

A Variable Coupling Tuning Coil
By A. B. COLE

Early forms of tuning coils had either only
one winding, provided with sliding contacts.
whose purpose was to vary the number of
convolutions of wire in use, or had two
windings, of which the secondary was pro-
vided with taps so that the number of sec-
tions into which the secondary was divided
could be varied at will. In the latter case
the primary and secondary were wound in
much the same way as transformers for
alternating current lighting circuits are
made, and were immovable with respect to
each other.

Nowadays, however, when several sta-
tions within each other's receiving range are
liable to be transmitting simultaneously,
more exact tuning is required than when
there was little interference.
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FIG. I. VARIABLE COUPLING TUNING COIL

The instruments which 'are considered
most important at the present time for close
tuning are the variable coupling, often called
"loose coupling's tuning coil or receiving
transformer, and the variable condenser.
In this article we shall endeavor to show how
a tuning coil of this type may be built.

The variable coupling tuning coil consists
essentially of two windings, a primary and

a secondary, each provided with one or more
sliding contacts, which windings may be
moved with respect to each other. Gener-
ally one of the windings has a fixed position,
and the other may be moved so as to cut
more or less of the lines of force developed
by the fixed coil. Our coil will be composed
of a fixed primary coil and a movable sec-
ondary coil. The dimensions will be given
here in order to avoid confusion in the
drawings.

The primary is wound on a round wooden
core 4 inches in length, and three inches in
outside diameter. The core is solid at one
end for one-half inch, and is hollow the re-
mainder of its length, with an inside diameter
of º} inches. The wood used for the core
should be well seasoned oak or maple. The
core is screwed to a suitable end, (D) Fig.
I, of oak, mahogany or maple, and (D) is
screwed to the base (S). (D) is four
inches square, and t inch thick. The cor-
responding end of the secondary coil is of
the same dimensions. End (V) of the pri-
mary is supported by a wooden block (E).
The wire used on this coil is No. 18 double
cotton covered copper, and is wound on
evenly in one layer. This will require about
8o feet of wire. End (A) is fastened to a
small nail (B) driven into the wooden core,
and is not therefore connected electrically to
anything. End (V) is connected by a No.
18 wire under the base (S) to bindings post
(C).

Slider rod (F) is of brass, I inch square,
and 51. inches long, bent go degrees at one
end, as shown, and drilled by a }-inch drill
for the screw of binding post (G), which
holds (F) in place, and also makes electrical
connection with it. The sliders for both
primary and secondary are of square brass

r.v
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tubing, each ; inch long, slightly more than
I. inch square, inside dimensions. To one
side of each slider is soldered a phosphor
bronze or brass spring, } inch wide, tapering
to } inch wide, and i inch long for the pri-
mary, and II inch long for the secondary.
These springs are bent into the shape shown
in Fig. r. To the opposite side of each
slider is soldered the head of an 8-32 machine
screw. A hard rubber or fibre knob,
inch long by inch in diameter is drilled and
tapped for this thread. The knob is then
fitted to the projecting shank of the screw.

The core of the secondary coil is of sea-
soned oak or maple, 24 inches in diameter,
and 41- inches long, and wound to withi ,
inch of the end (H) with a single layer of
No. 24 double cotton covered copper wire,

' of which about 120 feet are required. A
hole } 'rich in diameter is drilled through the
center of both primary and secondary coils.
Through these holes a brass rod of the same
diameter passes, and is tapped atone end
for an 8-32 machine screw. The other end
of the rod is supported by a brass standard
(K), as shown in Fig. r, inch square and 'A
inches long. Binding post (L) makes elec-
Irical connection ,with slider rod (J). A
short length o!' flexible cord (T)' connects
end (R) of the secondary to binding post
(P).

Fig. 2 shows the connections for the vari-
able coupling tuning coil. (P), (J), (G) and
(B) represent the same parts as in Fig. r.
By moving the primary slider, the inductance,
and therefore the wave length, of the aerial
and ground circuit may be varied. By mov-
ing the secondary slider, the inductance and
wave length of the detector circuit may be
varied, and these may he very closely ad-
justed by means of the variable conden-
ser (VC).

To operate, move the secondary coil into
the primary coil, and adjust the variable con-
denser to the maximum capacity. Adjust
the primary slider until the signals from the
desired station reach a maximum intensity.
Then adjust the secondary slider to obtain
best results. Next move the secondary coil
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along the rod away from the primary until
undesired stations are eliminated as much
as possible. Now adjust both primary and
secondary sliders to the points which give
strongest signals. This adjustment will be

FIG. 2. CONNECTIONS OF TUNING COIL

very small. The final close adjustment is
made by varying the capacity of (VC). This
brings in the desired station to the exclusion
of all others whose wave length differs by
only a few percent.

The variable coupling tuning coil in con-
nection with a variable condenser provides
as close an approach to selective tuning as
it is possible to obtain at the present time,
and for this reason it has been adopted by
nearly all commercial companies. The be-
ginner must not become discouraged if at
first he seems to get results which are not as
satisfactory as expected, for all beginners
with this type of coil have this experience.
After a little practice, however, he will be-
come able to get excellent results with it,
and would not exchange it for any other type
of tuner of the present time.
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Condensers in the Receiving Circuit

Although many of our readers use fixed
and variable condensers in the receiving cir-
cuits of their wireless outfits, a considerable
number do not fully understand the
purposes of these condensers. To ap-
preciate their uses, we must go back to the
fundamental idea of tuning. In order to
have two stations in tune, we must adjust
the instruments so that the wave length of
one station is the same as the wave length
of the other. By the wave length is meant
the effective wave length, resulting from the
connection of the various instruments to the
aerial.

If we are using a double contact tuning
coil, as shown diagrammatically in the draw-
ing, we have two receiving circuits to con-
sider; that including the aerial and the active
wire of the tuning coil between the end (3)
and the lower contact (2), and continuing to
the ground; and that including the wire be-
tween the contacts (r) and (2), the detector
and the variable condenser (VC).

Suppose, now, that a certain station is
transmitting, using a wave length of 400
meters, and that of the aerial which we are
using is 250 meters. We wish to adjust our
receiving apparatus to the 40o meter wave
length. This is done by moving slider (2)
until an inductance (wire on tuning coil)
has been added, sufficient to give our aerial
circuit (aerial, tuning coil, ground) a wave
length of 40o meters. This condition is
obtained when the signals desired reach a
maximum intensity in the telephone re-
ceivers (TR). In order to obtain best re-
sults, it is necessary to have the detector cir-
cuit (tuning coil, detector, condenser) in
tune with the aerial circuit. This is accom-
plished by moving the contact (1) to the
most advantageous position. The fine ad-
justment may now be made by changing the
capacity of (VC). A fixed or variable con-
denser (vc) is often used across the telephone
receivers to increase the intensity of the sig-
nals. The action of this condenser is sup-
posed to be that it absorbs energy from the
detector circuit until a certain critical voltage
is reached, when the total energy is dis-
charged across the telephones.

The wave length of any circuit is de-
pendent upon its inductance and its capacity.
We may therefore vary the wave length by
means of the tuning coil, or the condenser,
or both. It will be found easier, however,

to adjust approximately with the tuning
coil, and then adjust closely by means of
the variable condenser, since a very slight
movement of the sliders of the coil corre-
sponds to a considerable change in the
capacity of the comparatively small con-
densers used for receiving tuning purposes.

The variable condensers (VC) and (vc)
may have a minimum capacity of about

CONNECTIONS WITH VARIABLE CONDENSERS
IN CIRCUIT

.0005 and a maximum capacity of about
003 M. F. The exact capacity is not re-
quired to be just these figures, but these
capacities work very well in practice. Fixed
condensers may be used in place of the
variable type, but it will be seen from the
above explanation that with them tuning is
not nearly so close, since it must all be done
by means of the tuning coil. Fixed con-
densers are, however, much less expensive
than variables, and for this reason are used
quite extensively in amateur stations. A
very satisfactory fixed condenser may have
a total surface of 150 square inches and be
made of two strips of tin foil II inches by 5o
inches, the strips being separated by a sheet
of paraffined paper 2} by 55 inches, and
rolled up into any convenient form. The
condenser should then be soaked in hot
paraffine, and when nearly cold should be
pressed, so as to bring the sheets of foil as
close together as possible. Copper wires
make connection with the foil sheets.



Construction of an Electrolytic Detector
By ARTHUR O. BEHRENS

As is well known to most wireless ex-
perimenters, the electrolytic detector has
been on the market for some time past and
is the favorite of many stations, for it is
reliable, and if well regulated, is one of
the most sensitive known. By reason of this
fact, it is the desire of many amateurs to
possess one. The constructional details
following will enable any experimenter, who
is at all acquainted with the use of tools,
to construct one of these detectors with very
little expense.

The materials required are few and easily
procured, the main article being a piece of fine
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platinum wire about inch long and from
0.005 to 0.0005 inch in diameter. Any of
the sizes, between the two diameters given,
will make an admirable point for the de-
tector, when soldered to the 6-32 brass
regulating screw shown in Fig. i. Here (D)
is the screw mentioned, and (E) is the fine
platinum wire.

I might here conveniently state that the
platinum wires, of such small diameters as
those set forth, when received from the manu-
facturers, are covered with a comparatively
heavy coat of silver, thus making them many
times their own thickness and consequently
enabling the user to handle them with
greater ease. After the platinum -silver wire
has been affixed to the regulating screw, it
is dipped into a solution of nitric acid,
which immediately attacks the silver coating
and decomposes it, in this way exposing the
platinum wire. This is exactly what we
desire.

But to those who do not care to bother
with so fine a wire as that just mentioned,

and who do not require so sensitive a ce-
tector, I have the following suggestion to
make. Procure a miniature battery lamp
(a burnt -out one will do) of about to volts
and in that will be found pieces of fine
platinum wire which will take the place of
that mentioned above. In breaking away
the glass from around the wires, take great
care that they are not injured or separated
from the leading -in wires for these are
utilized in soldering to the regulating screw.
The finished screw is shown in Fig. r, at
the top, in which (F) is the leading -in w_re
and (E) is the platinum point. But be it
understood right here that the finer the
point the more sensitive the detector, the:e-
fore, where possible, I advise the use of the
beforementioned fine platinum wire.

The cup to hold the electrolyte is to be
made from a piece of hard carbon rod, a
inch in diameter and about one inch long.
In one end drill a a inch hole to a depth of

inch. For a base to receive the carbon cup,
select a piece of brass rod ilk inches in
diameter and one inch long, and in one end
drill a 23 -32 -inch hole to a depth of I inch.
In the other end drill and tap a hole to
receive a screw to secure to the base. A
6-32 screw is about the right size. Into
the 23 -32 -inch hole snugly fit the carton

FIG. 2

cup, previously constructed, with the i -inch
hole outward. It must be a very tight fit,
otherwise there would be a had connection,
and consequently loss of current.

For the yoke procure a piece of i -inch
stock sheet brass, +} inch wide and bend
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into the shape shown in Fig. 2, in which (A)
and (B) are No. 25 drill holes by which the
yoke is fastened to the base. (C) is a hole
drilled and tapped to receive the 6-32 brass
regulating screw with fine platinum point.
Of course it is understood, that if the ama-
teur thinks he has a better idea for the yoke
than that set forth in the preceding lines,
he may substitute it, providing he does not
alter the general plan to such an extent, that
the platinum point does not reach the elec-
trolyte when screwed down all the way, for,
if such a state of affairs existed, there would
be no connection between the antenna and
the earth, and consequently no signals in
the receiver.

For the base get a piece of hard black
rubber 21 inches wide, four inches long
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and I inch in thickness. I might here again
suggest, that if the amateur has not the
hard rubber at hand, he may substitute
some other material, but it must be a good
non-conductor. Drill seven holes in it,
with a No. 25 drill, as shown in Fig. 3, in
which (A), (B), (C) and (D) are binding -
posts; (E) and (F) are for screws to fasten
the yoke to the base and (G) is for a screw
to secure the brass support of the carbon
to the base. All these screws are also made
use of in making connections which are
shown in dotted lines in Fig. 3, (A) and (B)
being connected to (F) and (E) respectively,
and (C) and (D) to (G).

Having proceeded thus far in the con-
struction, the next thing to consider is the
assembling of the finished parts, and the
mode of connecting up the complete de-
tector with the other receiving instruments.
The former point, I believe, has been made
clear enough throughout the article so that

the experimenter will experience little diffi-
culty on that score. It need be said, how-
ever, that to complete the detector an elec-
trolyte is necessary. This is an acidulated
solution, that is put into the carbon cup,
and is prepared by adding one part nitric
acid to four parts pure water. Be sure to
add the acid to the water in all cases and
not vice versa for the latter operation would
be dangerous.

As for the second point, that of making
receptor connections, a standard plan is
shown in Fig. 4 in which are to be found
receiving tuning coil, condenser, electro-
lytic detector just constructed, telephone
receiver, potentiometer and local battery,
switches, of course, being put in by the
amateur where desired. As regards the
condenser, I would suggest that this be of
the variable type. With this style con-
denser the operator is enabled to give a
louder tone to the messages that he re-
ceives.

FIG. 4

The telephone receiver used with the
electrolytic detector should be as sensitive
as possible. One of a woo -ohms resistance
will do very well.
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The potentiometer is simply a variable re-
sistance coil, generally made with fine
German silver wire, about No. 26 B. & S.
gauge, and is used to choke back the sur-
plus current of the local battery, only allow-
ing enough to pass through to satisfactorily
work the telephone receiver. The potenti-
ometer should have a resistance of about
300 ohms.

The local battery is made up of from two
to three dry cells and is connected with
the potentiometer, telephone receiver and
detector as shown in Fig. 4. Observe care-
fully, that the positive pole of the battery
goes to the base of the yoke and thus to
the regulating screw with the platinum
point; the negative pole goes to the brass
base of the carbon cup. In other words, if
directions have been explicitly followed, the
positive pole of the battery runs to (A),
Fig. 4, and the negative to (D).

For receiving, the platinum point should
just touch the electrolyte. The best results
are obtained by manipulating the sliding
contact of the potentiometer in such a way
that the hissing noise, which is at first heard
in the telephone receiver, just dies out.
If the hissing noise is allowed to remain it
will drown out other sounds and consequent-
ly destroy any signals that may be coming in.

The working theory of the detector is as
follows: The acidulated electrolytic solu-
tion, coming in contact with the positive
pole of the battery, which, in this case, is
the platinum point, is decomposed to such
an extent, that a minute quantity of hydrogen
gas is formed on the point. This gas is an
efficient barrier to the battery current, pre-
venting it from passing. But the electricity
received from the sending station by means
of the antenna and ground is of an oscilla-
tory character and it breaks down, with
little trouble, this wall of gas, thus enabling
the battery current to flow and work the
receiver in accordance with the dots and
dashes received.

In conclusion, I would suggest that the
operator, when through receiving, should
raise the platinum point from the solution.
I also think it would be a good idea for him
to keep on hand a small amount of the elec-
trolyte ready mixed so that once in a while
he can replace that already used. By fol-
lowing the foregoing instructions, I am sure
the experimenter will be enabled to con-
struct a detector, that, in its working capacity,
will amply repay him for his labor and make

him realize that his time was not spent in
vain.

Receiving and Sending Radii,

What will my receiving radius be with
such and such apparatus? How far can
I send with the following equipment? Over
and over again these questions are asked us
and over and over again we are obliged to
answer that we do not know. Why? Be-
cause the terms are simply relative ones
and when you give us only one side of the
question we are helpless. For instance
you have, say, a very good receiving outfit
with high -resistance telephones, sensitive
detector, good tuning coil, etc., and you ask
us over what distance you will be able to
receive. Obviously this depends as much
upon the sending apparatus at the distant
sending station as it does upon your receiving
apparatus. If the other station has a four -
inch spark coil and is so miles away, you
would hear nothing. If it has a quarter
kilowatt transformer the chances are the
signals will be plain. Away off several
hundred miles there may be a big commercial
station of several kilowatts capacity and you
may hear it. Along side it there may be a
one kilowatt station from which you will
never get a click.

It is the same with the sending radius.
You might be able to disturb the ether one
hundred miles away. Is there a receiver
within that radius which is capable of de-
tecting and determining your signals?

If you were to put the question to us like
this: "My receiving apparatus contains
such and such devices. Fifty miles away is
a station equipped so and so. Can I hear
it?" Then we might be able to give you
an answer with some degree of accuracy,
tempered of course by local conditions, such
as overland and over -water transmission,
day and night signaling, etc.

You who make use of the "Wireless
Queries" department in the future, please
remember the above.

As we said before, the terms are
only relative. Some day these things
may be standardized to a more or less
degree. We may perhaps in the future have
standard A -type, B -type and C -type trans-
mitting equipments and so on, having certain
capacities. And we may have standard A -
type, B -type and C -type receiving equip-
ments. Then if you were to have a receiv-
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ing outfit conforming to the A standard
type you might be told that you could hear
a standard A transmitter at ioo miles, a
standard C transmitter at 50o miles, . and
so on, governed, of course, again by local
conditions.

The Study of Wireless

One of the most convincing proofs of the
advancement of wireless and the increasing
demands upon its practical application is
the inauguration of schools for the teaching
of this new art and the establishing of wire-
less classes in nearly all of the principal
public schools of the country. We reprint
herewith photographs from the American

GROUP OF RECEIVING DEVICES

Wireless Institute and a synopsis of its
method of teaching. The general scheme is
the same as that adopted by all the leading
scientific institutions by which the student
is carried by easy stages from a raw recruit
to a practical wireless operator and engineer.
The first period of learning is the memorizing
of the telegraph code followed by actual
practice in sending and receiving, by means
of special devices that train the ear to receive
wireless buzzer signals instead of clicks.
Interspersed with this practice are lessons
in elementary arithmetic, lettering, drawing
of all wireless circuits, etc.

After thoroughly learning to send and re-
ceive wireless signals at the required speed
the pupil is advanced into the wireless tele-
graph and telephone classes where he is
taught the practical and theoretical con-
struction and operation of the various in-
struments comprising the different systems.
Thorough instruction is given on selection

of station sites, building of proper grounds,
antenna, etc., to meet all demands, together
with drawing and making of blue prints, cal-
culating capacity of condensers and coils
by the mathematical method, and by experi-
mental means. Cross section paper is used

STUDENTS PRACTISING AT SENDING AND
RECEIVING

for plotting various calibration curves of
coils, etc.

One illustration shows a group of receiv-
ing apparatus representing all the known
detectors. A very interesting experiment
is conducted by the students in receiving
four or five messages at the same time with
the one antenna. Each set of instruments
in a booth comprises a different system.
Students are made to design and construct
some type of wireless instrument, and the
inventive ability displayed by some occasion-
al "Tesla" is remarkable indeed.

The second illustration shows a group of
students practicing at sending and receiving.

A Useful Detector Stand

One of the most desirable features of the
amateur's or experimenter's wireless detector
is that quick change from one crystal to
another should be easily made, in order
to compare various crystals for their re-
ceiving qualities. A detector stand for this
purpose has recently been introduced which
holds four different crystals if desired, and
allows both quick change from one to an-
other and also a wide range of pressure
applied to the active crystals.

Fig. i shows the detector stand with hard
rubber base and nickel plated metal parts.
The cup (F) is stationary and is held rigidly

Ú
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by the thumbscrew of the standard. This
cup holds the various crystals which the
experimenter may be using. The crystals
are held by rose metal or solder. Cup (E),
which holds a single point of brass, or other
metal, is carried on a rod (G) Fig. 2, and
may be revolved by the hard rubber handle
(B). A shoulder (D) on rod (G) is under
pressure from a spring, the other end of

FIG. I

which presses against a plug (H). Now
if (A) is moved toward (F) it is evident that
as soon as cup (E) meets cup (F) the spring
(C) will be compressed, and will give a
greater pressure on shoulder (D) and conse-
quently greater pressure of cup (E) on cup
(F). As soon as the desired pressure is

FIG. 2

obtained the thumbscrew on the standard
holds (A) rigid. Now by turning (E)
around by moving (B), the point in (E)
may be made to touch any of the crystals in
cup (F).

By virtue of its selectivity of crystals and
variable pressures as shown above this
detector stand will appeal especially to the
experimenter. It is similar in most re-
spects to that used by the Wireless Club of

Columbia University in all long distance
tests and has been found to give excellent
results.

WIRELESS QUERIES
Answered by Valentine B. Seitz

Wireless Apparatus and Connections
Questions.-(A) Please give diagram of con-

nections for operating wireless instruments includ-
ing two D. P. D. T. switches, one S. P. S. T. switch,
double slide tuning coil, fixed condenser, silicon,
pericon, electrolytic and carborundum detectors,
potentiometer, D. P. D. T. aerial switch and one
pair z000 ohm receivers, silicon and pericon detec-
tors to be used without battery or potentiometer.
(B) What would be my approximate receiving
radius with the aerial so feet long, 75 feet high and
five wires? (C) How do the above detec:ors
compare as to sensitiveness ?-R. L. H., Wayne,
Pa.

Answers.-(A) See diagram.

CONNECTIONS OF WIRELESS APPARATUS

(B) From 150 to 200 miles.
(C) The electrolytic is the most sensitive

detector when properly adjusted. You will
probably find the pericon the most satisfac-
tory of the above named detectors, as it is
easy to adjust and compares very favorably
with the electrolytic as to sensitiveness.

Potentiometer; Wave Length
Questions.-(A) Can I make a potentiometer by

winding No. 34 German silver cotton covered wire
around a wood core? (B) Show diagram of con-
nections. (C) How can I find the wave length of
my aerial?-P. P., Arkansas City, Kan.

Answers.-(A) Yes. By winding too
turns around a three-inch drum, you will
get a coil having about 35o ohms resistance.

(B) See diagram on page 458, November,
1909, issue.

(C) The best way to find the wave length
of your aerial is by means of a wave meter.
If one of these is not available, you can get
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a fair idea, by having some one compare
your tuning point with that of some other
station having a known wave length.

Determination of Wave Length
Questions.-(A) How is the wave length in meters

of a sending helix calculated? Of a receiving helix?
(B) Why should a sending helix be made with the
larger wire and fewer turns than the teceidng helix
if it is to transmit waves of the same length as the
receiving helix is to pick up? (C) Please give
directions for making carborundum and molyb-
denite detectors. (D) What is the shortest and
greatest wave length in meters of an antenna 75
feet from the ground and 6o feet from the double
pole double throw switch? The sending helix has
20 turns of metal ribbon 1 inch wide, spaced 1 inch
apart and 8 inches in diameter. There are also
connected ro leyden jars 3 by 6 inches, zinc spark
gap and 1 inch spark coil. (E) In question D if
a one inch spark were used for the same instruments
would it make the wave length shorter or longer?
-C. E. M., Louisville, Ky.

Answers.-(A) The wave length of a send-
ing helix can best be found with a wave meter,
as the calculation requires the use of ad-
vanced mathematics.

(B) The wave length does not determine
the amount of current flowing and therefore
would not govern the size of wire used. The
amount of energy received amounts to only
a small fraction of that sent out, therefore
the receiving instruments do not have to be
built as heavy as the sending.

(C) See the description of silicon detec-
tor in Nov., rgoo, issue, page 543. Use car-
borundum or molybdenite in place of silicon.

(D) You will have a range from roo to
55o meters wave length.

(E) The wave length will remain the
same.

Aerial Height; Potentiometer Connections
Questions.-(A) Is a four -wire aerial, roo feet

long, too long for an inch and a half spark coil?
If so what length should be used ? (B) Show dia-
gram illustrating how potentiometer described in
July 1909 issue should be connected with a tuning
coil and condenser. (C) What is the purpose of a
secondary on a tuning coil ?-O. H. R., Salt Lake
City, Utah.

Answers.-(A) No. An aerial about 15o
feet long would be even better.

(B) The potentiometer mentioned has not
enough resistance to be very practicable for
wireless work. Would advise the use of the
cylinder wound type connected as shown in
diagram in answer to J. S. C., this issue.

(C) A tuning coil having a secondary
winding is generally called a receiving
transformer. Great selectivity can be ob-

tained with an instrument of this type, the
advantage being shown in receiving weak
signals through interference.

Resistance Wire on Tuning Coil
Question.-In constructiog a tuning coil could I

use resistance wire on the spool in place of copper
wire?-C. O. G., Pittsbugr, Pa.

Answer.-Resistance wire should never
be used on a receiving coil or transformer.

Connections of Wireless Equipment; Trans-
former Operation

Questions.-(A) What would be my receiving
radius with an aerial 57 feet high at one end, go
feet at the other, double r5oo-ohm receivers,vari-
able condenser, electrolytic detector, double slide
tuning coil, potentiometer, fixed condenser? (B)
Please show best diagram for connecting both
instruments? (C) What advantage have "gold"
diaphragms over the ordinary ones? (D) How can
I make the above outfit more efficient? (E) When
you connect an ordinary spark coil for no volts,
6o cycles alternating current with the vibrator
screwed down you get no spark, but if you let the
vibrator move you get a fat spark. Please explain
this. (F) Will you get more spark from a 1 k. w.
open core transformer running it in series with
an electrolytic interrupter (Iv) volts A. C.) than
running it directly on rro-volt alternating current?
-H. B., Martinez, Cal.

Answers.-(A) With. favorable condi-
tions you should be able to receive high
powered stations at a distance of 200 miles.

(B) See diagram, answer to S. K., Novem-
ber issue.

(C) They will not rust from moisture col-
lected while wearing.

(D) By using a receiving transformer in
place of the tuning coil you can make your
set more selective, also slightly more effi-
cient. The advantage of loose coupling in
a receiving transformer does not show up
on loud signals or damped waves, but is
very marked with weak signals on fine tun-
ing. Interference can also be cut out to
certain extent.

(E) An ordinary induction coil with an
interrupter attached is not designed to
work on alternating current without an
interrupter, therefore when the interrupter
is screwed down, very little spark will be
obtained at the secondary, unless a very
large amount of current is used.

(F) An open core transformer if properly
designed will work on alternating current
without the use of an outside interrupter.
Several people have been advertising one-
half K. W. open core transformers, but ad-
vise the use of an interrupter. These are
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not transformers as generally spoken of in
wireless work, but really are nothing but
small induction coils greatly overrated and
worked at a very low efficiency.

Short Distance Wireless
Question.-What apparatus would be necessary

to construct a simple wireless telegraph to carry
three or four blocks?-H. B. H., Milwaukee, Wis.

Answer.-The apparatus for sending and
receiving wireless signals over a short dis-
tance, need not be very elaborate and will
cost but a very little. The sending appara-
tus consists of a buzzer or bell, four dry cells,

TIM

BUZZER WIRELESS SET

c

a key and a double point double throw
switch. For receiving a good detector and
a telephone receiver are required. A double
receiver with a head band will be found the
best, as all outside noise will be kept out.
For a detector the Perikon, Ferron and
Silicon can be recommended, preferably one
not requiring a battery. The instruments
should be connected up as shown in the
diagram.

G-Ground B-Buzzer
D-Detector K-Key
R-Receivers P-Batteries

Single Slide Tuning Coil
Questions.-(A) What are the dimensions of a

standard single slide tuning coil? (B) How many
pounds of No. 24 enameled wire are required for
winding same? (C) How many pounds of No. 24
enameled wire would be required for a core ro by
ro inches ?-S. T. F., Delavan, Wis.

Answers.-(A) No standard size of tuning
coil has ever been adopted, different sizes
of wire and cores being used by different

makers. A good coil can be made by using
a core 41. inches in diameter by 41 inches
long, wound with No. 28 wire and having
a space the width of the wire in between
turns. If the coil is wound in this way and
a space -} inch wide is left at each end, about

pound of wire will be required.
(B) If No. 24 wire is used in the above

coil, about 61 ounces of wire will be required.
(C) One pound 4 ounces if wound in the

same manner.

Receiving Radius
Questions.-(A) What kind and size of wire is

best for a loose coupled tuning coil? (B: How
many feet of wire should be used on a sending
helix and what will be its wave length? (C) How
is the wave length determined ? (D) How far
ought I be able to receive with a receiving trans-
former (primary } lb. No. 22 wire, secondary I lb.
No. 32 wire) two 75 -ohm receivers, aerial 40 feet
long and 4o feet high (5 wires about No. r6)?-
L. C., Chicago, Ill.

Answers.-(A) No. 28 hare copper wire
wound with a space the width of the wire
in between turns.

(B) See answer to L. R. page 324, Sep-
tember, 1909, issue. -

(C) wave
(D) As you do not give enough informa-

tion in regard to your apparatus cannot very
well answer the above question.

Connecting Tuned Set
Questions.-Prease give diagram for connecting

the following apparatus: double slide tuning coil,
fixed and variable condenser, silicon cetector,
r000 -ohm head receivers.-J. S. C., Los Angeles,
Cal.

I I I I

G

CONNECTIONS OF TUNED SET

Answer: See accompanying diagram.
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STIOXS ANDANSWE
Readers of Popular Electricity are invited to make use of this department. State
your questions as clearly and concisely as possible. No consideration will be given
to communications which do not contain the full name and address of the writer

Grounds on Three -Phase Circuits
Question.-With two phases of a three -wire,

three-phase system in good condition what would
be the effect of a ground on the third phase.-R. F.
S., Steelton, Pa.

Answer.-A single ground has no effect.
A ground on either of the other phases be-
sides, would result in a short circuit.

Crowfoot Battery; Amalgamating Zincs
Questions.-(A) Please tell me the best way to

keep a crowfoot battery busy during the day, as
same is used only during the evening. (B) How
do you amalgamate zinc ?-A. J., Milwaukee, Wis.

Answers.-(A) Connect the battery to a
2 5 -ohm coil or relay during the day.

(B) Dip the zinc into an acid bath, which
will remove impurities from the surface, then
pour mercury upon it rubbing this into the
surface with a rag. The zinc should have
a silvery appearance when done. You can
also amalgamate zinc by dipping it in an
acid solution of mercuric nitrate.

To Make a Gordon Cell
Question.-Kindly explain how to make a Gor-

don cell.-A. C. H., Milwaukee, Wis.
Answer.-Provide a porcelain or glass jar,

having a fibre or porcelain cover. For the
negative plate, suspend by a metal rod from
the center of the cover, a perforated tin cylin-
der. In this cylinder place black oxide of
copper, a depolarizer. About two inches
from the bottom of this cylinder and on the
outside of it attach three porcelain supports.
These are to hold and insulate a zinc cylin-
der resting on them, this cylinder being the
negative element. From this zinc run a
rubber covered copper wire to and through
a hole in the cover for the negative terminal.
The metal rod at the center of the cover is the
positive terminal. For the electrolyte use i¡
pounds of caustic soda and six pints of pure
water, or this proportion of water and soda.
Use water free from lime. Paraffin oil may
be poured on the surface of the solution to
prevent evaporation.

Arc Lamp Cut-outs; Transformers; Current
Consumption; Street -Car Motor

Questions.-(A) Please explain automatic cut-
outs used with arc lamps. (B) What is meant by
transformer ratio? (C) Please give some trans-
former diagrams. (D) What determines the
amount of current any device will take. (E) How
does the street car motor tend to check the speed of
the dynamo and engine?-W. C. S., Bilow, Miss.

Answers.-(A) Cut-outs on arc lamps
serve several purposes. In all series lamps
a device is provided which gives a path for
the current in case the carbons fail to feed,
or if they are used up. A cut-out used when
the carbons are consumed is usually a con-
tact attached to the carbon rod holder and
making connection with another contact on
a fixed part of the lamp. A lever is provided
by which this contact may be made manually.
If two lamps are run in series the automatic
cut-out must also cut in a resistance equal
to the drop in the lamp whose carbons are
consumed.

(B) One coil of a transformer usually has
more turns of wire than the other. If the
primary coil has few turns and the secondary
more, the transformer takes much current at
a low voltage, and delivers a small current at
a higher voltage. This transformer is called
a "step-up" transformer. If, on the other
hand the primary coil has many turns, and
the secondary has few turns, the transformer
takes little current at high voltage and de-
livers large current at low voltage. This
transformer is called a "step-down" trans-
former. The relative voltage in the primary
and secondary coils in each case depends
upon the comparative number of turns in
the coils, and is called the ratio of the trans-
former. For example, a transformer having
55 turns on the primary coil, and five turns
on the secondary would step iio volts on
the primary down to 10 volts on the secondary
and the ratio of the transformer would.be
11 to I.

(C) See May and August, 1909, issues,
also article in September issue.
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(D) Its resistance, and in the case of
motors the counter electromotive force also.

(E) By requiring, when the car is
started much more energy than when in
motion.

Single and Double Pole Snap Switches; Light-
ing Circuits

Questions.-(A) A single pole snap switch is to
be replaced by a double pole snap switch, owing to
there being sixteen 16 -candle -power lamps on the
circuit where there were formerly only five. Please
give diagram showing connections to be made in
putting in the double -pole switch, and also state
how many amperes it would have to carry. (B)
Please tell how amperage for cutouts and switches
is figured. (C) I have a combination switch and
cutout which I want to place in my house to take
the place of a knife switch, but I do not know what
size plug fuses to put in. There are twelve 16
candle -power, no -volt lamps in the house. (D)
What current does a no -volt, 16 candle -power
take? (E) In my house there is a five -ampere
snap switch for one 16 candle -power light, and in
the building where I work there is a ten -ampere
snap -switch for one sucH light. Will you please
explain why the difference.-V. W. Sudbury, Ont.,
Canada.

Answers.-(A) You violate the National
Electrical Code by allowing more than 66o

t
CONNECTIONS OF DOUBLE POLE SWITCH

watts or the equivalent of about twelve
sixteen cand4e-power lamps on one branch
lighting circuit. _ The diagram shows how to
connect a double pole switch to your cir-
cuit. See answer to J. W., Sept., rood,
issue regarding requirements as to where
single and double -pole switches are needed.

(B) Switches must have a rating equal to
the current required on the circuit they
supply. Cutouts should have a capacity
of not more than six amperes on a branch
lighting circuit. Cutouts on power circuits
should protect the wires of the circuit they
supply by not being of a current capacity
larger than the National Code rating for this
wire.

(C) Use six ampere plug fuses.
(D) One-half an ampere.
(E) A three -ampere switch would be satis-

factory, or a half -ampere device, but the
latter is not manufactured. The difference
is probably due to the fact that the switch
most readily at hand was installed.

Controlling Two Sets of Lights from the Same
Snap Switch

Question. Will you please explain by diagram
how a light may be controlled at the end of a circuit
by a switch having more than one light on it.-E.
C., Haswell, Colo.

Answer.-If we understand your question,
Fig. I shows proper connections to lights

A

FigI

+ + +

Ftgz Fi5.3 Fig 4 Rg.r
CONTROLLING LIGHTS

(A) and (B) using a rotary snap switch hav-
binding posts and blades as shown. Such
a switch is sold by supply houses. Its
operation is as indicated in the figures:
Fig. 2, both lights (A) and (B) off; Fig. 3,
light (B) on; Fig. 4, lights (A) on; Fig. 5,
lights (A) and (B) both on.

Magneto Capacity; Primary Induction; Simple
Rheostat

Questions.-(A) Will a magneto excite coils, run
small motor, or light miniature lamps? (B) When
my spark coil is connected with one side of the
secondary grounded I feel a shock when I touch
the primary. Please explain. (C) How can I
make a simple rheostat for battery circuits of 6 to
ro volts?-L. M., New York, N. Y.

Answers.-(A) The ordinary telephone
magneto has a capacity of only ºi to 5 watts,
and is entirely unsuited for these purposes.
High power magnetos, such as are usec for
gas engine sparking, may be used for lig1 ting
small lamps and exciting coils, but are not
suited for running motors.

(B) The ground is induced back on the
primary, and the shock you feel is the "extra"
current induced in the primary by the make
and break.

(C) Wind German silver wire in tight,
slightly separated spirals around an in-
sulating rod about the size of a lead pencil,
and arrange a slide to move along the rod.
One wire is connected to one end of the re-
sistance wire and one wire to the slide. The
finer the wire the more resistance you will
get, but the less current it will carry. Heavier
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and longer wire will give the same results,
and carry more current. Iron wire may be
used if you cannot get German silver but
the contacts are liable to be poor.

Magneto Bells and Battery Bells
Question.-Please explain the difference between

a bell rung by a magneto and one rung by a battery.
-A Reader.

Answer.-A battery bell is one used where
a considerable amount of current can be sup-
plied to it. The coils are wound with heavy
wire. The armature is arranged so as to be
attracted towards the magnet, when current
passes through the coils, and at the same
time break the contact which opens the cir-
cuit. The armature then springs back
against the contact and is thus kept vibrating
as long as current is applied. A magneto
bell is arranged to work on a comparatively
high voltage and very little current and the
coils are wound with fine wire to a high re-
sistance. The armature is pivoted in the
middle and a permanent magnet is fastened
to the ringer frame. The north pole of this
magnet induces a south pole in the middle
of the armature, the ends become north
pc les, the cores of the ringer magnets be-
come south poles and the armature will
s ck to either core indifferently. Current
passing thronugh the coils will tend to cause
one end of the core to become a north and
the other a south pole; as both ends were
already south poles one will be neutralized
or reversed and the other end will be greatly
strengthened thus causing one end of the
armature to spring towards it. The next
instant the current is reversed, causing a
reversal of the poles and movement of the
armature.

Voltage to Kill Rats; Batteries and Dynamo in
Series; Water Rheostat; Bronzing

Questions.-(A) How many volts are necessary
to kill a rat? (B) Would batteries connected in
series with a dynamo have their voltage added to
that of the machine? (C) Explain the action of
a water rheostat. (D) Please give formula for
bronze plating.-A. A. W., No. Chicago, Ill.

Answers.-(A) See the Oct. 1909 issue.
(B) Yes. But the current from the dy-

namo should not be more than the current
output of the batteries.

(C) A water rheostat is used to introduce
a resistance into the circuit, frequently as a
load in testing machines. By Ohm's law,

C = this resistance, R, will vary C, ac-

cording as it is made large or small by mov-
ing the plates farther apart or closer together;
or by leaving the plates stationary and in-
troducing salt or sulphuric acid into the solu-
tion, R is made less and less.

(D) There are several solutions with
which brass may be bronzed by simple im-
mersion. Four are as follows: (x) Water,
x pint; nitrate of iron, s drams; color given,
brown and every shade to black. (2)
Water, x pint; nitrate of iron, 16 drams;
hyposulphide of soda, 16 drams; color,
brown and every shade to red. (3) Water,
x pint; tersulphide of arsenic, 30 grains;
pearl -ash solution, 6 drams; color, yellow to
red. (4) Water, x pint; hyposulphide of
soda, 20 drams; color, blue. Further infor-
mation may be obtained from a standard
work, "Electro -Deposition of Metals" by
Dr. Geo. Langbein.

Series Telephone Lines and Lightning
Prgtector

Questions.-We have a metallic circuit of seven
series phones to inches above a four phone bridged
circuit running 15 miles over hilly country on 12
foot poles. The phones are protected by fused
lightning arresters. For three months each year
the series phones are nearly always out of service
due to lightning during heavy rains. (A) Is it
necessary to have fused protectors? (B) How can
I protect the line? (C) If I decide to change the
series line to bridging phones is No. 12 E. B. B.
wire large enough.-H. J. M., Chihuahua, Mexico.

Answers.-(A) You do not want fused
arrestors at all unless your lines get crossed
up with light or power circuits. A lightning
arrestor must ground the line, not open it.
On your lines cut out all fuses. If you are
bothered by power or light wires, arrange
them so they cannot interfere with the tele-
pone wires.

(B) Use common carbon arrestors, not
fused, on each side of the line at each phone.
Connect the ground plate to a good ground.
Use mica separators between the carbons
and you might double them if the discharges
are very heavy. Instruct the parties to
keep the carbons clean, but to leave them
alone during a storm. Keep the line free
of grounds and you will always have sown.
of the phones in service.

(C) Yes. Might add that we sympathize
with your troubles. It is a telephonic crimp
to install more than four series phones on a
circuit. Cannot you remodel them Ly
simply changing the ringers and rearranging
the line.
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NI%T ELECTRICAL I\VEN1IONS

Accurate Aim Flashlight

This unique device consists of a tube,
containing a miniature incandescent lamp,
mounted on top of a revolver barrel. Upon

II

ACCURATE HEAD FLASH LIGHT

closing a switch in the battery circuit the
sight is illuminated. The inventor is Dosier
H. Mosteller of Chicago, Ill.

Water Level Alarm

This electric alarm, .invented by Frank
S. Dombrowski of Chicago, Ill., is designed

WATER LEVEL ALARM

to be used with water tanks. It rings an
electric bell when the level of the water in
the tank reaches a predetermined point.
There is a float in the tank which rises with

the water and the vertical rod affixed to
it closes the bell circuit as shown in the
illustration.

Word Meter

The word meter is an electrical attach-
ment for typewriters. Every time the spa-
cing bar of the machine is pressed down
at the end of a word, an electrical contact
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WORD METER

is closed which allows current from the
battery to flow through little electromagn, is
within the box which in turn operate the
counter. The numbers, being always visible
on the dial, enable the operator to see at
any moment the total number of words
written. Herbert I. Watts of Winchester,
Ind., is the inventor.
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Instantaneous Water Heater

In this instantaneous electric water heater,
which is the invention of Frank A. Robinson
of Pittsfield, Mass., there is a cylindrical
casing which contains a coil of pipe. One
end of this coil is attached to the water
service pipe and the other terminates in a

INSTANTANEOUS WATER HEATER

discharge nozzle. Around the pipe and
insulated from it are a great many turns of
resistance wire, connected to the lighting
service. This wire heats up very rapidly,
as a current of electricity is sent through
it and in turn heats the water in its long
path through the convolutions of the pipe
coil.

Electric Toaster

This electric bread toaster embodies a
casing provided with a removable cover and

. a heating element located in the casing.
The latter is formed of a continuous re-
sistance wire wound around or about a
bread receiving rack in such a manner as
to heat both sides of the bread simultaneous-
ly, and so arranged that none of the crumbs
can fall on the wires to clog or affect their
heating capacity. The ends of wire are then
electrically connected to suitable terminals
on the casing which lead to a suitable source

of supply, such as an ordinary lamp socket,
by a flexible cord.

ELECTRIC TOASTER

An essential feature of the toaster is that
the casing is provided with one or more
windows through which the condition of the
bread may be observed while toasting.

The inventor is Harold E. Bradley of
Apponang, R. I.

Lamp Shade

John De Yongh of New York City has
taken out a patent on a simple electric
lamp shade designed to shut off the light
from one side of the lamp. It consists of
an oval piece of thin flexible metal slightly

LAMP SHADE

larger than the globe. At one end is a little
tab or ear which screws into the lamp socket
along with the lamp. The illustration
shows two views-back and edgewise.

.



Notes on Patent Infringement
By OBED C. BILLMAN. LL B., M. L P.

Specific Acts of Infringement-Making, Using. or Selling Patented Invention in General; Experimental

Making or Using; Repairing or Reconstructing Worn-out Article; Contributory Infringement.

General Rule.-Three exclusive rights
are secured to a patentee by his letters
patent, viz., the right to make his invention,
the right to use it, and the right to vend it
to others to be used. Broadly speaking, it
is an infringement to invade anyone of these
rights.-Tuttle v. Matthews, 28 Fed. Rep.
98. See also Birdsell v. Shaliol, 112 U. S.
485.

Making.-The prohibition against ma-
king is as applicable to machines as to the
composition of matter. It is an infringe-
ment to make for use, although the inven-
tion is not used, or is not used by the maker;
or to make for sale, though no sale is actually
effected; or to make for sale abroad.-Butz
Thermo -Electric Regulator Co. v. Jacobs
Electric Co., 36 Fed. Rep. 191; Haselden
v. Ogden 3 Fish Pat. Cas. 378, II Fed. Cas.
No. 6,19o. Bloomer v. Gilpin, 4 Fish Pat.
Cas. 5o, 3 Fed. Cas. No. 1,558; Ketchum
Harvester Co. v. Johnson Harvester Co.,

8 Fed. Rep. 586.
The Manufacture of a Part of a Patented

Article During the Term of a Patent with
the intent of incorporating it in the patented
article immediately upon the expiration of
the patent is not an infringement, since in-
fringement cannot take place until the thing
is completed; but the sale after the expira-
tion of a patent of an article illegally manu-
factured while the patent was in force is an
infringement.-American Diamond Rock
Boring Co. v. Sheldon, 1 Fed. Rep. 87o.

Using in General.-The unauthorized
use of a patented invention is an infringe-
ment even though it was made by a third
person.-Breshnahan v. Tripp Giant Leveller
Co. (C. C. A.) 102 Fed. Rep. 899. Where
articles containing infringements of a device
patented in England were imported from a
foreign country and stored temporarily in
England before being exported to Scotland,
to which company the patent did not ex-
tend, it was held that there was a user in
England amounting to infringement of the
Englisb patent.

By Fvweign and Domestic Vessels.-The
use by a foreign vessel in a United States
port of a pa tent article  lawfully procured

in a foreign port does not infringe the United

States patent; -Brown v. Duchesne, 19

How. (U. S.) 193. But in the case of an
American vessel, the unauthorized use on
the high seas, even, of an article patented
in the United States, is an infringement.-
Gardiner v. Howe, 2 Cliff (U. S.) 462, 9
Fed. Cas. No. 5,219.

Selling in General.-An unauthorized
sale is an infringement, although the ar-
ticle was made by another person.-Hasel-
den v. Ogden, 3 Fish. Pat. Cas. 378, II Fed.
Cas. No. 6, 19o. But the sale of materials for
a patented machine is not an infringement,
unless it is for the purpose, and with the
intent, of violating the patentee's rights.-
Steam Stone Cutter Co., v. Sheldons, 21
Fed. Rep. 875.

Patented Article Purchased Abroad.-It is

an infringement to sell in the United States
a patented article purchased in a foreign
country from one not claiming under the
United States patentee, even though the pur-
chase was made from a person authorized
to sell in such foreign country.-Boesch v.
Graff, 133 U. S. 697; But the sale in the
United States of an article purchased abroad
from the United States patentee is not an
infringement, unless the purchase was
coupled with a restriction forbidding use
or sale in the United States.-Dickerson v.
Matheson, (C. C. A.) 57 Fed. Rep. 524,
affirming 5o Fed. Rep. 73.

Product of Patented Machine or Process.-
A patent for a machine or process alone is
not violated by a sale of the procuct of an
infringing machine or process.-Welsbach
Light Co. v. Union Incandescent Light Co.
(C. C. A.), lox Fed. Rep. 131, nor does the
sale of a device infringe a patent for its use.

Goods Embodying Patented Design.-The
sale during the life of a design -patent of
goods to which an infringing design has
been applied, is an infringement even
though the goods were manufactured or
the design was applied thereto before the
granting of the patent.-Pirkl v. Smith, 42
Fed. Rep. 410.

Experimental Making or Using.-The ex-
perimental making or using of a patented
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invention for the sole purpose of gratifying
curiosity or a philosophical taste, or for mere
amusement, is not an infringement.-Bon-
sack Machine Co., v. Underwood, 73 Fed.
Rep. 206. This rule, however, cannot be
invoked for the protection of one who uses
a patented invention in the ordinary course
of his business, or who derives a profit from
the result of its so-called experimental use.-
Frearson v. Loe 9 Ch. D. 48; Poppenhusen
v. New York Gutta-Percha Comb Co. 2 Fish.
Pat. Cas. 62, io Fed. Cas. No. 11,283, even
though the patentee has publicly offered
to sell licenses. Indeed, if the use is of ad-
vantage to the user, it need not necessarily
be profitable in order to fall without the rule
permitting experimental use.-United Tele-
phone Co. v. Sharples, 29 Ch. D. 164.

(Specific Acts of Infringement Continuedin next issue.)

BOOK REVIEWS

BRANCH'S CHART BOOR SERIES. By Joseph G.Branch. Chicago: The Branch Publishing Co.1909. 75 pages with 9 illustrations. Price, 5ocents. In cloth 75 cents.
The first of the series, devoted to the

dynamo, is intended for the use of students,
high schools and colleges. It tells in a few
concise paragraphs how Faraday discovered
the principle of the dynamo by his series of
immortal experiments. Step by step the
principle of the dynamo is made clear and
the various parts which go to make up the
modern machine are explained. Large full
page diagrams in two colors enhance thevalue of the work
HANDY MAN'S WORKSHOP AND LABORATORY.

Compiled and edited by A. Russell Bond. NewYork: Munn & Co., Iglu. 465 pages. With370 illustrations. Price $2.00.
Every practical mechanic has been con

fronted at one time or another with unex-
pected situations calling for the exercise ofhis own ingenuity and resourcefulness.
Many who have met and overcome these
obstacles are not adverse to making their
methods public, for the benefit of others who
may find themselves in the same predica-
ment. A department for the use of such
practical workers has for some time appeared
in the Scientific American and the book
under consideration is a careful selection

and compilation of the most valuable of
these ingenious ideas, wrinkles, "kinks,"
or whatever we may call them.

The suggestions came originally frommen in all walks of life-resourceful
men who showed their aptness in do-
ing things about the house, in the garden
and on the farm. Electricians, physic-
ists and chemists furnished another tribu-
tary to the flood of ideas. Automobiles,motor boats, motor cycles and the like
aroused the ingenious natures of many men
who could before never be induced to touch
a tool, and this class of self -found mechanics
contributed its share. Taken altogether,
therefore, this is an intensely practical book
embodying the best ideas of hundreds.
Start to read it and the chances are you will
find your hands itching to get hold of some
tools and go to work in a shop of your own
even as Abdul Hamid, lately deposed ruler ofthe Turks.

National Electric Light Association
Proceedings

To record all the papers and discussions,
committee reports, etc., of the Atlantic City
convention of the National Electric Light
Association held last June requires three
large volumes known as the "Proceedings."
To electric light men, these three books,
containing about 2,50o pages, are a com-
pendium of interesting and valuable in-
formation bearing on all phases of the manu-
facture and distribution of electric current.Mr. T. C. Martin, the new executive
secretary, reports that since the Atlantic
City convention the association has had a
remarkable growth and its membership to-
day is over thirty-seven hundred. But this
growth will not stop, for in Mr. H. H. Scott,
chairman of the membership committee,
the association has an ággressive and per-
severing individual who is even now laying
extensive plans to follow up every "prospect"
and keep hammering away until that pros-
pect becomes a member.

The National Electric Light Association
is now a great national organization of im-
mense good to an industry which is among
the greatest. The annual convention is the
great event of the year to its members who
later on are able to digest at their leisure
all that took place, through the medium of
the "Proceedings" published at considerable
expense for their benefit.
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The need of electric lamps in isolated
localities not reached by central station

Electric Light service has long been felt and
and Power has been one of the deterring
for Country influences in the trend of
Homes population from city to coun-
try. The safety, cleanliness and convenience
of electric current not only for lighting but
also for general power purposes is fully
recognized by those living in the country,
and there is every incentive to make it uni-
versally available. Along with his tele-
phone and daily mail delivery the farmer is
bound sooner or later to have electricity on
his place, and in answer to his strenuous de-
mands various systems are being developed
and placed on the market for his approval.

Windmills suggest themselves at once as
a cheap source of power. But there are
certain inherent disadvantages in the opera-
tion of dynamos by wind power which have
never been overcóme unless it should be by
the new wind power plant of the type which
is fully described in this issue. In a com-
paratively few localities farmers are able to
make use of current sold to them by elec-
tric railway companies with lines running
near the farms. Such cases are the excep-
tion, however. Again, other farmers have
developed small water -powers on their places
and still others have used steam engines for
the purpose. But for all these various
methods country lighting plants were few
and far between until the gasoline engine
was perfected sufficiently to make it a factor
in the problem. Then the situation changed
and it now appears that the small gas en-
gine electric plant is going to bring to the
door of the farmer another of the things
which were long supposed to be "citified"
luxuries.

A great many readers of Popular Electric-
ity live in rural communities, or are city
dwellers having country homes, and for their
benefit we are going to offer an article by a
competent authority on the subject of
"Electric Light and Power for Country
Homes," which will begin in the February
issue. This article will first explain the
nature and operation of the gasoline engine,

the dynamo and the electric storage battery,
the three prime requisites of such a plant.
It will explain how to estimate the size of
plant which will be required for various
conditions, how to select the machinery, how
to determine the size of the battery, how
to do the wiring and finally point out a
few of the hundreds of uses to which elec-
tt:city may be put in country homes.

Most of us think we know pretty much
all about a compass. But connected with

that simple instrument, which
was among the first practical
applications of electrical scien-
tific knowledge, there is much

that is of historic interest, and not without
its dramatic features as well. "The Navi-
gating Compass" will therefore be the sub-
ject of an interesting narrative in next
month's issue from the pen of Brother
Potamian, who is professor of physics in
Manhattan College, New York, and pos-
sessor of a particularly pleasing style in his
writings upon scientific subjects.

The
Navigating
Compass

To make the best magazine possible we
must have the co-operation of our readers;

that is, they must not be
backward in telling us what
they think is good and what
they think is otherwise. Hap-

pily the Popular Electricity following is an
enthusiastic one and we have been able to
follow pretty well the trend of their likes
and dislikes from the hundreds of :letters
which each mail brings. Now we are going
to ask your opinion on one particular thing:
What do you think of the "Notes on Patent
Infringement"? We began this series some
months ago with a view to benefiting those
who are working on inventions of their own
and who would like to post themselves in
a general way upon those things bearing
upon patent law which they would be sure
to run up against sooner or later. Now per-
haps the proportion of such readers is too
small to warrant us in continuing the series

indefinitely. Let's have an expression of
opinion. Is it thumbs up or thumbs down?

The
Patent
Article
Series



Stymie (who had dallied too long at the ClubHouse)-Hello, old man! Whatchuch wanter tee uptwo balls for?
Green (ditto)-Tha'sall right, old chap, can't yousee I'm driving with two clubs?

* r
Waiter (placing the soup on the table)-Looks likerain, sir.
Guest-Yes, it does, and tastes just like it, too.Take it away.

a *

Good man-Do you know where little boys whosmoke cigarettes go?
"Billy" Andrews-Yep; dey goes to de woodshed.

*

Pat was sick. A physician who had scarcely anysleep for two days was summoned. He said the pa-tient was suffering from pneumonia. Sitting downin a chair beside the sick man, he bent his ear to hischest to hear the respiration, calling upon Pat tocount.

The doctor was so fatigued that when the patienthad counted up to ten he went to sleep with his earon the sick man's chest. Awakening lie heard Patstill counting: "Tin thousand an' sivinty-six, tinthousand an' sivinty-sivin."
a a *

A citizen of Memphis, Tennessee, lost a valuablescarab which he had been wearing on a watch -fob.He advertised his loss in the daily papers and offereda generous reward for the return of the trinket.
Early the next morning he received a call from acolored boy leading a miserable yellow cur. "Say,boss," said the boy, "I seen yo' ad in de papeh. Amdis yo' scarab?"

He had finished his dinner in a grouch and thenburled himself in the evening paper.
"Hum, I wish they'd invent a new expression

occasionally," he commented as he read the accountof a wedding. "It's always the 'blushing bride' nowa-days,'

"Well." came the quick retort from the other sideof the table, "when you consider what sort of hus-bands most girls have to marry, you can't muchwonder at their blushing."
a a

A small boy went into a telegraph office that dis-played a sign, "Boy Wanted."
"What kind of boy does yer want?" he asked of themanager.

"Why, a decent boy," said the manager. "Onewho is quick, doesn't swear, smoke cigarettes, whistleround the office, play tricks-"
"Oh, say, boss," interrupted the boy. "Yer don'twant no boy; yer want a gall."

One evening when Irving was -playing Macbeth heworked his audience into an unusually high pitch ofexcitement. He was in his best mood and had justreached the point where Macbeth orders Banquo'sghost to leave the banquet table.
"Hence, horrible shadow! Unreal mockery, hence!"declaimed Irving in his most tragic manner, as withconvulsive shudder he sank to the ground and drewhis robe over his face.
On the withdrawal of Banquo, a high-pitched, sym-pathetic voice shouted from the top gallery,"It's all right now, 'Enery; 'e's gone!"

r *
Willie Jones went to visit with his cousin who wasa little girl. Unexpectedly it became necessary forhim to stay over night, and very reluctantly he con-sented to wear his cousin's nightie. Next morning heseemed to feel worse about it than ever and he re-marked to his aunt who was dressing him: "Before Iwill wear a girl's nightie again I will sleep raw."

*

"Is there anything wrong with that egg?" snappedthe boarding house mistress. "Nothing actuallywrong," sighed Mr. Fourper, "I was just looking forthe wishbone, that was all."
*

The following is the latest to be credited to GeorgeAde:
A song -and -dance comedian was v,orking in acheap vaudeville house where a performance was givenhourly. The tired performer had made nine appear-ances and had fallen asleep on his trunk, when themanager poked him in the ribs and said:
"Hey, you; wake up! It's time for you to go onagain."
"Say " retorted the performer "I can't go on again.What do you take me for-a film?"

a

In a Southern police court one morning there wasmuch disorder because of an unusually large at-tendance. In the confusion the magistrate, new tothe position, lost his temper.
"You, there!" he cried, pointing his finger at an

old negro in front of him, "are you the defendant?"
"No, suh, I ain't," denied the darky. "I'se got alawyer man to do the defendin'."
"Then who are you?" demanded the magistrate.
"I'se de gen'lemun dat stole de chickens," was thecalm reply.

Teacher (to pupil): When Washington was yourage he was a surveyor.
Pupil: When he was your age he was President.

* *

Teacher: Did Shakespeare write all his plays?
Pupil: I don't know.
Teacher: How will you find out?
Pupil: When I die I'll go to Heaven and ask him.
Teacher: Suppose he isn't there.
Pupil: Then you ask him.
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ELECTRICAL DEFINITIONS
Below are defined a few of the most common electrical terms. They are reprinted
f -..m month to month and will be of assistance in understanding the magazine text

Accumulator.-See secondary battery.
Alternating Current.-That form of electric

current the direction of flow of which reverses a given
number of times per second.

Ammeter.-An instrument for measuring electric
current.

Ampere.-Unit of current. It is the quantity
of electricity which will flow through a resistance of
one ohm under a potential of one volt. The inter-
national ampere is the current which, under specified
conditions, will deposit .001118 gram of silver per
second when passed through a solution of nitrate of
silver in water.

Ampere Hour.-Quantity of electricity passed by
a current of one ampere flowing for one hour.

Anode.-The positive terminal in a broken metallic
circuit; the terminal connected to the carbon plateof a battery.

Armature.-That part of a dynamo or motor
which carries the wires that are rotated in the mag-
netic field.

Brush.-The collector on a dynamo or motor
which slides over the commutator or collector rings.

Bus Bars.-The heavy copper bars to which
dynamo leads are connected and to which the out-
going lines, measuring instruments, etc., are con-
nected.

Buzzer.-An electric alarm similar to an electric
bell, except that the vibrating member makes a
buzzing sound instead of ringing a bell.

Candle Power.-Amount of light given off bya standard candle. The legal English and standard
American candle is a sperm candle burning two grains
a minute.

Capacity, Electric.-Relative ability of a con-
ductor or system to retain an electric charge.

Charge.-The quantity of electricity present on
the surface of a body or conductor.

Choking Coil.-Coil of high self-inductance which
retards the flow of alternating current. See self-inductance.

Circuit.-Conducting path for electric current.
Circuit-breaker.-Apparatus for automaticallyopening a circuit.
Collector Rings.-The copper rings on an alter-

nating current dynamo or motor which are connected
to the armature wires and over which the brushes
slide.

Commutator.-A device on a dynamo shaft for
gathering the circuit from the various coils of the
armature and sending it out over the line as direct
current. On a motor it takes current from the line
and passes it on to the armature coils.

Condenser.-Apparatus for storing up electro-
static charges.

Cut-out.-Appliance for removing any apparatus
from a circuit.

Cycle.-Full period of alternation of an alter-
nating current circuit.

Dielectric.-A non-conductor.
Dimmer.-Resistance device for regulating the

intensity of illumination of electric incandescentlamps. Used largely in theaters.
Direct Current.-Current flowing continuouslyin one direction.
Dry Battery.-A form of open circuit battery in

which the solutions are made practically solid by ad-
dition of glue Jelly, gelatinous silica, etc.

Electrode.-Terminal of an open electric circuit.
Electromotive Force.-Potential difference caus-

ing current to flow.
Electrolysis.-Separation of a chemical compound

into its elements by the action of the electric current.
Electromagnet.-A mass of iron which is mag-

netized by passage of current through a coil of wire
wound around the mass but insulated therefrom.

Farad.-Unit of electric capacity.
Feeder.-A copper lead from a central station to

some center of distribution.
Field of Force.-The space in the neighborhood of

an attracting or repelling mass such to a magnet or
a wire"carryfne current.

Fuse.-A short piece of conducting material of
low melting point which is inserted in a circuit and
which will melt and open the circuit when the current
reaches a certain value.

Generator.-A dynamo.
Inductance.-The property of an electric circuit

by virtue of which lines of force are developed around
it.

Insulator.-Any substance impervious to the
passage of electricity.

Kilowatt. -1,000 watts. (See watt.)
Kilowatt-hour.-One thousand watt hours.
Leyden Jar.-Form of static condenser which

will store up static electricity.
Lightning Arrester.-Device which will permit

the high -voltage lightning current to pass to earth,
but will not allow the low voltage current of the line
to escape.

Motor-dynamo.-Motor and dynamo on the
same shaft, for changing alternating current to di-
rect and vice versa, or changing current of high volt-
age and low current strength to current of low voltage
and high current strength and vice versa.

Multiple.-Term expressing the connection of
several pieces of electric apparatus in parallel with each
other.

Neutral Wire.-Central wire in a three -wire dis-
tribution system.

Ohm.-The unit of resistance. It is arbitrarily
taken as the resistance of a column of mercury one
square millimeter in cross sectional area and 106
centimeters in height.

Parallel Circuits.-Two or more conductors
starting at a common point and ending at another
common point.

Polarization.-The depriving of a voltaic cell of
its proper electromotive force.

Potential.-Voltage.
Resistance.-The quality of an electrical conduc-

tor by virtue of which it opposes the passage of an
electric current. The unit of resistance is the ohm.

Rheostat.-Resistance device for regulating the
strength of current.

Rotary Converter.-Machine for changing high -
potential current to low potential or vice versa.

Secondary Battory.-A battery whose positive
and negative electrodes are deposited by current
from a separate source of electricity.

Self-inductance.-Tendency of current flowing
in a single wire wound in the form of a spiral to react
upon itself and produce a retarding effect similar
to inertia in matter.

Series.-Arranged in succession, as opposed to
parallel or multiple arrangement.

Series Motor.-Motor whose field windings are
In series with the armature.

Shunt.-A by-path in a circuit which is in parallel
with the main circuit.

Shunt Motor.-Motor whose field windings are
in parallel or shunt with the armature.

Solenoid.-An electrical conductor wound in a
spiral and forming a tube.

Spark-gap.-Open space between the two elec-
trodes of -a spark -coil or resonator.

Storage Battery.-See secondary battery.
Thermostat.-Instrument which, when heated,

closes an electric circuit.
Transformer.-A device for stepping -up or step-

ping -down alternating current from low to high or
high to low voltage, respectively.

Volt.-Unit of electromotive force or potential.
It is the electromotive force which, if steadily applied
to a conductor whose resistance is one ohm, will
produce a current of one ampere.

Volt Meter.-Instrument for measuring voltage.
Watt.-Unit representing the rate of work of

electrical energy. It is the rate of work of one ampere
flowing under a potential of one volt. Seven hun-
dred and forty-six watts represent one electrical horse
power.

Watt-hour.-Electrlcal unit of work. Represents
work done by one_watt expended for one hour.
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FIELD FOR DRAFTSMEN

Big Demand for Mechanical Draftsmen. Positions Paying
$125 to $150 Per Month

It is perhaps not known to many Readers
of Popular Electricity, but especially to the
ambitious, wide awake, and progressive' ones
and to the large number of Mechanics reading
this paper that there is no better field or op-
portunity for advancement than there is to

the practical and well trained Mechanical
Draftsman.

But not that. man is wanted who has the
largest or most expensive library of technical
school books "at home," neither the one that
carries along with him under his arm when
applying for a position a nicely emgraved
"beautiful Diploma" on paper (costing $5o
to $75 per sq. ft.), nor the "would be" Drafts-
man that can "copy" a nice looking picture
from another picture with given dimensions.

No, the demand is for Draftsmen with

practical Drafting Room training that can
"Do Things," Do it "themselves," and Do it
right away "Right."

No Employer cares for your Diploma,
neither for your set of nice "Books at Home,"
in your Book -case. He wants you to "Deliver
the Goods" for the money he pays. To Draw
$1254150 per month, the average Salary
paid to Draftsmen, you must be able to do
more than "Only make a Copy" of someone
else's drawing. Originality and practical abil-
ity is demanded of you and this requires
practical training.

The quickest and best way to be trained on
practical Drafting Room work and to get the
required practical experience is to receive per-
sonal and individual Instruction from a High

Grade practical man at the trade, with a repu-
tation as the most experienced man in training
men to become COMPETENT and SUC-
CESSFUL DRAFTSMEN.

An ordinary Draftsman, not even the best
Draftsman can teach this trade unless he has
many years of experience as an Instructor,
and has ability to impart knowledge that is
understood and that will stick forever. A spe-
cial gift that 99 out of too do not have.

Mr. P. E. Dobe, Chief Draftsman of the
Engineers Equipment Co. (inc.), Chicago, with
20 years' experience in training and handling
men, has for a good many years given personal

individual Instruction by mail with the most
deserving success, because his Instruction
work consists cf actual practical Drafting
Room work that gives his personal student
and apprentice the required practical experi-
eñce.

He treats each student personally anc gives
him individual practical working instruction
according to the ability of the student to
master the work and to advance. His instruc-
tion is not given as patent medicine, the same
for all alike, and his personal assistance is very
valuable to anyone.

Mr. Dobe has been an advertiser in this
paper for a good many years and will send
his "Successful Draftmanship" Pros?ectus,
6x9, also list of 25o open Draftsmen positions
and full information free. Anyone earnestly
interested should write to him personally, his
advertisement appears on last advertising page
in front of book.
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Are YOU One
The man "up top" is the envy of the "Bunch" because of his training, his better

position, his better salary, his better opportunities. Are you one of the "bunch?"
If you are, there is an easy way out-a way to a better position and a better salary-

and, what is best, in the line of work that is most congenial. There is absolutely no obstacle
in the way. The International Correspondence Schools of Scranton will train you wherever
you live, whatever you do, whatever you earn, whatever schooling you have had, and
whatever spare time you have at your disposal. The attached coupon will bring you full
particulars without placing you under obligation to spend a cent.

Get out of the " bunch "-the malcontents-the "grouches "-the "never-get-theres."
Thousands of others have done it through I. C. S. help-you can. On an average, 300 students

When I enrolled for the Electric Lighting and Railways
Course I was motorman on the lines now owned by the
I. U. T. Co., of Indiana. After finishing my Course, all but
drawing, I asked for and received a letter from the schools;
this I showed to the General Manager of the General Electric
Co., Fort Wayne, Indiana, and got a position at once, worked
eight days and got a foremanship of a department at $75 per
month. Worked one month and was offered $80 to take
charge of the shops for the Conneaut & Erie Traction Com-
rraise,to$90.

and worke(Signed)
E

for them
. H. Cix LARK,

got a

N. Girard, Pa.

When I enrolled I was an instrument man in the service
of the S,. Louis Terminal R. R. I have been in the Civil En-
gineering Department of the Mo. Pac. Ry. Co. for the greater
portion of the past six years and am now Assistant Engineer
of same. When I applied for a position with this road, I
showed my I. C. S. Certificate and, after a perusal of same,
the representative of the Company said to me: "I guess you
will do all right. When can you report for duty?"

(Signed) W. H. MOORS
404 14th St., Alexandria, La.

UP FROM
At the time I enrolled In your School of Mines, I was

loading coal in a mine, but before I had more than half com-
pleted the Course, the position of Mine Electrician and Mine
Boss was given me on account of my knowledge of electricity
and electrical machinery that I received from the Schools.
Just as I was completing the Course 1 was given the position
of Mine Foreman.

My salary has been Increased, the enjoyment of living has
been doubled on account of the mental training I received
from my Course to say nothing about the facts learned about
the Science of Mining. (Signed) H. W. MERRIMAN,

Dell Roy, Ohio.

At the time of my enrollment I was employed as dry goods
clerk on a small salary; am now holding a position as a
Licensed Stationary Engineer in the Wabash R. R. Shops at
this place. I feel it is the best money lever invested, and
have spoken many good words for the I. C. S.

(Signed) CHARLES HAGERTY,
Montpelier, Ohio.

Mark the
For Mutual Advantage meatlea Popular Electricity when wrlti.g to Advertisers.
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of the "Hunch"
every month VOLUNTARILY report promotion from the "bunch" as the direct result of I.C.S.

training. During October the number was 308. YOU mark the coupon for similar success.

Believe in yourself. It is logical to believe that if thousands of men who could barely
read and write when they enrolled have succeeded through I. C. S. help-you can. Read

the testimonials, then mark the coupon. Everything will be made clear to you. No
matter how long it takes you to qualify, the I. C. S. is always there and always ready.

Anyhow, it costs nothing to find out how the I. C. S. can help you, so why not

mark and mail the coupon NOW? Everything comes to him who gets after it.

THE RANKS
I enrolled for the Complete Steam Engineering Course while a

fireman in a stationary plant. Two months after my enrolment in the
Schools, I was advanced to chief fireman, and one year later accepted
a position as Assistant Engineer with the Toronto Water Works. I
held that for five years and made application for my present position,
that of Chief Engineer for the City of Toronto, which I received after
a competitive examination, there being seventy-two applicants. I re-
ceived 97 per cent on same. I was the only Scranton School Student

.ti in the lot. I have been able to increase my salary 300 per cent. since
my enrolment. (Signed) JAMES BANNAN,

89 Tecumseth St., Toronto, Canada.

I have found the Complete Architectural Course of great value to
me, although not having completed the Course. When I enrolled I
was a carpenter earning $1.50 a day. My earning capacityhas been
greatly increased and my work is easier, and the best of all, lam
practicºllu mu own boas. I am now Supervising Architect of the New
Courthouse Building at Peru, Ind., and have full control of the work.
The building will cost $300,000. Besides this I am doing other work in
the designing and planning of buildings.(Signed) H. P. FIFE

30 Adams Ave., Peru, Ind.

Coupon

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Ros 1102, Scranton, I'a.

Please explain, without further obligation on my
part, how 1 can qualify for the position before which
I have marked X.

Book keeper
Stenographer
advertisement Writer
Show Card Writer
Window Trimmer
Commercial Law
Illustrator
Wagner  Craftsman
Civil Service
Chem let
Textile Mill Supt.
Electrician
Flee. Engineer

Meehan. Draughtsman
Telephone kugincar
Elec. Lighif tg Supt.
Mech. Engineer
Plumber k Stea n Fitter
Stationary 1- ngtneer
Civil F:ngin. er
Building Coat motor
drebltre'1 Draughtsman
A relt Elect
Structural Engineer
Ranking
Mining Engineer

Name

Street and No

City

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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5THAnnual

Electrical
Show

January
15-29, '10

RESERVE

SPACE

NOW

150,000 PEOPLE
Attended the ELECTRICAL
S H 0 W at Chicago Last Year

THIS throng was made up of people
interested in the development of elec-

tricity; particularly from the consumer's
standpoint.

The development of this marvelous force,
together with the great strides made in the
manufacture of electrical accessories used in
the home, in the office, in the factory and on
the farm, has made it vitally important that
the manufacturer of electrical accessories,
the jobber and the supply house should be
interested and support the Electrical Show
which takes place in Chicago next year.

It is the general opinion that all who have
exihibited at this show have received benefits
which they could never have secured in any
other way. The public has become interested
in the exploitation of their products to the
extent that the demand made upon the manu-
facturer to supply the consumer of electric
current has been greater than ever before.

The location of exhibitors in the Coliseum
is a vital point in the success of their exhibit.
By reserving space considerably ahead of
time you will be able to secure your desired
position in the hall.

Electrical Trades Exposition Co,

115 Dearborn Street :: CHICAGO, ILL.

For,our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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A Watch Offer Without
Parallel

1140 -Write for our FREE book on
watches, a book that posts you on
"selling systems" and explains the
reasons for our most remarkable rock -
bottom price offer DIRECT TO YOU
on the highest grade Burlington.

1F YOU want a highest grade watch
(ladies' or gentlemen's), or if you ever ex-
pect to own such a watch write NOW for the
free Burlington book. See coupon below.

We won't "knuckle down" to selling systems
among dealers, so we have decided to make such
a tremendous and wonderful offer direct to the
public on a first-class time piece tha: no trust,
no dealers under contract will or can stop us.

You too will seize this opportunity to get the "Burlington Special" :direct on this wonderful offer.
You should not buy a worthless watch just because it is cheap. Nor need you pay

trust prices now for a top-notch watch. The free Burlington book explains.

$2.50 A Month At A No -Trust !Price
$2.50 a month for the world's most superb time piece! The easiest

payments at the rock-bottom-the No -Trust price. To aware us that everybody will quickly accept
this introductory direct offer, we allow cash or easy payments just as you prefer.

No Money Down We ship the watch on approval, prepaid (your choice
of lady's or gentleman's open tare or hunting case).
You risk absolutely nothing-you pay nothing-not ore

cent-unless you want the great offer after seeing and thoroughly inspecting the watch.

Get the FREE Burlington Book
THIS BOOKLET will quickly convince you

too that you DO want a No -Trust watch-made
in the independent factory that is fighting the
trust as best it can by giving better quality and
superior workmanship throughout; we will quickly
convince you that the Burlington watch, on which
there is only one rock -bottom price (the same
rock -bottom price everywhere) is THE watch
for the discnminating buyer; that it is THE
watch for the man or woman who wants, not the
largest selling brand which everybody has, but
the beat watch, the watch bought by experts,
THE watch that is absolutely perfect in its many
points of superiority-the Burlington Watch.

You will be posted on inside facts and prices
when you send for the Burlington Company's
free book on watches.

N ow Write
for the free book. It will
tell you what you ,

ought to know before you even exam-,
ine a watch. It will tell you the,
inside facts about watch prices,
and will explain the many v BURI-INBTU4
superior points of the Bur- 0 WATCH

lington over the double 4+
CHICAGOiii

MarshsII
B tl.priced trust products. At,

Just send Pyour name Please sendme(without
obligations and prepaid)

and address. your free book on watches
44 andand copy of your $1.000 chal -

No Letter Is lengeyour,
cash or
with full explanati50amonthonsp $2.

Necessary- 0 offer on tite Burlington Wrtch.

COUPON
6

Will Do
Name...

BURLINGTON WATCH COMPANY ,
Dept. 1401 19th and Marshall Blvd., CESCAGO. ILL.

Address .

For our]Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Generator Sets for Electric Light Workí:

A

=
,, ,

I

The Bates & Edmonds Generator Sets have proven to be the
most efficient for Electric Light Work. Proves up to the most
severe tests-and in emergency cases where you have to depend
upon its use for lighting purposes has come up to every require-
ment. Ned* In capacities from 80 to 350 IB candle power lamps.

Our Generator Sets have become extremely popular in Hotels,
Factories, Stores, Country Homes, etc., where it is absolutely
necessary to have Electricity always available.

Where Central Station Current is not to be obtained, or whereit is not furnished all the time-The Bates&Edmonds Generator
Sets are an absolute necessity. Write immediately for our prices
on our various kinds of Electric Light Apparatus.

BATES & EDMONDS MOTOR CO.
Gas Engines LANSING. MICH.

Electric Lighting outfits
for Motor Boats, Country Homes, Stores, Small Fac-

tories and Laboratories.
We have the best and most complete Lighting System

for such purposes ever made.
We furnish a High Grade Dynamo, Switchboard and

Storage Battery.
It will pay you to write to us at once. Our Lighting System has

some very interesting features about it, some of which are: first lowselling cost, simplicity, durability and economy.

Schutt Electric Manufacturing Co.
Electric Lighting Dept. DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

let Electricity Pump the Water

Wherever electricity is available
you can have every advantage of
a city water supply in your home.
THINK OF IT- running water
in the kitchen, bath room, laundry,
stable, or in the office, factory, or
wherever you want it by having a

Jarvis Electric House Pump
By disconnecting the pump the motor can be used to run the ice cream `ree -er, churn,washing machine, corn sheller, or feed mill. Invaluable for country residences or any

place where electricity can be had.
There is a Jarvis Pump to suit every ordinary requirement. Let us know what youwant it for and we will advise you what outfit will best suit your needs. Outfits soldcomplete.

 Of the hundreds of JARVIS OUTFITS in use, there is not one but is giving satis-faction. Address

JARVIS 911 River St.,
LANSING, MICH.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Learn Stenography Without Cost
HE Business World offers greater rewards to clear brains and willing hands than all the
"professions" put together, and the honors of the Business World are not "empty honors."

11 The avenue that leads straight to the heart of the Business World now -a -days is Stenographhy.
The position of a Stenographer is a responsible and confidential one, well paid, and the oppor-
tunities it affords for rapid promotion and advancement are limited only by the ability of the
Stenographer.

Fred Irland, Official reporter of the United States House of Representatives, has said:
"If I was fifteen years old again and would want to be earning

SzS 000 a year in some business by the time 1 was thirty, I would
study to become a good amanuensis and get into the manager's office
as stenographer. There is no sorer or better way to burglarize sucesss,"

(J Stenography presents almost equal opportunities to both men and women, and it may be easily
learned at any age from 15 up.

The average young man or young woman can master Stenography by correspondence in from
three to six months, studying in the spare moments that would otherwise be frittered away.

9 YOU may, under our co-operative plan, learn stenography, from highly competent instructors, by the In-

; vidual Correspondence Method, without a cent of cost excepting the few postage stamps needed to

ret t n your lesson papers to our University-we pay postage on everything from the University to you.

Q Our Co-operative Educational Plan marks an epoch in the history of Educational Opportunity ;

we do not sell tuition, we provideit fr-. Stenography is only one of the hundreds of courses of

study provided by our University.

q By filling out and mailing the coupon (or a copy of it) today, you may have full information by 'o
return mail, and there is :tot a single obstacle in the way of your taking up the study of one or
more of our courses. If you arc interested for the sake of your children, all the better.

Q FILL OUT AND MAIL THE COUPON TODAY TO

THE AMERICAN WOMAN'S LEAGUE
7082 Delmar Blvd., University City, St. Louis, Mo.

0
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$400 DOWN BUYS A SOUTHERN HOME`t 7 -Room House and 10 Acres o! Land H toOr 10 -Acres and a 4 -Room
- , Health, Wealth and HappinessHouse for $250 Down 2T`t %;dyi ?' ,., + in an Ideal Climate

10 Acres yields
an income of

to$5á 0000 per
year in this
three crop -a-
year country

Homeseekers !
One hundred thousand acres located et Yellow PineIn Washing an county, Alabama, along the Washington 6 Choctaw Railroad, onlyslaty miles S om the Gull Coast, In Alabama's most productive Area.
A limited number of these 10 Acre Tracts with Houses nearTownsitat: along W.& C.R.R. to be sold to the Few who Act

Yl Acres and T Room Housa, $400 Down and $400 on Long TimeIA) Acres and 4 Room House, $250 Down and $250 on Long Time
Here's your chance to buy a home of

your own, with 10 acres of rich land that
will yield an income of $3,000 to $5,000
a year.

Doses t it sound good to your
It's *rue aad we can prove It

The Washington and Choctaw reser-
vat) has just been thrown open, after be-
ing lelinquished by a lumber company
that had cleared out all of the best lumber.
They left the soil, however, and you will
look a good ways to find soil that is moreproductive.

A railroad can't make money without a
population along its line. The W. & C.
Railroad runs through a stretch of several
miles with not a town. We are going to
establish two townsites-and we are going
to sell a limited number of 20 -acre tracts
bordering on those townsites, prettyseven -room houses built on the proper-
ties -the present price to be $500 -you can
pay all or half -move on to the property

now and start making money, or wait
a short time till you can pay the balance
out of your earnings. You may have too
years time in which to pay the balance. i Iyou wish It. (A four -room house and 10
acres, $250 down -$250 in easy payments)

Experience is not necessary. A cityman can do it It simply requires a
moderate amount of brains and the nerve
to get started.

It's just a few intelligent, wide awake
people who will wisely "snap -up" thesetracts. WILL YOU BE ONE OFTHEM?

Beside these near-townsite tracts, w
have thousands of acres of $25 and $50lands which are now being offered al
$17.50 per acre, in any size tract from
10 acres up -terms as low as $1.00 permonth; long time.

The investor won't get rich as quickly
as the settler -but he will get rich iustthe same.

Intensive, intelligent fanning is resulting in remarkable achievementsthroughout the ct entry.
The remarkable discoveries of Luther Burbank and other experts showwhat wonderful things may be accomplished by intelligent efforts with Eruiis,cereals, vegetables and other farm products. The possibilities of producti''nfrom an acre of ground in

Alabama-the-year-round-farming-country-arcalmost unlimited,
The Department of Agriculture is solving problems that are of vital interestto farmers, and all these discoveries and

developments are freely explain, dto farmers who wan to embrace modem methods.Let us tell you AND SHOW YOU what an opportunity awaits you ieAlabama, The Wonderland. e,

Maintain a

Spe:isl Winter
Roma Here at a
Profit.

Read What these Men Say

Charles H. Stockwell, Evansville, Ind.,
after visiting our Alabama lands:

"Your literature in regard to the land and its
products -has not been exaggerated. I was simply
delighted with the climate. My purchase of alto
acres of your land is simply convincing evidence
that I am pleased with the country and its
future prospects.

D. L. Griffin, Farmer and Stock Raiser,Bridgeton, Mo., says:
"I am Justin from a fiv days tr1 to your land at

Yellow Pine and I want to say that the selection of Pa)
acres you made for me is O.K. in every way and suits
me exactly. I am more than pleased with the land and
will move down and begin working my place the firstof January.

George Rayburn, Greenview, Ill.
"You may refer to me as a satisfied  customer

I was down to your lands last week and "saw
the goods."

Frederick D. Tucker, formerly Principal.
School of Agriculture, University of
Minnesota:

"I have examined a great deal of land
throughout the South and never have I
been so completely satisfied with any
tract of land as with the large area
you are now selling. If Horace Greeley
were living to -day, he would sty
'Young Man Go South'."

Lands Adapted fo General Farming, Truck and Fruit Growing,
or Poultry, Live Stock, Bees and Dairying.

No Swamps: No Stones; No Irrigation; Sweet Pure Water; the Sum-
mers are cool and pleasant; Winters Mild and Balmy.

This District has National Fame as a Health ResortIt's the only part of the country absolutely free from local diseasesIf you have a good position in the north during the summer months,why not maintain a winter home in the south, avoiding the cold winters-and incidentally raising a crop or two at a profit while away? Thisproposition should appeal particularly to farmers and men with tradeswho do not have much work in the winter.

WRITE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLETTo settlers we offer Free Transportation of their families andeffects, over the W. & C. Railroad, whenihey moveupon our land.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE, LIBERAL INDUCEMENTS

Washington & Choctaw Land Co.
®Wan 6146 Times Building, St. Louis, Mo.

Markets
Sixty miles from the

coast; 21 hours from St.
Louis; so hours from
Chicago. One railroad
through the tract; one
on the west and one
on the east. Half
the land within
171 miles of a
railb ad.

61464,

é Washington
& Choctaw

Land Co.

Send me full informa -
Q tion about your $17.50

O Alabama Lands, partic-
ularly the 10 -acre tracts,

near townsites,twith houses.

Name

Addres s

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Advertisements in the section of Popular Electricity, will cost 40 cents
a line, cash with order, and in order to secure proper classification
must be in this office the first of the month preceding date of issue

OCs 1Xs \
AGENTS

FASCINATING ELECTRIC STORE WINDOW
Display, Magic Optical Illusion Box. Makes ar-
ticles appear and disappear continuously. To Agent
$6 net. Description, how made, ro stamps. 147
Erie Co. Bank, Buffalo, N. Y.

YOUR NAME ON RUBBER STAMP, roc; with
address, r5c; pad, 12c; dater, 15c. Stamps, roc per
line, postpaid. National Stamp Works, r 10 Fifth Ave.,
Chicago. Agents wanted.

AGENTS TO SELL DUTCH COOKING SET;
sells every house. Write us. Pace Bros. & Sons
Pottery Co., Roseville, Ohio.

AGENTS-HERE'S A CORKER; ONLY PAN -
cake griddle in world that bakes square cakes; turns
them; bakes six each time; roo per cent profit. Canton
Griddle Co., Canton, Ohio.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY SELLING OUR
new sign letters for office windows, store fronts and
glass signs. Any one can put them on. Write today
for a free sample and full particulars. Metallic Sign
Letter Co., 400 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

WONDERFUL INVENTION-CANCHESTER
Inc -iridescent Kerosene Lamp; burns with or withorút
mantle; so times brighter than electricity, gas or acet-
ylene, at I-Io cost. Burner fits all standard lamps;
saves 75 per cent oil. No trimming wicks. $10 daily.
Beware of imitations. Outfit FLEE. Canchester
Light Co., 26 State, Dept. P. E., Chicago.

BOOKS
HYDE'S TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW

to find them, and manual of cost units, combined 1909
edition. Price 25c. copy. Address, Hyde Pub. Co.,
183 5th St., Milwaukee, Wis.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM A NEW
Book. Size 7t by 5}, 299 pages, bound in cloth, and
printed on fine stock. Nothing is omitted that is of
interest to Electricians. Our price $r.00. Satis-
faction guaranteed. Gunter Co., Chamblee, Ga.

WANTED-EVERY BOOKKEEPER TO READ
"How to Become a Head -Bookkeeper, Auditor or
Public Accountant." Worth reading. Will send it
Free. Chas. A. Sweetland, 4 Boyleston Bldg., Chicago.

MYSTERIES OF LOVE-EXPLAINS MAG-
netic Attraction. Gaining Affections of Opposite Sex,
etc., 316 pages. Many appropriate illustrations $2.00.
Guaranteed worth double. .Circulars free. August
Martens, Elec., Burlington, Iowa.
 BOYS-BOYS-THIS IS FOR YOU, AND
those who like boys. "The Boy Electrician," by
Prof. Edwin James Houston. A book every boy will
enjoy and learn something from. 326 pages-ro full
page illustrations. Price $1.5o-or free for only three
paid yearly subscribers to Popular Electricity. Popu-
lar Electricity Pub. Co., Book Dept., Monadnock
Block, Chicago, Ill.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
WILL FURNISH CAPITAL FOR PROMOTING

good patent, franchise for public utility, or other good
enterprise. Must come well recommended. Address
P. L. Gallagher, Prudential Bldg., Newark, N. J.

BOYS INTERESTED IN ELECTRICITY EARN
BIG MONEY. Write for our special proposition to
boys over 14, to use their spare time. OLIVER
ELECTRIC CO., Dept. E., 1021 Walnut St., Phila-
delphia.

64 PAGES OF MONEY MAKING IDEAS.
All good. ro cents. Satisfaction or money back.
A. H. Kraus, 409 Chestnut St., Milwaukee, Wis.

NO NEED TO BE WITHOUT MONEY. OUR
new plan gives you a chance to earn lots of money
whether you have only a little spare time or wish to
devote all of your- attention to our interest. Don't
wait, but write at once for our salary pro-Dosition.
Popular Electricity Publishing Co., Monadnock Block,
Chicago.

MAGIC ELECTRIC ILLUSION BOX. A
Wonderful Electric Store Window Display. Makes
articles appear and disappear continuously. To
Agents $6 net. Description, how made, ro stamps.
Buffalo Mechanical & Electrical Laboratcry, 147
Erie County Bank Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

START LEGITIMATE MAIL-ORDER MER-
cantile business of your own; possibilities unlimited;
cash orders, good profits; conducted by anyo:te. We
print your catalogs, supply everything; sell you mer-
chandise at wholesale; show you how, on small in-
vestment. Write for free booklet and sample catalog.
Central Supply Co., Kansas City, Mo.

RAPID CALCULATION BY "PRODUCTS OR
DIVIDENDS" beats any machine. Get free par-
ticulars and learn the system. G. A. Christensen,
Civil Engineer, Box 22-E, San Francisco, Cal.

CONCRETE-LEARN HOW TO HANDLE
this material by reading "Concrete," a monthly maga-
zine devoted to the uses of Portland cement. Practical,
instructive articles, written in plain English. Sample
copy, roc. Yearly subscription, one dollar. Concrete
Pub. Co., 299 Owen Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

COINS AND STAMPS

STAMPS, ioo FOREIGN, 10 CENTS; 4o U. S.,
ro cents. Two Tasmania pictures, 4 cents F. L.
Toupfel Co., 1410 Lowe Ave., Chicago Heights, Ill.
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COINS AND STAMPS

OLD COINS-$5.75 PAID FOR RARE DATE
'853 quarters. $ro for a cent. Keep all money dated
before 188o and send ro cents mt once for our New
Illustrated Coin Value Book. Size 4x7. It may mean
your fortune. C. F. Clarke & Co., L. B. 12 Le Roy,
NT. Y.

ELECTRIC MATERIALS

DON'T RECHARGE OLD DRY BATTERIES.
Save them. Worth roc. each. New use. Demand
unlimited. Instructions 25c. Pobenson's Elec't A
Shop, Battle Creek, Mich.

AMATEURS-MAKE YOUR OWN SWITCH -
boards, Excellent imitation marble, cheaply construct-
ed at home. Instructions a5c. A. Benson, Stewart-
ville, Minn.

DRY BATTERIES RENEWED BY ANYONE,
2 cents each, last long as new, correct scientific method.
Send 25c. for instructions. FAIRMOUNT TELE-

' PHONE CO., Leighton's Corners, N. H.

EXCHANGE

WE WILL EXCHANGE A COMPLETE SET
of I. C. S. bound volumes covering the Civil Engineer-
ing Course, for a Typewriter. Same must be of a
standard make and in excellent condition. The
Technical Book & Supply Co., McLeansboro, Ill.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE-COMPLETE SET OF CASTINGS,

with blue prints of 3-4 h. p. gasoline stationary engine;
includes governor and time', screws, etc. $ro. Comet
Motor Works, 17 W. Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

FOR SALE-A LARGE QUANTITY OF NO. 34
single silk magnet wire at $1.5o per pound; any ad-
dress, prepaid; nothing less than } lb. Geo. E.
Glasser, Charlotte, N. Y.

LUBRICANTS, ASBESTOS, GRAPHITE AND
mica candles for loose pulleys and shaftings; no drip;
no dirt; economical. Swain Lubricator Co., 250 F.
Lake St., Chicago.

FOR"SALE-CORLISS ENGINE, R. H. 22x48,
25o H. P. Will be rebuilt by the makers and put in as
good condition as when new. Cost $3350, will sell
for less than half price. Keppel & Co., Chester, Pa.

HELP WANTED
AGENTS-I POINT THE WAY TO SUCCESS

to any agent who will follow my course. I have shown
thousands how to make money. I can show YOU.
My goods and business methods have lifted mort-
gages, built homes and scattered prosperity every-
where. Write today for the "SAYMAN PLAN"
and FREE SAMPLES. 419 Sayman Bldg., St.
Louis, Mo.

CHAUFFEURS-$5 PER DAY PAID TO COM-
petent automobile drivers; a complete instruction
book that will qualify you for these positions will be
sent postpaid for 25c. This valuable book tells all
about driving and adjusting automobiles; expl.tins
all gasoline engine troubles; satisfaction guaranteed
or money refunded. George N. Pearson, Bala, Pa.,
Desk E.

HELP WANTED

THE UNITED TRADE SCHOOL CONTRACT-
ing Co., conducts a trade school and wants men to
learn plumbing, bricklaying, or electrical trade. No
expense and hundreds have learned in a few months.
Steady work guaranteed. Address 120 E. 9, Los
Angeles.

WANTED-YOUNG MEN WHO CAN FUR-
nish references, to become traveling salesmen; ex-
perience unnecessary; WRITE TODAY FOR FULL.
PARTICULARS. Bradstreet System, Dept. L.,
Rochester, N. Y.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY-RAILWAY MAIL
Clerks-Custom House Employees. Spring Exami-
nations everywhere. Salary $óoo to $1,600. Steady
work. Short hours. Annual vacation. Salary twice
monthly. Thousands to be appointed during 1910.
Country and City residents equally eligible. Common
education sufficient. To advertise our Schools we
are preparing candidates free. Write immediately
for Schedule showing E amination places. Franklin
Institute, Dept. N., 58, Rochester, N. Y.

WANTED-woo CHAFFEURS AND REPAIR
Men. Our demand for automobile engineers exceeds
the supply; calls for men of intelligence and mechani-
cal bent, capable of commanding boo to $r5o monthly
upon graduation. Resident courses $'5-$50. Home
correspondence courses completed by practical road
and shop work at any of our branches or affiliated
schools, highly successful. Look This Up. Auto
Schools of America, r68o Michigan Ave., Chicago.

MISCELLANEOUS

MAKE MIRRORS AT HOME. BIG PROFITS
with little outlay. One 18x36 in. mirror costs $2.00
to $5.00. You can silver a glass this size for 2oc.
Send 5oc. in stamps or money order and we will send
you EXPLICIT DIRECTIONS how to do it; also
how to emboss, grind, foil, gold leaf, frost chip and
make imitation stained glass. How to transfer photos
on glass, bore holes in glass and cut skylights. George
L. Patterson & Co., Dept. 4, Brooksville, Ky.

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES, FILM
Views, Magic Lanterns, Slides and similar Wonders
For Sale. Catalogue Free. We also Buy Magic
Machines, Films, Slides, etc. Harbach & Co., 8o9
Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

"LIGHT, HEAT, MAGNETISM AND ELEC-
TRICITY are all one and the same thing." If you
want to know what they are, send fifty cents (5oc.)
for a copy of a pamphlet to A. M. Howland, El Paso,
Texas.

GUMMED LABELS -3000 FOR $1.00 POST -
paid.' Any size up to 1112. Two colors. All work
satisfactory or money back. Trial order convinces.
Send for FREE samples. E. Terrance Mfg. Co.,
Belmar, Pittsburg, Pa.

roo CARDS PRINTED 5oc. POSTPAID ANY -
where. Card Printing Co., 5213 Carpenter St.,
Chicago.
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MISCELLANEOUS

WE!MANUFACTURE GLASS PAPER. PLAIN
glass windows made to look like real stained glass.
Easily applied and beautifies the home. Something
new for agents. Two sheets of this glass paper sent
as a sample with catalogue in colors and complete
instructions on receipt of so cents. S. H. Parrish &
Co., 216 Clark St., Chicago.

DOGS, DOGS, DOGS-LOOK HERE! Pointers,
English, Irish and Gordon Setters. St. Bernards,
Newfoundlands, Terriers of all breeds; and, in fact,
if you want a first class dog of any breed, write me.
My experience as a Fancier, Exhibitor and Breeder for
over 3o years enables me to guarantee my patrons
satisfaction in getting good dogs, fair prices and square
dealings. Fred B. Kirby, Woodbury, N. J.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE TELE-
PHONE BUSINESS? Write for our premium offer,
Western Telephone Journal, Vinton, Iowa.

JUST OUT. BEST WORK ON THE SUBJECT
ever published. "Operators Wireless Telegraph and
Telephone Handbook," by Laughter. A storehouse
of up-to-date authentic information. r8o pages,
87 illustrations. Money back if not all we claim for
it. Price $r.00 postpaid. Free for two paid yearly
subscriptions to Popular Electricity. Popular Elec-
tricity Book Department, Monadnock Block, Chicago.

50o GUMMED STICKERS, JcX2, PRINTED TO
your order, 25c. postpaid. A. H. Kraus, 409 Chestnut
St., Milwaukee, Wis.

BUILD YOUR OWN CARS-WE CAN FUR-
nish you with chassis parts, including engine, axles,
transmission, frame, etc., at attractive prices. Write
us for details. JOHN H. BLACKER & COM-
PANY, Chillicothe, Ohio.

ATTENTION-OUR PROPOSITION OFFERS
you best chance you ever had for making easy money
and lots of it. Write for our salary plan. Most gen-
erous ever presented. Popular Electricity Publishing
Co., Monadnock Block, Chicago.

THREE BIG LISTS, DESCRIPTION AND
synopses of plays, monologues, farces, vaudeville
sketches, parlor comedies, French plays, mock trials,
!rills, marches, imitations, popular entertainments and
handbooks. How to write plays, minstrel joke books,
make-up material and books, pantomines, tableaux,
parlor magic, etc., etc. Three big lists mailed to
any address for so cents. Charles MacDonald & Co.,
;,3 Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

MAGIC-SEND roc. SILVER FOR BIG CATA-
logue, 84 pages, óoo illustrations, new tricks, illusions.
BAMBERG MAGIC CO., 1193 Broadway, Neu
York.

ELECTRIC INSOLES; HIGH GRADE;
per pair; you know their merits; warm and comfort-
able feet guaranteed all winter; give size wanted;
men's or ladies'; B. Strawn Mfg. Co., Dayton. Ohio

MISCELLANEOUS

PERSONAL MAGNETISM WINS EVERY
Time. No difference what you want, try it. It is

priceless. Book toc. Science Elec. Institute, Rogers
Park, Ill.

BOYS-LATEST PASTIME. OUFIT FOR
making marbles. One free to first answer from each
town. Enclose 4c. for blue print. Whitaker & John-
son. Francesville, Ind.

"SECRETS AND WONDERS OF HYPNO-
TISM" Free. Science Elec. Institute, Rogers Park,
[II.

ANYBODY CAN MAKE GOOD CUTS WITH
my simple zinc etching process; price, $1; specimens
and particulars for stamp. T. M. Day, Box E., Wind-
fall, Ind.

óoc. SHEET MUSIC roc. MERRY WIDOW
Waltz, Toreador, Rosary, Palms, Anchored, Calvary,
Lost Chord, Jerusalem, and 1,5oo others, ten cents
each. Catalogue free. National Music Emporium,
Elec. Dept., Albany, N. Y.

FLYING MACHINE, DEMON, 25c. AERO-
plane self-propelling, óoc. Fine French monoplan r,
exact model famous aviator, own power, $1.25. Writ e
us. Box 133 Sta. A.,San Antonio, Tex.

SEND soc. FOR FULL INSTRUCTIONS FOR
metalizing flowers and insects. The latest for jewelry.
Enormous profits, pleasant home work, order today
A. Benson, Stewartville, Minn.

HOME WORK COLLECTING NAMES, AD -
dresses and other information. Some make $roo
monthly. Instructive booklet for stamp. INFOR-
MATION SYSTEM, Box E., Marietta, Ohio.

FREE TO ALL-OUR ILLUSTRATED CATA-
logue of tricks and novelties, etc. National Trick &
Novelty Co., Dept. B., 2806 State St., Chicago, Ill.

LISTS OF MANUFACTURERS-SAMPLE ro
names, any class, 25c. Industrial News E.ureau,
Ithaca, N. Y.

MACHINIST'S TOOLS, BARGAIN, SEND 2 -
cent stamp for list. Frandsen, 527 Brook Ave., New
York.

TRANSFER PHOTOS TO WATCH CASES
and dials. "Best Yet" for agents. Full instructions,
25c. A. Benson, Stewartville, Minn.

GOLD FISH AND AQUARIUMS THE MOST
charming, interesting and least troublesome cf pets.
Our fish are raised from choice stock of hardy breed
adapted to aquarium life. Our gold fish book given
for the asking. The Pioneer Aquarium Mfg. Co.,
gold fish hatchery, Racine, Wis.

HAND PASTE-REMOVES ALL DIRT AND
stains from the hands. 5c. will make $1.00 worth at
store price. Directions for making this pasta, 25c.
Johnson & Bell, 275 12th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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MOTORS
RARE BARGAINS IN NEW 1909 MOTOR-cycles, 3 to 7 H. P. Send stamp for bargain list toDept. C., Reliance Motor Cycle Co., Owego, N. Y.

} H. P. MARINE GASOLINE ENGINE FOR 6 ft.Model Launch, $22.50. Just what you want to tryout Speed models; circular for stamp. S. Dragoo,3228 Flournoy St., Chicago.

ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORSnew and second hand in all sizes; write for quotations;state size, voltage and current supply required. B.
Olson-Boettger Mfg. Co., St. Paul, Minn.

PATENTS AND INVENTIONS
MODELS MADE FOR INVENTORS. LOWprices. S. H. Merryman, Towson, Md.

LOUIS F. NELL, PATENT ATTORNEY,
Denver, Colorado. Prompt service, charges reason-able. Inventors' Instruction Book free; tells howto protect and secure cash for ideas. Write for ittoday.

MASON, FENWICK & LAWRENCE, PATENTLawyers. 616 F. Street, Washington, D. C. Estab-lished 49 years. Best references. Careful work.Terms moderate. Booklet and advice FREE.
HAVE YOU AN IDEA? WRITE FOR OURbooks, "Why Patents Pay," " loo Mechanical Move-

ments," Perpetual Motions-5o Illustrations. Mailedfree. F. P. Dietrich & Co., Patent Lawyers, Washing-ton, D. C.

SOUTHERN STAMPING & MFG. CO., Manu-facturers of special and patented articles. R. A.,Nashville, Tenn.

PATENTS-H. W. T. JENNER, PATENT AT-torney, and mechanical expert, 6o8 F. Street, Washing-ton, D. C. Established 1883. I make an investiga-tion, and report if patent can be had, and the exactcost. Send for full information. Trade -marks regis-tered.

PATENT-ADVICE AND BOOKS FREE.Highest references. Best results. I procure patentsthat protect. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,612 F. St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS SECURED-INVENTOR'S POCKETCompanion free. Send description for free opinionas to patentability. W. N. Roach, Jr., MetzreottBldg., Washington, D. C.

TWO BOOKS FREE-SHEPHERD & CAMP -bell, Patent Attorneys, 2196 McGill Bldg., Washing-
ton, D. C.; 246 Canal St., New York; Kimball Bldg.,Boston. Prompt service.

PATENTS, SOUND AND PROTECTIVE, bringprofits to inventors. J. B. Cralle & Co., Patent At-torneys, Cralle Bldg., Washington, D. C. Write forour free new book and method without delay.

PATENTS-DIFFICULT AND REJECTEDcases solicited. No attorney's fee until patent isallowed. Experienced personal service. Book Free.Obed. C. Bellman, Main Office, Cleveland, O.

PATENTS AND INVENTIONS
PATENTS SOLD FOR 5 PER CENT. WEforce sales by constant advertising. Send for plan.Patent Sales Co., Merchantville, N. J.
PROTECT YOUR IDEAS. PATENT SECUREDor our application fee refunded. Advice and bookletfree. Milo B. Stevens & Co., Attorneys, 800 14th St.,Washington, D. C.; 356 Monadnock Block, Chicago.Established 1864.

PATENTS PROCURED FOR TEN DOLLARSAttorney's fees. Twenty years' experience. M. Pierce,Downing Building, New York.

INVENTORS-LABOFISH'S CATECHISM OFPatents and Inventions (285 pages, cloth, gilt title)imparts information, instruction, and advice of ines-timable value to the earnest aspirant. Special price$1. Order at once. C. S. Labofish, Patent Attorney,Washington, D. C.

PICTURES AND POST CARDS
DROWN TROUBLES, HAVE I, N, OUR FOXYpostcards will do it; 6 for 15c., 12 for 25c. Box 206A,Albion, Mich.

25 BEAUTIFUL POSTCARDS, ALL DIFFER-ent, for 25c. Some of them retail at 5c. and roc.each. Hudson Novelty Co., Port Ewen, N. Y.
TWENTY-FIVE SELECT POSTCARDS OFHouston and Galveston, Texas, including famous sea-wall, for 5oc. Arthur B. Stenzel, Box 433, Houston,Texas.

SCHOOLS
MEN FROM ALL PARTS OF THE U. S. AREtrained in four weeks. Booklet. West Side Y. M.C. A. Automobile School, 318 West 57th St., New York.
TELEGRAPHY, BOTH MORSE AND WIRE -less, taught quickly. R. R. train wire and complete

wireless station in school. Big demand for operators.
Living expenses earned. Correspondence courses ifdesired. Catalogues FREE. Dodge's Institute, 49thSt., Valparaiso, Ind. Established 1894.

TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT THOROUGHLY andquickly-also "Wireless." Superior methods; posi-tions guaranteed; catalog free. Write today. EasternSchool of Telegraphy, Box 6o, Lebanon, Pa.
AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL-LEARN THE AU-

tomobile business, repairing and driving, in which
you can earn good wages and have healthful and pleas-ant work. We give a thorough and practical coursein road work and repairing. For full particularsaddress Academy of Automobile Engineering, 1420Michigan Ave., Dept "C," Chicago, Ill.

FULL AUTOMOBILE COURSE, INCLUDINGroom and board, $75. Y. M. C. A. Schools, Denver,
Colorado. Catalog upon application.

LEARN WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY, RAIL -
way and Commercial Telegraphy, Official training -schools for over seventy leading railroads. Author-ized Institutes of the Wireless Companies. MainLine and Wireless stations in all our schools. Posi-tions assured graduates under $15o Guaranty Bond.Catalogue free. National Telegraph Institute, Cin-
cinnati, O., Philadelphia, Pa., Memphis, Tenn., Daven-
port, Iowa, Columbia, S. C., Portland, Ore.

Q
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$20o TO $600 MONTHLY EASILY MADE FIT-
ting eye glasses. Short, easy mail course. Reduced
tuition. Big demand for opticians.. Write today for
free "Booklet O," National Optical College, St. Louis.

CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ARE PAID
well for easy work; examinations of all kinds soon;
booklet 5o, describing positions and telling easiest and
quickest way to secure them, is free. Write for it
now. Washington Civil Service School, Washington,
D. C.

WIRELESS

MAKE YOUR OWN TRANSFORMER. WE
will show you how. Send 2 -cent stamp for circular,
and drawings. The Transformer Specialty Co., 136
Liberty St., New York City.

SPECIAL PRICES-r000-OHM WIRELESS RE-
ceiver, double pole, hard rubber case, wound with
copper wire, $1.75. The only wireless key enabling
receiving operator to interrupt transmitting operator
at any part of message; will not burn out detector or
phones, $2.75. "National" receiving condenser, 3oc.
Waterhouse Bros., Bourne, Mass.

woo OHM RECEIVERS $1.75. VERY SENSI-
tive and reliable. Complete long distance receiving
sets with pair receivers (resistance of receivers z000
ohms), $12.25. Double slide tuning coils, $3.50.
Fixed receiving condensers, 3oc. Send stamp for
circulars. Alden Wireless Co., Campello, Mass.

WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS, MINIATURE
motors, trains, etc. Send 2 -cent stamp for catalogue
and circulars. American Wireless Instrument &
Novelty Co., 96 N. Warren St., New York.

IMPROVED WIRELESS UNIVERSAL DETEC-
tor, polished mahogany base, nickel plated mounting,
by mail prepaid, one dollar. Send stamp for catalog.
Wireless Supply Company, Elyria, Ohio.

WIRELESS RECEIVERS, z000 OHMS TO
complete set, double head bank and 6 ft. cord, $3.25.
Single receivers, boo ohms, 75c. each. C. Brandes,
r r 1 Broadway, New York.

WANTED-A SECOND-HAND 4 -INCH TO
6 -inch Wireless Spark Coil. E. J. Ryan, Smith's
Falls, Ont.

WIRELESS, ELECTRICAL AND HIGH FRE-
QUENCY APPARATUS. 1910 catalog for stamp.
Walter W. Hartman, Clay Center, Kan.

JUST OUT-BEST WORK ON THE SUBJECT
ever published. "Operators Wireless Telegraph and
Telephone Handbook." By Laughter. A storehouse
of up-to-date authentic information. 18o pages. Il-
lustrated. Money back if not all we claim for it.
Price $1.00 postpaid. Free for two paid yearly sub-
scriptions to Popular Electricity. Popular Electricity
Book Department, Monadnock Block, Cihcago.

WIRELESS

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY-SEND 25C TO -
day and receive, by return mail, full instruct::ons for
making a Wireless set, consisting of one -inch coil and
two receiving sets. Box 519, Lima, Ohio.

WIRELESS

MAKE A MICA SHIELDED DETECTOR-And
increase your range 35 per cent. Prints shorting full
details, and eight pieces of mica prepaid for soc. No
Stamps. Orlo A. Foote, Jr., Caxton Building, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

TYPEWRITERS

TYPEWRITERS-ALL MAKES, SLIGHTLY
Used or Rebuilt, guaranteed. Shipped anywhere on
approval-best bargains in America. Write today-
money back if dissatisfied. Fletcher Typewriter Co.,
212 N. 7th St., St. Louis, Mo.

"EMPIRE REBUILT" TYPEWRITERS,
every make, prices $15 to $45. Covered ty same
guarantee as the manufacturers give. Illustrated
Catalog free. EMPIRE TYPEWRITER CO., 243-
247 West 125th St., New York City.

FOUR ABSOLUTELY NEW TYPEWRITERS
just from factory, must be sold quick at great sacrifice
to close account. For particulars, address J. L.
Parraga, 76 West ro5th St., New York.

SAVE $75, BUY boo GOOD TYPEWRITERS
for $25; last zo years. Carry them all. Rent applies.
Ribbons 25c. Knight's, 233 r2th St., St. Louis, Mo.

TYPEWRITER BARGAINS - CALIGRAPHS-
$8; Hammonds, Ito; Blickensderfers, $12; .eming,
tons, $15 up; Smith -Premiers, $18 up. All makes
} to price. Get illustrated catalogue and bargain
list. Minnesota Typewriter Exchange, 317 Hennepin
Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

MAGIC POCKET TRICK FREE
Catalog included, send to stamp

Dept. 17 270 W. 59th St., 1EW YORE.

AGENTS PORTRAITS 35c. FRAMES 15e. SHEET
PICTURES lc. STEREOSCOPES 25c.

VIEWS lc. 30 Days Credit. Samples end Catalogue Free.
CONSOLIDATED PORTRAIT, Deft. 1401, 1027 W. Aflame St., Ckkeq

"INNY NOT BE AN ARTIST?
Our Graduates are tilling nigh Salaried

Positions. Good artists
a EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEEK

and upwards, in easy, faselaatlag work. Our entrees of
Personal llomelnotruetion by correspondence, are complete, snake'.
Twelve years' successful teaching. Expert instructor,. Supe-
rior equipment. Positions ready for OUROWN BUILDINGcompetent workers. _

OFBWrite for valuable Art Book,Pree. :.--ri FIREPRO

SCHOOL OF APPLIED ART
(Pounded 1899)

B '70 Fine Art Building
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN

:
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Why
Not
Learn
Wireless

Q All over the country today the big
wireless telegraph and telephone cor-
porations are endeavoring to get reliable,
trustworthy operators.
Q The demand is greater than the sup-ply-good men are scarce. It's the
golden opportunity for the young manof brains and ability.

A Complete Course for
Wireless Students

The American Wireless which themost complete school of its hind in the United
States, is now preparing hundreds of young menand women to fill positions of trust as wirelessoperators.

We teach by the only satisfactory method-practical working experience. Our study roomsare filled with complete wireless instruments-
students get the actual experience of sending and
receiving messages.

We educate our students in Wireless construction
in all its branches-teach them the proper care and
use of all instruments in Wireless work.

Wireless Operators Get
Big Salaries

The pay for Wireless operators "and engineers
ranges from $60 to $175 per month, according to
ability.

But this is not all-think of the vast opportuni-
ties offered in the Wireless field, for the young manwho is industrious and relial,le.

Big corporations, with millions of capital. areentering this field and there is absolutely no limit
to the advancement offered to the man with push
and ability.

Every young man who is mechanically inclined
should have our c..talog-it gives complete details
of our course-shows you plainly how we teach youto become a Wireless operator.

Positions Waiting for
Our Students

We arc continually receiving at our 'office[rc-
quests from every part of the country for trained
men, and it is an easy matter for us to find good
positions for our students as fast as they fit them-
selves for practical work.

Don't let this chance slip by. Sit down rightnow and write for our prospectus. We will sendcomplete details by return mail.

AMERICAN WIRELESS INSTITUTE
71 University Bldg. DETROIT, MICH.

A BOOK FOR

"The Man Behind
The Wheel"

",09,1-1/

',

SELF.
PROPELLED
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AND 'r<>

DIAGRAMS

THE ACCEPTED STANDARD
practical treatise on the theory, construction,
care and management of all forms of auto-
mobiles-gasoline, steam and electric-as
well as electrical charging machines and
storage batteries. It is clear, concise and
comprehensive, adapted to the needs of the
most inexperienced automobilist, and at the
same time so thorough that the expert will
learn much from its pages.

IF YOU ARE a chauffeur,
IF YOU OWN an auto,

IF YOU THINK of buying
one-if you are interested in automobiles in
any way-an early purchase of this book
will prove a good investment.

598 pages. 400 illustrations, with several double-
page inserts diagraming completely the construction
and working parts of automobiles and motor cycles.

Strongly bound in handsome cloth covers.

Price-postpaid-$2.00.
FREE for four raid yearly subscriptions to POP-

ULAR ELECTRICITY.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.
Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

rur our :II (mini AQvantacc anentiun Popular Electricity when writint.: tu Advertjsers.
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VIBRATION IS LIFE!
Read What Others Say
Here are a few of the hundreds of unsolicited

testimonials from people who have used the
White Cross Electric Vibrator and know what it
has done. It will do the same for you.

PARALYSIS TREATED BY VIBRATION
Upon the request of any sister, who urged me to use her great

Electric Vibrator on my son when I was thoroughly hopeless of
Isis cure from physicians' treatment, 1 write you this recom-
mendation. My son is It years old, and eight months ago be -

paralyzed t rein the after -efforts of diphtheria. He was
s , badly afflicted that Isis arms and limbs were twisted out of
.shape and was confined, all doubled up, in his bed. Medicine
:sod attention did no lewd, and I had become discouraged in all
sways. After treating first Lis spine at the base and then his
limbs with your vi brat .r he felt such re.lef that I kept sin the
u rretment regularly, with the result that we soon had him
around in a wheel chair. Next he was going around on
crutches. and now, after three months' treatment, he is going
around with a cane and will sown be entirely cured.

3122-Indiana'_Are., Chicago, MRS. C. KNIGHT.

WHAT A DOCTOR SAYS
I hare received your Vibrator, and to say that I am well

pleased with it is not enough. I wish 1 could tell every physi-
cian not 11ow bad he needs one In his office. I am sure he
would not hesitate to place Isis order for one at once.

Longmont, Colo. DR. W. H. EASTER.

VIBRATOR BEST FOR RHEUMATISM
My hush and uses your vibrator for rheumatism and says he

never had anything so good in all pus experience. I wmtld not
e without it myself, as I find it is good to relieve stomach

pains, back ache, and besides 1 continually use It for face
massage. I used to go down town for that, while now f save
rue money and the time, besides being comfortable in my own
home. MRS. S. H. BROWN,

2935 Vernon Ave.. Chicago. Ill.

Here la a Picture of the wonderful
WHITE CROSS ELEOTRIC VIBRATOR,
the duly vibrator in the world which routines, the three great
forces of Vibration. O:d van it and Faradic Electricity. This is
the very 541110 machuca which has cured thousands of cases
which had been given sip by the heat physicians as incurable.
Read the letters above, then send the free coupe at once.

The secret of the ages has been discovered in
Vibration.

Great scientists tell us that we owe not only our
health but even our very life to this wonderful force.

Vibration gives life and vigor; strength and joy
to everyone.

Vibration is the most marvelous curative agent known. It is the rem-
edy provided by Nature for all illness and disease. It cures like magic.
Simple, sure and inexpensive-it banishes drugs and doctors forever.

The White Cross
Electric Vibrator
On Free Trial!
This wonderful instrument gives you the three
greatest natural curative forces in the world-
Vibration, Faradic and Galvanic electricity.

We want to prove to you at our expense what the great
White Cross Electric Vibrator will do for you. We want you
to actually feel its Invigorating, health -giving thrill coursing
through your own body. tt'owaat you
to see for yourself how quickly it re
moves pain. asid aches-how utarvei.
ously it cures. We take all the risk.

Cures These
Diseases

Rheumatism, Headache,
B,&ckache, Constipation.
Kidney Disease, Lumbago,
Catarrh, Scalp Diseases,
Skin Diseases. Deafness,
Weak Eyes. General Debil-
ity, Nervousness.

A Vibrating Obair Free
With the White Cross Vibrator you can make

perfect vibrating chair out of any ells ir. A chair
which will give yon the same results is the kind
used in the biggest hospitals anti sanitari-
ums. You cannot do this with any other vibra-
tor in the world. Swedish Movement right
in your own home. Von can give yourself the
very smile treatments for which sDerialists and
ºanitarimns charge from $2.111 to It (0 each.
The nervous, irritable, w tanot man or woman
will obtain quickerand snore persa tent benefit
from a few minutes earls day In the vibrating
chair then front hundreds of dollars worth of
medicines.

This Valuable Book, "Health
and Beauty," NOW
SENT FREE This wonderful

book describes
the human body in health and disease so
plainly and clearly that anyone can un-

derstand. It tells bow to get healthy and
beautiful and how to keep so. This book

tells you what vibration will do for you and
how you can get the White CrOsi Elec-
tric Vibrator sent right to your home
for an actual free trial.

SIGN this COUPON
Get this valuable free book at once. N., matter him,

healthy you play be now, the time will come when you
will need this book badly. It may save your

life or the life of simile of your heed a a
ones. Learn all shout our offer-if,
the most astounding and goners es
tfer ever made. Don't wait. Q

Don't delay. Sign the coupon
NOW!

LINDSTROM /14,'

SMITH CO., 9,
253 LaSalle Street, /Q

Dept. 11(11

CHICAGO, /+
ILL. 0

i

0/ 0 Name...... ..... ..... ....... ..... .

LINDSTROM
SMITH CO.,

253 La Salle St..
Dept. 1401

CHICAtru, ILL.
Without obligations on nie please

send the free your special re-
duced price offer,freo Bonk on Health

and Beauty, treatment of disease by
it ration and electricity, and completo

catalog,

Address

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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ELECTRICITY
BOOK FREE

Profusely Illustrated with Photos from Life.Write for it today.
This splendid book is compiled from the best authoritiesIn the world. Explains how electricity as supplied by inex-pensive batteries cures Rheumatism. Dyspepsia. Insomnia,Liver and Kidney Trouble and all nerve affections and dis-eases due to poor circulation. Explains how to enjoy thefamous electric baths and beauty and health massage athome at little cost.

This book also lists the latest improved Batteries (Prices $1.95to $24.00), which we send on 10 days' free trial.
DETROIT MEDICAL BATTERY CO.198 Majestic Bldg., Detra:*, Mich.
Write today for our free book.

Deaf Persons
Can Now Hear

Wonderful Invention Has
Delivered Thousands

from the Handicap
of Deafness.

1)aa't think you have to worry along It you
can't hear well. Every
deaf person is at a
hopeless disadvan-
tage,deprived of social
pleasure, barred from
active business. Any
dullness of bearing is
a constant mortifica-
tion.

- But now this misery
la unnecessary. Everydeaf

person can hear
as well as ever before
by simply wearing a

WILSON'S EAR DRUMSA wonderful little device that fits into the ear.without the slightest discomfort. Invisible when in-serted-so tiny, so perfect, that you forget you arewearing them. And the effect is magical.This marvelous invention was perfeoted by Mr. Geo.it Wilso after years of suffering from hopelesseafness, ey enabled him to hear perfectly. Andthis miracle has been repeated for 200.W0persons.Send today for a book written by air. Wilson thattells the whole story-gives hundreds of letters fromGrateful users. This priceless book is FRPJE for yourname on a postal. Just ask for Mr. Wilson's book.rt will come by return mall. Address Wilson Earmtra Coo. 560 Todd Bldg.. Louisville. Hr. is
For our Mutual Advantage mention:Popular Electricity

Rheumatism
CURED

Through the Feet
Just Send Your Name on a Postal

and Get FREE TO TRY My $1
External Remedy That

Is Curing Thousands

FREDERICK DYER, Corresponding Secretary
Magic Foot Drafts cured Col. Geo. D. Alexander, acivil war veteran, of Ruston, La., age 84, after 20 yearssufferi:ig, and after medicines and baths had failed.
Magic Foot Drafts curedMrs. R. C. Hill, of Medford,Ore. 5 years ago, after about 14 years of Rheumatism.She Chas had no attack since.
Magic Foot Drafts saved the little boy of Mrs. NeroyPogue, of Ellington, Mo., from being a cripple for life front

inflammatory Rheumatism, writes his mother, two yearsago-no return of rheumatism.
Magic Foot Drafts cured Mrs. G. W. Johnson, Ridge-way, O., after 18 years suffering. Had spent hundreds ofdoll trs trying to get cured.
Magic Foot Drafts cured J. PriestJbf Uxbridge, Eng-land, after 35 years of pain. Cured 3 years ago. No return.A million people, all over the world, have acceptedour approval offer and nearly all of them, we hope, arecured to stay cured. Many thousands of them have writ-tea us grateful letters, which

we are proud to show anyone
interested. This great remedy
stands alone as the one abso-
lutely safe, convenient exter-
nal treatment, so sure to cure
that we ask no money in ad-
vance. Just send your address.
Return mail brings you the Drafts, prepaid. Try them asdirected, then, if you are fully satisfied with the benefitreceived, send us One Dollar. if not, they cost you nothing.You decide, and we take your word. Magic Footi)raft Co., 140F Oliver Bldg., Jackson, bitch. Write today.

Telegraphy Self-Taught
By Theo. A. Edison

Is a complete manual of instruction on telegraphy in all itsbranches, arranged in easy lessons. Includes simple experi-ments in electricity and magnetism with which operatorsshould be familiar.
17o pages-illustrated. Embossed cloth covers.Price-post paid-$r.00. FREE for two paid yearly sub-scriptions to POPULAR ELECTRICITY.
POrt'L(B EI.ECTKII'ITY BOOK Itr:PT., Monadnock Block, Chicago

when writing to Advertisers.
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Any of
These Books
For 50 Cents

I. C. S. Handbooks are intended to help men in their daily
work.

They provide at an instant's notice that information com-
monly needed and that is difficult to find in ordinary textbook;.

They are of much value to the executive, manager, for$man, etc.,
as they combine the work of the best authorities in the country-
this makes them consulting experts of the highest rank. They

are of great benefit to ambitious workers in subordinate positions
because they are compiled from the Co:arses of Training of the
International Correspondence Schools famous as the greatest
force in the world for the promotion of ambitious men and women.

They can be readily understood by those having no knowledge
of higher mathematics. No books in existence contain in so
small a space so much practical knowledge about the subjects

treated as do the I. C. S. Handbooks. They are easily carried
in the pocket. They are bound in cloth, with
gilt top and titles, are profusely illustrated,
average 364 pages and 175 illustrations,
and are printed on a high-grade book paper
in clear type.

SPECIAL OFFER: To promote a
better acquaintance with the great value
of I. C. S. Training we will send any
one or more of these books, the regu-

lar price of which is $1.25, to any one
sending us this coupon and for

each Handbook 50 cents.

International Textbook Company
Box 1102-P, SCRAt TOA. PA.

1 enclose { for which alease sent
the books before which I have marked X.

 -Tel. d Tel. Handbook

_Plum. & Fit. Handbook

-Bldg. Tracks handbook

-Business clan's Ilandbook

_Mechanics' Handbook _Mariners' Ilandbook

-Electrical Engineer's Handlook

 Name

St. c5'

Ci1y Star.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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A More Workmanlike Job

Al Bess Cost

If you build switchboards, set
up machinery, do wiring or hang
ra Ides, you can do better work
with less expenditure of time,
labor and material if you use

Star
Screw
Anchors

Screw In
Anchor

Anchor

They positively can't be pulled out of materials
which won't hold ordinary bolts at all, or at least
not without first plugging or leading the holes.

To use, just drill a hole the size of the anchor,
insert it, run in the screw and tighten The anchor
spreads (see cut) wedges itself and absolutely can-not be pulled out.

Try the Star Screw Anchor once and you'll al-
ways consider It necessary for good workmanship
and economy.

Our Screw Anchors, Expansion Bolts and Ma-
chine Screws are a great aid to electricians in all
lines. Sizes for every requirement. Write for Cata-
logue 1q or ask nearest dealer to demonstrate.

STAR EXPANSION BOLT CO.
CATALOGUE DEPARTMENT Io

147 Cedar Street - - - - New York City

HESS Ill Y LOCKER
THE only modern Sanitary Steel
1 Medicine Cabinet or Locker.

Handsome beveled mirror door. Snow
white, everlasting enamel,insideandout.

FOR YOUR BATHROOM
Costs less than wood and is better. Should be

In every bathroom. Is dust, germ and vermin
proof and easily cleaned with warm water.

Made in four styles and three sizes. Price
$7.00 and up.

Send for illustrated circular.
11E33, 912 L Tacoma Bid., Chicago

Makers of the Ness Sfeel Furnace.
Sold o,' A¢¢roe.tl. Free Booklet.

2t°25/FP C,TION E $ 29toIt04 j;450Marineyl and Ij'
CStatlonar.-

The Marine Sensation of 1909-10
Write at once for information about our
new 7 to 8 H. P. Special Heavy
Duty Engine. Develops 8 H. P. at
soo revolutions. Crankshaft 13 inches;
propeller shaft r 1/2 inches; 3 -blade
bronze propeller; extra long bearings
lined with the very bey. babbit obtain-
able. A wonder for service, power and
durability. Sehebler Carbuettor.
The greatest engine ever built for hard work. Find out
about it. Write today. CAILLE PERFECTION ROTOR CO.,

1315 _nd A.,., Perron. Mich.

TOOLS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
BRANCHES OF ELECTRICAL WORK

Send for a copy. of our No.
7D catalogue. Then when
in need of tools around the
exchange, or lines, send the
list number of the article you
want to your Supply house
and insist on get ting Iileiu's.
Our small tools are all
stamped -M. KLEIN &
SONS." Noncothergenuiue.
MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS

Manufacturers and Jobbers of
ELECTR'CIAN'S. LINEMEN'S and

CONSTRUCTION TOOLS
Station U-3 Chicago, Illinois

Sec our Exhibit at the Chicago Electrical Show, Jan. 15-29.1910

FOR ALL

t

This Is Not For You
if you have all the money you want. But, if
you are ambitious to increase your income in a
dignified, pleasant way, and have any spare
time-no matter how little-write for our new
salary proposition. Its the most attractive and
liberal ever presented and is sure to appeal to
you. You can make easy money and a lot of it.

Address,

Popular Electricity Publishing Company
Circulation Department

Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill.

('^y.. o "Seaver' Mitre Box
Meets Every Requirement

Can be used on a scaffold or ladder as well as ona bench. Cuts any angle ---special or regular.
Needs no special saw. Lightest box made. Can
be instantly applied. Made so that it is
attachable to inside or outside work without a
special attachment. Weighs only 2 pounds
$2.50 each. Your dealer or

Smith & Hemenway Co.
108-110 Duane St-, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

For our ntnai Advantage mention Popular Eleetriei[.y wben,wrlting.toilAdverticere.
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HAVE YOU A YOUNG
EDISON AT HOME?

Boys, show this ad to your Santa Claus
and explain what it will DO for YOU

'This complete Electrical Experimental Outfit for FIVE
DOLLARS. Anyone can experiment with this outfit
without danger. One thousand orders ready for immediate
shipment. Express calls twice daily during holidays. Out-
fit neatly packed in a strong Christmas box. Weight only
141 pounds. We refund money AT ONCE IF NOT SATISFIED..

Ge terator 100 Watt,
bronze bearings, brass
gearing, oil cups, nickel
or permanent red finish
-weight six and one-
half pounds, will light
incandescent lamps, ex-
cite coils, operate a 1-15
horse -power motor by
changing the armature
winding (free diagrams
and instructions for the
asking).

ALSO

Six brass binding posts
worth 20c. each. Three
silk wound electro-
magnets, 20, 40 and 60
ohms. One permanent
magnet. One solenoid
magnet. Two 2 -candle
power incandescent
lamps f o r generator.
Two candelabra sockets.
One electric bell. One
box Sweedish iron
filings. One laboratory
test lamp and socket.
One-half pound wire. One push button. One
electric switch. ALSO all goods given with Christmas
coupon providing coupon is sent with order.

This cut shows

Speciall
for the

Wireless
Inventor

Elaborate polarized
relay mounted on slate
and metal base, beauti-
ful finish, heavy plati-
num contacts. Coils
silk wound, weight 3
pounds. Cost len dol-
lars to make. Only 50
in stock. Price $2.50.
$2.00 with above outfit.

Candelabra lamps us
per cut, 4e.p. $1.50 doz.

Important Notice
We are entirely ,old

out of the motors we
advertised last month.
One corresponeent, a

dealer, bought 360 at 75c.
each. All orders received
up-to-date will receive
attention and he filled.

500 Miscellaneous Screws
FREE

the outfit

WESTERN ELECTRIC

SALVAGE COMPANY
1224 S. Washtenaw Avenue. CHICAGO

FREE HGLIDAY COUPON
Send in this coupon wbh your remittance of $5.Do and we

will send you (in addition to the generator -dynamo and the
21 pieces of experimental apparatus) a comple e electrical
dictionary, and best of all 500 miscellaneous machine and
wood screws, all assorted sizes and lengths.

Name

Address
WESTERN ELECTRIC SALVAGE CO.

1224 S. Washtenaw Avenue LP. E.1 CHICAGO. ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertiser..
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THORDARSON'S
No. 2 Toy Transformer

A Complete Miniature
Electric Power Plant

Displaces Troublesome Batteries

This illustration shows transformer operating
electric train, motor, lights, etc. Attached to
alternating current lamp socket it reduces the
current to ten different low voltages. Abso-
lutely safe and harmless. Will last a lifetime.

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
220 Jefferson Street, Chicago

EACH
or

$3.00 per pair

The Lowest Priced
High Grade 'Phone
Made.

We absolutely guarantee
these 'phones to be mechani-
cally and electrically per-
fect, and to work as long a
distance as any battery
'phone made.

Instruments are equipped with push button and
bell for signaling.

Distance Phones work depends upon size of wire
and number of batteries used. Good for 500 feet
on 2 Dry Cells per instrument.

C. O. D. orders accepted if one-half of amount
accompanies order.

Shipping weight per pair is 5 lbs.
If more than two 'phones are required on a

system advise us of your requirements.

EMPIRE ELECTRIC WORKS
1174, Bridgeport, Ct.

GUDEMAN & COMPANY
Importers and Manufacturers of

Artistic Electrical
Decorations

114-118 East 23rd St. NEW YORK. N. Y.

Fruit Trees

Flower Baskets

ir:34 Center Pieces

',
Hora I

Guirlaads

and many other

novel and

pretty

designs
I IrrrL all, I ln,.1:Ia., Iu.L

Table Decorations Our Specialty
Miniature and Decorative Lamps of ail

Descriptions
Catalogues and Discount

WIRE, COILS AND CORDAGE
NORWAY IRON WIRE

for cores. COTTON, SILK
and ENAMELED MAG-
NET WIRE, heavy and
fine sizes for primary or
secondary windings, re-
ceiver coils or coils ofany kind.

COILS wound to your
specifications.

BELL WIRE and ELECTRICAL CORDS for
every purpose.

The above furnished at lowest prices in small
quantities for wireless telegraph or experimen-
tal purposes, or in large quantities for manu-
facturers.

Write for prices to Dept. E.
BELDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY

194 Michigan Street - - CHICAGO, ILL.

$1.00 for this high grade
detector. Guara:.teed to
give perfect satisfaction.
Easiest detector for the
amateur to get results
with, needs NO battery
or potentiometer, works
best without either.
Nothing cheap about it
but the price. Free. with
each detector a Cr3 stul
Holder (regular price
50c.) and ffie. lump of

Silicon, also our 25c. book "How to Construct a Practical Wireless
Telecraf," with fine wiringdiarrams (NO BLUEPRINTS) and un-
usually fine Code Sheet, containing both Morse & Continental
Codes, suitable for framing. Yon get $2.00 worth of goods I..r
$1.00. Postage 8c. This offer positively limited to the nest 30days.

Chicago Wireless Supply Co. 52 % A d Ílri
IL. Bldg.,

For ur 1111tual tulva vita ge mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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ELEÇTMCIIY
/ F: most wonderful and fascinating scientific study of the ag.-.
I cry Boy. Girl and Grown-up should know about it. The ne,v
\oLTAMP ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS"-our 112 PAGE

C STALOO now ready, the most complete and interesting book ever
full of illustrations and descriptions of the latest VOLTAMP

to.tried Novelties-Motors, Dynamos, Toys, Machine Models. Tele-
graph and ''WIRELESS" Instruments, Ruhmkorff Coils, Spark Coils,
Geissler Tubes, Switches, Meters, Lamps, Flashlights, Transformers,
I'.,ols. etc. The greatest line of Miniature Electric Railways evershown. Anything Electrical for Anybody. Ideal Christmas Gifts.
Prices consistently low.

Send for this ealalog-se in stamps
nr coin (no pttstato answered) which
trill he refunded on first order of 1:00
or over.

VOLTAMP ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Park Bldg., BALTIMORE, MD.

r--- 1900
DRY CELLS

THE1900
DRY

BATTERY

Are especially recommended for
the operation of all small electri-
cal apparatus which find their
way into the home as

Xmas Presents
No spilling or over -turning of
battery solutions to stain and
ruin garments or anything it
might come in contact with when
this battery is used, as it is the
battery of

Known
Quality

The 1900 hry Battery has also
won high merits for all kinds of
experimental and research work
because of its high electro -motive
force, as well as great efficiency.
Write today for catalogue which
gives you full particulars regard-
ing sizes and prices.

The Nungesser Electric Battery Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

OsneralSalssOftice:-62T W. Jackson Blvd.. CHICAGO

Your wants for Electrical Novelties
will be satisfied by us at lowest cost and moat satisfactorily-a
trial will convince. Avoid the rush-order for the Holidays now.

New $1.25 Flashlight with 4 C.
P. Tungsten lamp, 15oo flashes,
now postpaid, 75c; with extra battery
ti. Get our New Free Catalog Today
for complete list of:

Electric Flashlights-- ......... ..... ......33c sill up" Scarf Pins.. 38 c "
Engines 470

Miniature Lamps- AcTungsten Lamps 27c
8 Light 1 10 V. Xmas Tree Outfit 3.88
Cigar Lighters 30c'
Medical Colts.... ........73e " "
Electric Street Cars and Track 2.00

DEALERS-Write for our favorable terms and big discounts on quan-
tity order.
ELECTRIC NOVELTY CO.

Manufacturers and Importers. 246 Third Avenue, PITTSBLRC, PA.

WIRELESS
RECEIVING OUTFIT

consisting of fine dectector stand, one high
grade tuning coil, one 75 ohm wireless
receiver and 3 feet of cord and one cell
dry battery.

Price Only $5.50
Will receive up to 100 miles, if proper
height aerial is used.

TRANSMITTING SET
consisting of a 1" spark coil, an improved
zinc spark gap. Wireless key. Five high
grade dry batteries. Will transmit from
one to five miles.

Price Complete $8.75

OUR NEW CATALOG
just issued shows our complete line of wire-
less goods, also miniature railways, electric
cookers, toy motors and all kinds of electric
novelties and supplies. A postal brings it.

Mention POPULAR ELECTRICITY

THE TREMBLY ELECTRIC CO.
Box 800 Centerville, Iowa

QUALITY INSURANCE
Means the elimination
of faults in your Prod-
uct by RIGID TESTS

Shrewd manufacturers do not jeopardize their trade by shipping half -developed
goods. Careful purchasers buy subject to specifications and tests.

We are the medium for satisfactory dealings. We make all manner of electrical
and photometrical tests and furnish you with exact and dependable data.

Electrical Testing Laboratories
80th St. and East End Ave. NEW YORK, N. Y.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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BOOKS THAT TEACH THE PRACTICAL WAY
Put a cross before the volume or the volumes wanted on the coupon below, rend the coupon to us.

You will receive free with every purcha: e our Handy Electrical Dictionary for the Vest Pocket, 224 pages,
beautifully bound in red cloth, with complete thumb index.

There are no books published that contain so milch practical, up-to-date information as these standard
electrical books. They show in an instant that practical matter needed in every -day work that is not included
in ordinary electrical books. They have been especially prepared by experts, men who do the work, and
not by college professors. Consequently, they do not confuse the reader with technicalities, which the
ordinary person cannot comprehend. 'ihe authors' motto: "WRITTEN SO YOU CAN UNDERSTAND
THEM."

Enclose the published price, marking X hefnre the title, send us the coupon and receive free with your
order a beautiful copy of the Handy Electrical Dictionary.

   M=1 M. SIM .M= .111Ma WA MM. M. WM /WM me/WM MG.

FREDERICK .1. DRAKE & CO.. 222 Fisher Building, Chicago,

Gentlemen: I enclose 8.. for which please send
the Handy Electrical Dictionary, bound in cloth, with thumb index.

....Electrical Railroading, by S. AylmerSmall, 925 pages, 532 Illus-
trations. Full leather binding, $3.50.

....Electric Railway Power Stations, by Calvin F. Swingle, hi. E.,
718 pages, 370 illustrations, cloth binding, 82.50.

....How to Become a Successful Motorman, by Sydney Aylmer -Small,
320 pages, 250 illustrations, 7 folding plates, leather binding, $1.50.

Electrical Motorman's Practical Air Brake Instructor, by Geo.
R. Denehie, 288 pages, 180 illustrations, 10 folding charts, 5 in
colors, leather binding, $1.50.

Electrical Railway Troubles and How to Find Them, by Paul E.
Lowe, M. E., 375 pages, illustrated. $1.50.

.-..Automobile Hand Book, by I.. Elliott Brookes, 470 pages. 180
illustrations, fullleather binding, $1.50.

....Practical Gas and Oil Engine Hand Book, L. Elliott Brookes, 192
pages, 50 illustrations, cloth binding, $1.00.

.. Modern Wiring Diagrams and Descriptions, by llorstman & Tons.
ley, 250 pages, 200 illustrations, leather binding, 81.50.

....Practical Armature and Magnet Winding, by Horstman &
Tousley. 232 pages. 127 illustrations, leather binding, 81.50.

....Electrical Wiring and Construction Tables, by Horstman &
Tousley, 125 pages. illustrated, leather binding, $150.

II .

me the books before which I have marked X, Including a free copy of

Modern Electrical Construction, by Horstman & Tousley, 340
pages, 173 diagrams, leather binding, 81.50.

Elementary Electricity Up-to-date, by Sydney Aylmer -Small, 500
pages, 206 illustrations, cloth binding, $1.25,

Electricity Made Simple, by Clark Caryl Haskins, 233 pages, 108
illustrations, cloth binding, 81.00.

Dynamo Tending for Engineers, by Horstman & Tousley, 210
pag, 110 Illustrations, cloth binding, 81.50.

Easy I . -trical Experiments and How to Make Them by L. P.
pages, 110 illustrations, cloth binding, 81.00.

Up-to-date Electro -plating Hand Book, by James II. Weston. 190
pages, 50 illustrations, cloth binding, $1.00.

Practical Telephone Hand Book, by T. S. Baldwin, 180 pages, 75
illustrations, cloth binding, $1.00.

Operators' Wireless Telegraph and Telephone Hand Book, by
V. H. Laughter, 210 pages, fully illustrated, cloth binding, Si.so.

Telegraphy Self-taught, by T. A. Edison, 170 pages, fully illus-
trated, cloth binding. 81.00.

E-1ementary Chemistry Self -Taught. by Roscoe & Brookes. .r.,
pages, 50 illustrations, cloth binding, $1.00.

PRACTICAL
ELECTRICITY ®C

In Twelve Lessons by
the BRANCH METHOD

Six monthly volumes, profusely illustrated with diagrams.
circuits and working drawings.

HIGHEST ENDORSEMENTS
A complete course of home study on electricity in all
its branches. Simple, practical, comprehensive.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
The regular price of this Course of Study is $lo.00. For
a limited time, to introduce it to readers of POPULAR
ELECTRICITY, we offer it for only $6.5o-soc down
and $r.00 a month for the balance. We will send you the
first two lessons upon receipt of order and include with
same a consultation certificate, entitling you to the
advice and assistance of electrical experts on all questions
arising in this Course of Study.

Remember, li
This liberal, special offer is

mited, so act promptly. You
d" not Haut to mi.. this great chance.

1Uuii®1.1Íui11IiiIiEIIlIIiiIIIEZEI',
 BRANCH PUB. CO., 46 Van Buren St., Chicago

Enclosed find 00e. Pl.-tc.o send me Practical Electricity, 
 In Two ve Lessons, Branch Method-six volumes witheon-
U sultation certificate as per special offer in POPULAR ELEC-
IM I Promise to pay the balance, $6.00, monthly on re-
 ceipt Of lessons, at S1 per month, title not to pass till paid in- full.

Name
1111 Address

a

Town State....... .... !Ti9....uuuuiiuiii

ONLY
5NETS

.::st.:r'.:. .Gy4
F.

.;x,u.º.,cr'

This Perfect Little

MOTOR full
An exact

duplicate of
s iz e.l

motors, for
experiment-

er an "cement purpose-,
,1j sent direct to you, postage

paid, on receipt of only 50c.
A perfect piece of mechan-

! ism, affording endless in-
struction, interest and

amusement. On one dry cell
will run small machinery and de-

velop rising power. Send 50c, securely wrap-
ped, RIGHT NOW for the motor. Our interesting
little book, "Electrical Fun -makers," sent free,
lists other instructive electrical goods.

Commercial Electric Co.
Dept. 4 Y.EWANEE, ILL

... .a.r'%á:%r'wi;k"" `

Price
$12.00
AT FACTORY

SAVE ROOM
Most convenient and practical low-priced

Typewriter Stood on the market. Made
of selected Oak, fine golden finish,
44 in. long, 24 in. wide; Pedestal
80 in. high; 8 drawers and exten-
sion elide; Paper Cabinet with
shelves 1418x114 In.; Cabinet has
roll curtain front and copy holder.
Order from dealer if he has it or

a
will get it; otherwise from us. Du

We also make
School, Ch h

not accept a substitute; no other
:aality eon Opera Beats, TypewriterStand is"juetae good.'

ars;ttrnt Lodge Furniture. ASS for Catalog by Number Only,__-- No. 219-Office Deets, Chan, Files, Book Came, etc.
No. 419 -Miseionrurn.Rockers.Davenports,Conches,Settesa.

14.. R_ 4TAFFOKts MPG. CO., 942 Adam. St., Dhte,ag s. Vi. -

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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A PENNY PAYS FOR
The Washing

When You Have An

ELMO
which is operated from the electric
light circuit used in your home every
day, and is so arranged that con-
nection can be made to any electric
lamp fixture, and by turning the
button the balance of the wr.sh day
trials can he forgotten at the small cost of only ONE ONE -
HUNDREDTH OF A DOLLAR.

The Elmo power washer has a great many features which
are decided improvements over other types, one of these
advantages is the improved lid which permits machinesto be
opened without turning off the power, as the gears become
disconnected automatically. Another good feature is that
all the gears and working parts are shielded so that there is
no such thing as torn clothes or crushed fingers

The reversible wringer is the greatest labor and time -saving
feature of the Elmo Power Machine, as it can be run either
forward or back by the simple shifting of a lever on the
side of the machine, therefore the trouble of napkins,
handkerchiefs and other small pieces of clothing never
become tangled and torn in the rollers.

The entire secret of this washing machine is the "Back -
gear" which is used by no ether washing machine on the
market. A postal card will bring to you our circular "A
Penny Pays for the Washing"which you should have before
a rt basing. Write today for full particulars.

THOMPSON BROS CO. Dept. 25 Grinnell, la.

_h  
2,es-Yeess",

111.

The `IMPERIAL99

A Portable Vacuum Cleaning Machine
combining efficiency, practicability and economy. Can be

attached to any electric light socket

"The Only High -Grade, Efficient Machine on
the Market." Guaranteed

A Dividend Payer for Central Stations
(:rowing concerns and responsible parties wanted as agents.
Exclusive territory give». Send for Catalogue and Particular..

Pries $100. Complete

EMPIRE VACUUM COMPANY
I It West 00th Street, New York

$90.1
SAVED

IN HOUSEHOLD
EXPENSES EVERY YEAR.

IF your home is wired for electricity, you
can save $90.00 every year with a
Steiner Family Motor Outfit.

It performs all of the most difficult House-
work by electricity, thus greatly reducing
the cost of servant hire, and lightening the
burdens of the housewife.

(I Best by every test. Sold under
an absolute guarantee of satisfaction

or your money refunded.

Ç Use it 30 days free in your own home.
Never before has so liberal an offer
been made.

q No letter necessary, just sign and mail us

the coupon at the bottom of this ad. today
and we will send you complete book-
let telling all about the Steiner Family
Motor Outfit and how you can save
$90.00 every year. Also all about our

wonderful free offer.

STEINER MFG. CO

Dept.

ST. LOUIS o°Qs45P

MO.

4th Warren St.

e,
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VÑi','
A system of indirect illumination-called
the "I -Comfort System"-gives artificial
light as uniform as light from the sky.
No dark corners, no light in patches, no
glare. Just a strong-yet subdued-light
that is ideal for all purposes, especially
for reading or sewing.

The Even Distribution
of Light

is obtained in this way: A powerful light from
Tung.;ten Lamps is focussed upon the ceiling by
means of a glass reflector having spiral and vertical
corrugct.ions over pure silver (this is the most per-
fect reflecting surface known to science). The
entire ceiling then becomes one huge reflector and
throws lig_tt downwards, flooding every part of the
room with pure clean light.

Oculists Endorse It
It is as comfortable to the eyes as daylight. No

flickering-no varying. Steady and restful always.
Thou_:ands already in use in residences, offices,
hotels, libraries, art rooms, clubs, banks, etc.

Obtain from your electrical dealer or write us (Depart-
ment F. A.) direct. Se.d at once for new booklet-free upon
request-which gives illustrations.

NATIONAL X-RAY REFLECTOR CO.
249 Jackson Blvd., Chicago

,`i
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VIth CENTURY

ICE CREAM [REE.ZER

--'- AND

ICE CRUSTIER

Q All in one machine and
operated directly by an electric

motor. The Freezer or Crusher can be run inde-
pendent of each other or both can be in operation at
the same time.

q This complete plant occupies but about 8 or 9
square feet of floor space, and is a convenient height
of 36 inches. Made in two capacities, 20 quarts and
40 quarts. Especially designed for Hotels, Restau-
rants, Cafes, Confectioners. Caterers, etc.

q We also have a special Central Station and
Electrical Dealers proposition, which is not only

interesting but profitable.

Write today for Our Terms

R. A. DEWSBERRY
216 N. Morgan St. CHICACa%.,

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
OF THE FASTENERS

MEN SWEAR BY, NOT AT
To be sure you are getting the genuine

WAShBURNE FASTENERS
(The Facie ser with a Bulldog Gtip)

look carefully for name"Washburne"
stamped on every
fastener. It is your
protection against a poor
infringement, t h c
perpetrators of which are
being prosecuted.

The genuine W\'ash-
bume Fasteners are
"Little But Never

Let Go."
There is Comfort

for Men in their use.
They are the greatest

little utilities ever invent-
ed for men's dress, and
are applied to

Key Chain and Ring,
Scarf Holder,
Bachelor Button,
Cuff Holders,
Drawers Supporters,

Catalogue Free. Sold Everyo here. Sent Prepaid.

Look for the Name \Vashbume.

AMERICAN RING COMPANY
Dept. 5, Waterbury, Conn.

25c
10e
10c
20c
20c

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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POPULAR ELECTRICITY

A School Within Itself There aze xX chappters iel all, carrying you from the
fundamental principles of electricity on through the various
branches to a point where the careful student comprehends the

complete designing, care and operation of a dynamo or motor, and I chapter on electric
automobiles, outlining their construction, care and operation, and all about storage
batteries and how to handle them. Each subject is carefully written and to the point.
After a student studies a subject, he is questioned on that subject in such a manner as to
bring dearly to his mind the points he needs to know regarding. same.-. A DICTIONARY
in back of book will enable him to learn the meaning of any electrical word, term or
phrase used in this book, as well as hundreds of others in common uye. All required
tables necessary in the study are in it.

TABLE OF SUBJECT St
P¡iAt:TICAL,

ELECTRICITY '
'FWlnlaOlY.

Li t' ELAND
ARMATURE WOR%S

Chapter
I-Wiring.

II-Electric Batteries, Electra Plating.
III-Magnetism.
IV-The Magnetic Circuit.
V-Magnetic Traction.

VI-Magnetic Leakage.
VII-Energy in Electric Circuit.

VIII-Calculation of Size of Wire for Mag-
netizing Coils.

IX-Calculation of EMF's in Electric
Machines.

X-Counter E111F.
XI-Hysteresis and Eddy Currents.

Chapter
XII-Armature Reaction.
XIII-Sparking.
XIV-Winding of Dynamos and Motors.
XV-Proper Method of Connecting

Dynamos and Motors-Self
Excitation.

XVI Diseases of Dynamos and Motors,
their symptoms and how to
Cure Them.

XVII-Arc and Incandescent Lamps.
XVIII-Measuring Instruments.

XIX-Alternating Current.
XX-Automobiles.

A Dictionary of over 1600 Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases, giving a brief meaning
of all which are in common use.

32.00 PER COPY-FIFTH EDITION -24.000 COPIES SOLD
The offer we make of refunding money it book is not satisfactory upon examination is AN UNUSUAL ONE in connection with the

sale of a book. But we have no fear of its return. Your decision will be what thousands of others have been. Money would not buy it
if it could not be duplicated. We could print testimonials by the hundreds. It is best to order and be your own Judge of its merits. '

CLEVELAND ARMATURE WORKS, 4730 St. Clair Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. Armature. and Field. Wound, Commutatare
AMERICA'S GREATEST REPAIR WORKS

BIG
COMMISSIONS
FOR AGENTS

Technical World Magazine pays liberally
for new subscriptions. Its inducements
to new subscribers are most attractive.

Write today far full particulars.
TECHNICAL WORLD CO., Dept. 3, CHICAGO

Have You Something
Electrical to Sell?

C We know how to reach the people you
want. We know how to present your
proposition in a way to gain their attention
-to influence their judgment-to caus
them to act. We know how to sell things
by advertising. We are doing this for
several great corporations-and for some
smaller concerns. Let us do this for you.
Your inquiry places you under no obligation.

Wm. D. McJunkin
Advertising Agency

167 Dearborn St., Chicago

Will You Accept This
Business Book if We

Send it Free?
Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no money!

Take no risk!
One hundred and twelve of the world's master business

men have written ten books -2,o79 pages-r,497 vital business
secrets, ideas, methods. In them is the best of all that they
know about

-Purchasing -Salesmanship -Position -Getting
-Credits -Advertising -Position -Bolding
-Collections -Correspondence
-Accounting -Selling Plans
-Cost -keeping - Handling Customers
-Organization -Office Systems
-Retailing -Short Cuts a n d
-Wholesaling Methods for every
-Manufacturing line and department

- Man -Han cling
-Man -Training
-Business Generalship
-Competition Fighting

and hundreds and hun-
dreds of other vital busi-
ness subjects.

A 9,059 -word booklet has been published describing, explaining, picturing
the work. Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing businesses great and small; pages
4 and 5 deal with credits, collections and with rock -bottom purchasing; pares
6 and 7 with handling and training men; pages 7 to 1L with salesmanship; with
advertising, with the marketing of goods through salesmen, dealers and by
mail; pages 12 to 15 with the great problem of securing the highest marker
price for your services-no matter what your line; and the last page tells hoe
you may get a complete set-bound In handsome half morocco, contents it
colors-for less than your daily smoke or shave, almost as lilt e as your dali:
newspaper.

win you read the book if tee send it fret
Send no money. Simply sign flue coupon.

he System Co., 151-153 Wabash Ave., Chicag
If there are, in your books, any new ways to increase my business or

my salary, I should like to know them. So send on your 16 -page tree
descriptive booklet. I'll read it. 178-1

Name
Address
Business
Position

For our Mutual Advantage mention Trepe lar Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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GIVES

INTENSE

LIGHT

COST

IS

LOW

It's the STRONGEST light yet produced-
that's an ADMITTED fact.

Most powerful and PRACTICAL for long dis.
tance work or close range.

Made (or multiple use on A. C. or D. C.-and
for Series on High Tension D. C. Series.

Vertical carbon (5-8x12) and only ONE to trim.
Made of FIREPROOF' MATERIAL-and is

practically INDESTRUCTIBLE.
It's the most economical lamp because it costs

less to buy-and LESS to maintain.
And you get BETTER SERVICE all along.
Fill out the coupon.

Warner Are Lamp Co.,
Wilton, Iowa

FILL IN AND MAIL

WARNER ARC LAMP CO.,
Wilton, Iowa

. Dear Sir-Please send me by return mail your Catalog and
particulars regarding the Warner Flaming Arc.

Name

Address
P. F.. 1-10

We Install
Power Plants Let Us

Figure -
on all your Electrical Work. Some of the largest
t ontracts on Electrical work in the country
have been performed by us.

WE INSTALL
Power and Light Plants. Generators and
Motors, Electric Light and Power Wiring
for Factories, Churches, Schools, Colleges,
Theatres, Office, Store and Residence
Buildings.

Estimates cheerfully furnished for this
class of work in any part of the U.S.

WE MANUFACTURE
Switchboards, Panelboards Steel Cutout
Cabinets, Junction Boxes, Service Switch
Boxes, Theatre Stage Plugs, Experimental
Switchboards and Appliances for High
Schools and Colleges. Newgard recep-
tacles and other electrical specialties.

All Electrical work at the Chicago Electrical
Show installed by us.

Manufacturers of the Famous "Newgard" Waterproof
Receptacle and Globe.

Henry Newgard & Co. CHICAGO, ILL.

nY r.3§aaaas
;

r, 1t.tttOf t7:
... 4 ,.

at Oil id ;t..
.lawenrwippiariv' 4=0

a

SCHAUM BUILDING
THE HOME OF HALFTONES. ZINC ETCHINGS AND

WOOD CUTS OF MERIT
RETOUCHING OF PHOTOGRAPHS AND CLASSY DESIGNS

HIGH GRADE PRINTING OF ANY NATURL
SEE OUR SAMPLES GET OUR PRICE..

rllttum $ngrttuing ttitd printing en.
.ffltlulaulirr. . iUrUttSitt

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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UTOMOBILE TROUBL
AND

HOW TO REMEDY THE

POPULAR ELECTRICITY

Wordy Horn Blower
ZOnly

Two Dollars $2
Fits
Any
Horn -
Tube

E
Located

Under Floor

r Used
On
Any
Car

Operated by
Foot

Throw away the rubber bulb and attach a
Wordy Horn Blower. Increases volume of
sound 300 per cent. Lasts a lifetime.

We Guarantee It For 5 Years
No trouble to place on car. Anyone can

do it.
Send for free, illustrated catalog, and learn

all about this wonderful invention.
Sold by auto -supply dealers, or sent, pre-

paid, on receipt of two dollars. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.

Wordingham Auto Supply Company
Dept. F, 803 Grand Ave., Milwaukee,

Automobilists!
HERE'S THE BOOK

YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING FOR
Only work of the
kind published. Will
pay for Itself every
day in the year.
Shows you exactly
how to locate any
trouble and make
immediate repairs.

Two unique parallel -
column, alphabetically
arranged tables enable
you to diagnose "Failure"
instantly from "Symp-
toms' developed, and
learn at once the "Causes"
and the remedy.

Every possible trouble covered fully with complete
directions for Over -hauling and General Repair of car,
and valuable pointers for keeping in best of condition.

Every Automobile Owner, Driver, Repairman, Salesman,
Dealer, Intending Purchaser-everyone interested, directly or
indirectly, in automobiles needs this book.

219 pages, fully illustrated. Full limp, red leather, gold
stamped covers.

Price-postpaid-S1.50
POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.

Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

Is Your Pay
Sailsiaclory?
You can earn more, and be independ-
ent, if you learn a trade as taught
by the Coyne National Trade Schools.
We have the largest, best equipped
building in the world, and our instruct-
ors are the most expert. A short time
spent in our day or night school will fit

you for the best paying trades, such as

ELECTRICIAN
PLUMBER or

BRICKLAYER

L. L. COOKE
Director

. .r  uúa.ras:rsriar{{Cd7,tti7oii%.úí.

am ....\ {t y . r ' .i

OUR

H YE

Men working at these trades in Chicago earn
$5.50 for eight hours work. In many west-
ern cities they earn $7 to $9 a cay. You
can easily do as well after taking our course
of instruction. The demand for skilled work-
men is greater than the supply.

Enter at any time-at any age. We
give personal, practical instruction.
Tools instead of books. Easy
payments.
If you are interested in bettering your finan
cial condition, fill out the attached coupon
and mail me personally for large
illustrated catalog.

L. L. COOKE, Director

Coyne National

Trade Schools
1727 N. Ashland Av.

Chicago, Ill.

COYNE

Nat'l Trade

Schools, 1727

Ashland Av.Chicago

Mease send me with-
out obligation. your free

c talodue as advertised in
Popular Mechanics.

Name

Address
Present

Occupation

icor our 3tntualladvantat;e mention l'nt alar Electricity when writing to .tdverticer,.



GEO. M. DODGE
Pres. Dodge slnsti-
tote of Telegraphy

POPULAR ELECTRICITY

LEARN TELEGRAPHY
WIRELESS OR MORSE

dB11 B

9 913131

P. F. GODLEY
Chief Instructor
Wireless Dept.

OUR NEW BUILDING SHOWING WIRELESS OUTFIT
The demand for operators from Railroads and Wireless Companies is greater than the supply. The wages arehigh, the work easy. My school is the only one in the world graduating full fledged operators. It is the oldest andlargest school. We occupy our own large modern building equipped with Railroad Train Wire and new CompleteWireless Station. Mr. Godley, a well known expert wireless operator, is in charge of our Wireless Department.No other school offers you the advantages we do. Living expenses earned. Easy payments; cor-respondence courses if desired. Catalogs FREE.

GEO. N. DODGE, President. DODGE'S INSTITUTE OF TELEGRAPHY, 21st Street, Valparaiso, Ind.

TELEPHONE MEN

A clear, terse, compre-
hensive work on the con-
strue ti on, installation
care and management of
telephone systems and
appliances, including ap-
paratus and methods for
testing, locating and clear-
ing of " trouble," with
special data on Farm
Telephones of great value
to builders or promoters
of Rural Lines. 179
pages-illustrated.

Strong cloth covers.

CUT OUT THIS AD.
Send it to us with $1.50, which
will entitle you to a year's sub-
scription (new or. renewal) to

Popular Electricity
and your choice of these valu-
able books on telephony.

DON'T MISS THIS
BIG CHANCE

Both books and 2 years' subscription
for $2.50.

2d and revised edition
A practical and useful
treatise for workers and
students, in a clear and
simple style.

350 pages, with verymany illustrations, dia-
grams, circuits, and tables.

Beautifully bound In
black cloth, gilt embossed.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUB. CO.
Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill.

For_our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.



CHICAGO OFFICE:

POPULAR ELECTRICITY

A Complete Portable
Power Plant

Fits

Any

Pump

Pnbmted
J5,eIS,
1909.
Others
Applied
For.

For Pumping or Shop Work
This is an entirely new tope of gasoline

engine-a complete little Portable Power
Plant. Needs no special foundation, no belts,
shafts or arms? Ready for work inside of
fifteen minutes after it comes! Everything
but the gasoline furnished with the outfit!
Pumps 800 to 1.000 gallons per lour! Runs
light machineryI

The Fuller & Johnson
'FARM

PUMP ENGINE

It's a Wonder!
Nothing else like it. Has

4 -inch pulley for running
foot -power or hand -power
machinery. As finely built
as automobile engines!

Cannot FREEZE.
or Overheat!

Pelf-cooltng,without fans.
Practically ao vibration. At-
tach pipe for extra air cham-
ber and it will throw water
high as a house!

The very thing for a little
workshop!
Write for FREE Engine Book
and get the whole story of
this marvelous little Power
Plant-the fastest selling en-
gine of the day. Seed NOW!

Address FULLER & JOHNSON MFG. CO. ?sal
591 Church St. IFstal,tished 18401 Madison, Wis.

Electric Light
COMPLETE light outfits including

engine, dynamo, storage battery
and switchboard from $500 up,

depending on size and equipment;
larger plants in proportion. Skilled
attendance not necessary. Same en-
gine can be used to operate pump-
ing plant or other machinery. Engine
operates on gas, gasoline, kerosene,
or distillate.

Send for catalog No. 1163 OB.

FAIRBANKS, MORSE & CO.
481 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

SUNLIGHT DURING THEe)
DARK WINTER DAYS

EVERYBODY WANTS LIGHT

during the coming months, as it becomes
dark almost before you realize it, so
right now is the time to equip your
factory, store or large office with lamps
that can produce the light nearest to
sunlight at the lowest possible cost of
operation per hour, and to accomplish
this TIIE A -B REGERERATIVE
FLAMING ARC should be
called to the rescue.

EFFICIENCY

of this lamp is so far superior to the
ordinary arc lamp, that the results

are wonderfully surprising.

THE COST OF OPERATION

has been known to be extremely low
because of the fact that one trimming
will burn 70 hours, where one trimming
in the ordinary lamp burns but 14 to
16 hours, with a candle power of about
2800, while the candle power of A -B R
F A is 3400, which proves it's a sun-
light producer.

These lamps are adjusted to
5i amperes for D. C. and 7
amperes for A. C., and can be
operated either in multiple from

100 to 120 volts, multiple -series. two
on 220 to 250, or five on 550 volts.

Write today for our arecial bulletin P.
E. I i. which gires full g.articulars.

THE ADAMS-BAGNALL ELECTRIC COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

NEW YORK OFFICE:
303 Dearborn St. 143 Liberty St.

For our Mutual Advantage mentlontPopular Electricity when writing to Advertisers..
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HIGH GRADE WIRELESS
This cut shows our 1.4 K. W. complete trans

mitting outfit, with allt het nstruments mounted
in a beautifulmahogany cabinet. This is our
smallest high grade o utfitdesigned for efficient,
high class work. All theinstruments ere con.
netted and ready for use. The setts complete,
with 1-4 K. W. Transformer. Special High
Potential Condenser, Spark Gap. Oscillation
Transformer and Transmitting Key, with all
necessary binding posts, switches, etc It
unquestionably is the finest and most reason-
able priced high grade 1.4 K. W. set offered to
the public.

All the instruments are of proven worth and
absolutely guaranteed, and must not be con -
f ounded with experimentalinstruments. They
are designed and constructedfor efficient and
reliable work, and are made with the same
thoroughness and care, and are of the same re-
lative efficiency as the transmitting sets we
furnish for Government and commercial use.
Do not allow afew dollars to stand in the way
of your possessing a set of instruments of
absolute reliablility, and with a responsible
guarantee back of them We now have prat u

U
óí

ói15 q

oc

J. J. DUCK, 428 St, C air St., Toledo, O.

EQUIPMENT FOR PRIVATE INSTALLATION
catty no competition in the wireless field to r
high grade equipment for private installation,
and never had any legi tint ate competition in
price. The range of this set is from 30 to 200
miles, depending upon geographical condldona,
aerial, etc.

1-2 K.W. set complete, with 1-2 K.W. Instru.
menus mounted in mahogany cabinet....$ 1 15

1 K.W. set complete, with 1 K.W. instruments
mounted in mahogany cabinet ..........8105

1.2 K.W. set complete, with instruments
separately mounted $95

1 K.W. set complete, with instruments
separately mounted 0185

2 K.W. set complete, with Instruments
separately mounted $270

Prices enlarger equipments on request All
our transmitting and receiving Instruments are,
of course, sold separately. Send 3c. stamp or
coin (not sent otherwise) for our New Big
Catalog on anything Electrical or Wireless.
Over 40 large pages devoted to wireless in-
strument. for private installation and for the ex-
perimenter. As an encyclopedia of wireless
it is

Wireless
Telegraph Apparatus

We manufacture a complete line of Wire-
less Transmitting and Receiving Apparatus
for long and short distance work. Wireless
pamphlet mailed on application.

We also have something electrical for everybody, described
and illustrated in catalogue 24E7 200 pages. Ask for it.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
17 Park Place, NEW YORK 188 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO

WIRELESS FIENDS
I.o,.k at these prices on wireless goods. 1 inch spark coil, $4.75.

Double slide 375 meter Tuning Coil,$2.00. Carbon Detector 50 cents.
Silicon. 50 cents per ounce. Wollaston wire, 25 cents per inch. 1,000
ohm receiver with head band attd cords, $3.00. Sending helix for
large coils, $5.00. Electrolytic detector, 51.40 postpaid. Tin foil,
35 cents per pound. Send stamp for circular of wireless goods.

KENWOOD WIRELESS SUPPLY CO.
812 E. 46th Street Chicago, III.

WIRELESS GOODS SPECIAL THIS MONTH ONLY
The complete outfit as per cttt $1.50

e Barepoint Ilectrolytic
Detector 1.00

Variable Condenser Brass
plate 2.50

Noninductive Potentiometer 1.00
Mineral detector holder wort It

$t.25 for 1 00
Double slide commercial

tuner 8 00
Silicon detector bolder .75
Copper Pyrites Zincite, per set 25
Wollaston Wire, .root, per inch 20
Junior tuning coil double slide 150
No. ro,000 fixed condenser oak polished case 75

Write to the
BROOKLYN WIRELESS COMPANY

595p Broadway Brooklyn. N. Y.
Brooklyn and New York Boys are especially invited to cell

at our store.

- --

VL
-

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Send stamp to nearest office for full descriptive matter of our

Wireless apparatus. Our telephone receiver set, 2000 ohms, com-
bines light weight and sensitiveness with low price. The head
band deserves special notice. Ball and Socket Type which gives
the pressure Just where needed, at the center of the receiver. s
foot cord. Price of complete head set. $7.00. The I. W. 011 Key
was designed to prevent heating of contacts while sendingand
effectually accomplishes its purpose. Price, with oil, 1í2.b0. any
other Wireless instruments at best prices. Send for printed
matter, which illustrates instruments, today.

IONAL WIRELESS CO. (Dept. E.)
Lima, Ohio. Los Angeles, Calif. Univ. Ste.

Murdock Wireless Apparatus
Consists of Double Slide Tuner,

detector with fixed receiving con- ++

denser and is mounted on a solid m
mahogany base.

This set will please the most exact- fa

Ing experimenter and is without ex-
ception the finest apparatus offered d
at the price. ti

Without head phones $8.00
With 2000 Ohm double A M

head phones $15.00 t

Code Card and Connection Diagram ci
with each set.

Tuning Coil is wound with enamel
wire on a special core which will not
be affected by climatic changes. Spe-
cial friction slides. Will not wear or
break the wire. Coil ends are made
from hard rubber composition.

Will tune in wave lengths to 1500
meters.

The Detector has the finest adjust-
ment features and is finished through-
out in hard rubber and nickel, the
condenser is mounted in the base of
Detector.

OUR NOVEMBER LIST SHOWS THE FINEST LINE OF WIRELESS APPARATUS MADE.
W M. J. MURDOCK a CO., 00 Carter St., Chelsea, Mace. 324 Dearborn St., Chicago. 824 relearn St.. San Frenelsao.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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PATENTS
PATENT ATTORNEYS

PATENTS Secured Promptly and with special regard
to the legal protection of the invention

HAND BOOK FOR INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS SENT FREE UPON REQUEST

C. L. PARKER. Patent Lawyer
Patents, Caveats, Trade Marks, Copyrights, Reports as to Patentability, Validity and Infringement.

Patent Suits Conducted in all States.
REFERENCES : American Tire Co., Automatic Vending Machine Co., Lippincott Pencil Co., International Ore

Treating Machinery Co., Globe Machine and Stamping Co., Metal Manufacturing Co., Builders Iron Foundry, Morgan

Machine and Engineering Co., Berkshire Specialty Co., Stewart Window Shade Co., Macon Shear Co., Acme Canopy Co.,

Oaks Manufacturing Co., Cox Implement Co., Columbus Buggy Co., National Index Co., Handy Box Co., Iron -Ola Co.,

By -Products Chemical Co., Alabama Brewing Co., National Offset Co., Antiseptic Supply Co., Floor Clean Co.. Fat Prod-

uots Refining Co., Richmond Electric Co., Railway Surface Contact Supplies Co., National Electric Works, Modern

Electric Co.
Mr. Parker on November 1 1903, after having been a member of the Examining Corps of the U. S. Patent Office for

over five years resigned his position to take up the practice of patent law.

Address 12 McGILL BUILDING - - - - WASHINGTON. D. C.

r
PATENTS that PROTECT
3 books for Inventors mailed receipt of 6 cts. stamps.

A. B. LAOHY,Waahington, D. O., Dept. 64 Het.1869

Samuel G. McMeen Kempater B. Miller

McMeen & Miller
Patent Solicitors and Patent Experts

In connection with our telephone engineering practice we
make a specialty of securing electrical patents for inventors,
and of giving expert advice in patent matters. We also have
facilities for marketing meritorious electrical inventions.
1456 Monadnock Block 333 Grant Ave.

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

PATENTS
Difficult and Rejected Cases Solicited.
No attorney's fee uii`il Patent is al-
lowed. Experienced Personal Service.
Book Free.

OBED C. BILLMAN, CLEVELAND, Fag

HAVE YOU AN IDEfi
If so, write for

e our Books:
"'.Vhy Patents Pay," "What to Invent," "100
Mechanical Movements" and a Treatise on Perpetual
Motions -50 Illustrations. All mailed free.

F. G. DIETERICH & CO.
Partur Lwrsas .aren IDzºaºrs

603 OURAY BUILDING, TPACIIINGTON, D.C.

PATENT'S
TRADE MARKS AND COPYRIGHTS

SECURED OR FEE RETURNED
Send model or sketch and description of your invention for

free search of the U. S. Patent Office Records.
Our Four Books mailed Free to any address. Send for these

books; the finest publications ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
Our Illustrated 80 page Guide Book is an invaluable book

of reference for inventors and contains 100 mecl'anical move-
ments illustrated and described.

FORTUNES IN PATENTS
Tells how to invent for profit and gives history of successful

inventions.
WHAT TO INVENT

Contains a valuable list of inventions wanted and suggestions
concerning profitable fields of invention. Alsc information
regarding prizes offered for inventions, among which is a

PRIZE OF ONE MILLION DOLLARS
offered for one invention and $10,000 for others.

PATENTS THAT PAY
Contains fac-similes of unsolicited letters from our clients who

have built up profitable enterprises founded upon patents pro-
cured by us. Also endorsements from prominent inventors,
manufacturers, Senators, Congressmen, Governors, etc.

WE ADVERTISE OUR CLIENTS' INVENTIONS
FREE

in a list of Sunday Newspapers with two million circulation and
in the World's P,~ugress. Sample Copy Free.

ELECTRICAL CASES A SPECIALTY
We have secured many important electr.cal patente.

VICTOR J. EV ANS & CO.
(Formerly Evans, Wilkens & Co.)

Naha °tHoly, 615 "F" Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

EUGENE C. BROWN, :,11111,9;;át; D. c.

Electrical Engineer and Patent Lawyer
Member Bar U. S. Supreme Court and Patent Bat Association.

1ír. Brown is especially fitted for prosecuting Electrical Cases In the
Patent Office and Suits in the Courts on f let trk al patents, having
graduated as a,, rkctrical Engineer from fetich l -n ersity, and for
seven years was an Examiner in the Electrical Divis.on of the U. S.
Patent Office.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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For Owners, Dealers, Builders

Salesmen and Chauffeurs

Cyclopedia of

Automobile
Engineering

Four big volumes -1,700 pages -1,500
illustrations-full page plates-halftones--
diagrams, sections, etc. Thoroughly in-
dexed and bound in half morocco. Pre-
sents the most complete information on
the automobile industry-its history and
development from the time of its invention
up to its present state. Describes all makes

of machines-mechanisms, care of auto, art of driving-
a practical guide for information regarding construction,
maintenance and operation. Contains complete instruc-
tion on repairing. Written by experts.

Examine the Books at Our Expense
We will send you a complete set by prepaid express upon receipt

of coupon. Keep them five days-give them a thorough and careful
examination. If you do not wish to keep books advise us and we
will have them returned at our expense. If you keep the boa ks send
us $2.00 in five days and $2.00 a month until special introductoty
price of $12.80 has been paid. Regular list price $24.00.

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
Automobile Operation -Care-Trouble- Breakdown- Repairs-Auto-

mobile Power Plants - Cooling and Oiling Systems - Ignition Systems -
Spark Coils-Buying a Motor Car -Gasoline, Electric and Steam Cars-
Tires-Puncture-Accessories-Driving-Motorcycles - Gas and Oil En-
gines-Fuels-Care of Gas Engines-Electricity-Storage Batteries-Direct
Current Motors-Mercury Vapor Converter-Primary Batteries-Steam
Engines and Boilers-Valve Gears-Indicators, etc.

Order promptly and we will include FREE for one year, as a
monthly supplement, the TECHNICAL WORLD MAGA-
ZINE. a regular $1.50 monthly, full of interesting scientific topics
written in popular form.

sates sww 11111 ess ss ttttt
FREE OFFER COUPON

American School of Correspondence,
Chicago, U. S. A.

Please send set Cyclopedia of Automobile Engineering for
5 days free examination; also Technical World for 1 -v ear.
I will Fend $2.10 within 5 days and 52.00 re- month until I have
paid $12.$0; otherwise I will notify you and hold the books
subject to your order. Title not to pass until fully paid.

Name

.-tddress

Occupation

Employer
Pop. Electricity 1-'10

Learn
The
Auto

ANY ONE CAN DRIVE A (Miff IT GOES WRONG? Trade
BIG PAY-BIG DEMAND

Get Dyke's Course of Automobile and Gasoline
Engine Instruction

Something new-Read this-Only $5 cash
needed.

Study during spare time-Dyke's Course is now only Sl0,
payable $5 cash and $5 in 30 days.
You would never miss the amount.
The Automobile and Gasoline
Engine profession is the best
profession and there is a big de-
mand for help in this line.

II You Could Learn all About
the Automobile and Gasoline
Engine, in fact be an Automo.
bile Expert, be able to set valves
and time the ignition, understand
in detail the engine in a launch
as well as in an auto, in other
words be an Auto Engineer would
it be worth ten dollars to you?

If we could prepare you so
that you could drive a oar, re-
pair autos or launches, In fact so
thoroughly understand the sub-Dyke's System is Something New. ject that you could open a repairWe Teach with WORKING ROUELS shop if you wanted, don't youwhich Actually Work, as well as think it would be ten dollars wellLessons and Charts. invested?it you own a Launch or en Auto don't you know Dyke's Course of

Instruction would be worth ten times the cost/
DON'T YOU BELIEVE WE CAN TEACH BY MAIL?

Then let us have the pleasure of sending Yost a new pamphlet, just out,
with reproductions of original letters from Doctors, Lawyers, Clerks.
Mechanics, Ministers and others-Let us shoW you-

HOW WE TEACH YOU;
by a system of Working Models of
Engine, Carburettor, Magneto, etc., that
actually work, and our Interesting Les -
woo and Charts.

Just Imagine, having In your room
an engine out to half and with each
and every part lettered and numbered,
also a Carburettor and Magneto lying
on your study table while you study our
interesting course - that's practically 19:27, , I
what we give you In our Working
models. You will play with these models like a boy with a toy and the
more you play the clearer the subject will be to you.

In Addition we give 24 lessons, which are so interesting you will
finish them all-they are illustrated with 94 large clear charts.

We Teach You everything there is to learn about the Automobile and
Gasoline Engine such as valve setting, timing ig, ition, how the cylinders
fire, construction of all forms of Magnetos and how to set them, storage

batteries and all systems
of wiring, and many other
Important subjects.

Don't you think you
would become inter-
ested 7 Sure you would.
One Customer Said:

I've learned more in
three weeks study of your
Course than during my
ten years work around the
shop."

Another customer who
knew nothing about the
Auto or Gasoline Engine
says he can now run any
car and set valves, etc.

Dyke's Course Is the
only course in the world
which can successfully be
taught by mail. We use
wonderfully clever Work-
ing Models (made in
Europe) of the Oasollne
Engine and Magneto and
Carburettor that actually
work and they picture the
meaning while you study

STUDY DURING SPARE lIME AT HO]IE our interesting Instruction
Pamphlets.

Mr, DYKE was the first Auto Supply man to America and built the
fifth successful Automobile in this country. His experience is em-bodied in this course. Mr. Dyke made a special trip to Europe to se-
cure additional matter for this great Course. The working models were
designed and are made in Europe by a leading mechanical artist.

No matter how much you would pay you could not possibly get a
course equal to this one.

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER. Send us $5 Cash and your promise
to pay the other$5 In 30 days. We will then send you the Course and
will give you two days time for inspection and if you don't like it return.

XMAS PRESENT-what would make a better or more sensible
present?

FREEINSTRUCTIVE
SEND FOR IT TODMAYNLET

DYKE'S CORS'P SCHOOL MOTORING
1300 New Bonk Commerce Bldg., ST. LOU_ IS

For our Mutual -Advantage mention Popular Electricity when [writing to Advertisers.
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TEN THOUSAND TELEGRAPHERS WANTED
by railroads, commercial companies and Wireless Companies. Only schools in America teaching

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
We operate fifteen Wireless Stations. Main Line R. R. Wires in each of our Institutes.

Supervised by R. R. Officials. Write for prospectus.
NATIONAL TELEG RPIPI-I INSTITUTE

CINCINNATI, OHIO PHILADELPHIA, PA. MEMPHIS, TENN. DAVENPORT, IOWA PORTLAND, ORE. COLUMBIA, S. C.

COPY THIS SKETCH
and let n,e see what you can do with It. You can
earn $20.00 to $125.00 or more, per week as illus-
trator or cartoonist.

My practical system of personal individual
lessons by mail will develop your talent. Fifteen
years successful work for newspapers and
magazines qualifies me to teach you.

Send me your sketch of President Taft with 6c
in stamps and I will send you a test lesson plate.
also collection of drawings showing possibilities
for you.

THE LANDON SCHOOL end11 ir1, oning
1451 Schofield Bldg., Cleveland, O.

LEARN CHIROPRACTIC
The new methodof drugless healing
EARN $50 TO $100 PER WEEK
Our free book tells how you can learn to detect dis-
ease and remove thecause by Howard's method of Spinal
Adjustment. Positively the mostatmple,direct,advanced
and scientific method of drugless healing Based on un-
erring natural laws. Anyone can understand it:learned
in spare time. Improve your social prominence and
financial standing Start now on the road to honor and
success. W rite for f roe bookandspecia, ,cholarshi p offer
 NATIONAL SCHOOL OF CHIROPRACTIC e
1722 W. Congress St., Dept.S Chiango, III.

TURN your spare time into cash. No matter where
you are employed, you can make easy money and

lots of it working for POPULAR ELECTRICITY.
Our salary plan is the most liberal ever offered. Send
stamp for particulars.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUB. CO.
Circulation Department

Monadnock Block CHICAGO, ILL.

E TRAVELING
SALESMAN

Traveling Salesmen Earn the Biggest Sala-
ries of any class of men in the world. Over 600,000 em-
ployed in the United States and Canada. The demand
for good Salesmen exceeds the supply. We will teach
you to be one by mail and midst von to secure a good position
through our FREE EMPLOYMENT BUREAU. We
receive ralle for thoueande of Salesman and have assisted thous-

ands of men to secure trod positions or better salaries. A great
many of our graduates who formerly earned 525 to $75 a month,
have since earned from $100 to as high as $1.000 a month and ex-

penses. Thousands of good positions now mien. If you want to secure one
of them or increase your earnings our Free Book "A Knight of The Grip"
will show you how. Write or call for It today. Address neareetoffce.

DEPT. 45$ NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
Chicago, Ncw York. Kansas City, Minneapolis, San Francisco.

HESS FURNACE
We will deliver a complete heating

equipment at your station at factory
prices and wait for our pay while you
test it during 60 days of winter weather.

The entire outfit must satisfy you or
you pay nothing. Isn't this worth looking
into? Could we offer such liberal terms
if we didn't know that the Hess Furnace
excels in service, simplicity, efficiency.
economy t

We are makers-not dealers-and will
save you all middlemene' profits. No room
for more details here. Write today for free

Ne.4e 48.page booklet which tells all about It.tForn ShimaMoot Your name and address on a post card
Mae !48 is srr llcient.

w l«';.e.w NE!!,  12 Tacoma Bldg., Chicago~.1 sear, s...

CAN'T YOU WRITE WELL?
Send -(M1°°) for a full set of my PATENT PEN

PRACTICE SHEETS and if not

benefited, return to me and get

Walter Thomson YOUR MONEY BACK
P. O. Box 55, Fargo, N D

State whether you wish slant (60n), medial (759, or vertical.

Do You Like to Draw! , ~SW
Sketch this fate and draw a face on it

Many people have a natural talent for draw-
ing, but few realize the Wail ve!ue of it.
This school will develop your talent in the
most practical way so you cas sell your work,
and cartoonists are well paid. Students of this
school take es ffaarchl r'sk. Enclose 6c. for a
port folio of cartoons and sample lesson plate
THE W. L. EVANS SCHOOL OF CARTOONING
a.,5 r: ,...-...nnnn Rlan,, 1'In.ot, n.1 n.,t.l

1/41

Prof. Genung
English

Home Study Courses
Over one hundred Home Study Courses under

professors in Harvard, Brown, Cornell and lead
ing colleges.

ie sae Prep Agriseltenl, Cs.esreisl,
dermal sad Civil Service Oepartweels.

Preparation for College, Teacher.' ant Civil
Service Examinations.

25$ pp Male, free. Writs Wily -

THE NONE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Dept. 100, Springfield, Mess.

ELECTRICITY
Practically and Individually

TAUGHT
Our pupils actually handle the tools and 1na-
chinery.-Instructors stand beside them,direct-
ing, criticising and showing them how to work.
-Day and Evening sessions.-Call and in-
spect our school and equipment or write
for prospectus.

New York Electrical School
40 West 17th Street, New York

WIRELESS
For the month of December, we have marked down our pd<es on all

wireless goods. Our wireless spark coils reduced 10 percent. All
complete wireless receiving and sending outfits reduced 15 percent.
Auto -cohortes complete. 75 cents. Fixed condensers, 80 cents. Bare
point electrolytic detectors. 51.15. Junior tuning coils, two slides, $1.65.
Large commercial tuners, double sliders, regular $4.50 new $3.00.
Universal detector stands, 75 cents. Variable condensers. 9 plates.
$2.00. Potentiometer, new style, resistance up to 500 ohms, $:.25. Zinc
Spark Gaps, 50 cents. 1.2 K. W. Transformer Coils. $6.75. P. djustable
condensers, with six leyden lams, $2.00. Large special sending Helix.
$3.00. Silicon, per ounce, 40 cents. Zincite and copper pyrit.:, 50 cents
per set. Carborundum. 20 cents per ounce. Professional style
receivers. 2000 ohms per pair, regular 57.00 now $6.00. Head receivers
2000 ohms, double leather head band, two receivers, regular $5.00 now
$4.00 per pair complete. Wollaston wire .00001, per inch, 25 cents.
Ball bearing sliders, 25 cents each. 1-4 inch square rod, highly
nickel plated at25 cents per foot. Precision Coherers, $1.00. Coherer
and decolrerer, $1.50. A 11 parts to all Instruments sold separately.
Send 2 cent stamp for our new 1910 catalogue. The above prices do
not Include postage. Send enough postage if you want above articles.
If you send too cinch we will refund. Our store is open every evening
until11 P. M. Call if you can. Send 2 cent stamp for our railway and
novelty catalogue.

THE I. W. T. WIRELESS
T28 (P) Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.
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VITAL POWER

Swedish Electric
No. 5

Operates on any electric light current, anywhere, direct
or alternating.

The only massage Vibrator that gives the TRUE
Swedish rotary movement, fast, medium or slow. Noise-
less in its operation, mechanically perfect and with ordi-
nary care will last a lifetime.

$25.00

You get the enjoyment out of Life
that nature intended you should
have, if health prevails.

The Swedish Electric
Vibrator

Vibrator

will cultivate your system up to the top notch stand-
ard; it will CURE nearly every ailment; it will give
you VITAL POWER; it will throb and thrill you
into a tireless human engine with POWER to think
TWICE AS CLEARLY and DO twice as MUCH.
When you come in from a hard day's work, it will
SOOTHE, REST and REVITALIZE you from
head to foot; it will cause your blood to go LEAP-
ING and BOUNDING through your veins and
arteries; cause the flow of nerve fluids to saturate
the innermost nerve. You can actually feel disease
and weakness being driven from you and NEW
LIFE and power being generated.

The 50,000 penetrating, revitalizing strokes per
minute convey to the flesh a very peculiar vibration,
unlike any sensation you ever realized. It SETS
LOOSE in the blood and lymphatic vessels all stray

and impure matter that CLOG UP the capillaries. These im-
purities are poisoning and weaking your system and need only to
be RATTLEI) LOOSE, combined with blood so that it can
and will be TAKEN OUT OF THE BODY through the
excretory organs.

It takes a big, illustrated book, with charts and diagrams
and instructions in PLAIN ENGLISH to SHOW and TELL
HOW OUR VIBRATOR will cure any ailment, correct any
physical condition. We will send it to you FREE. Our Great
Expert will write you a special letter of advice on ANY male or
female disorder, disease, or condition, FREE of charge, if you
will write us a history of YOUR or YOUR FRIEND'S case.
Don't neglect to write us today.

Our Vibrator runs with batteries or any electric light cur-
rent; works in the farm home as well as where they have electric
lights, comes in an elegant, portable case, including six cells of
powerful electric batteries, and all the different applicators.
Full and complete instructions accompany each outf a. So
simple, a child can safely operate it. Electric shock absolutely
impossible. Write now for the big, FREE book< We pax P?1
express charges on Vibrators.

Swedish Electric Vibrator
611-621 Farragut Avenue

Swedish¡Electric Vibrator
No. 2

Operated by its own powerful dry bat-
teries, equally as effective as the No.
s, but for the use of those not having
Recess to the electric light current.

$15.00

Company
CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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NEW HOLIDAY OFFER
SPECIAL LOW
PRICE ON THIS

POV. ERI L L

Solenoid
Electric

Engine
Runs like Lightning

PHIS
engine is made to run for

a long time on one cell of
dry battery. This without doubt
the best made electric engine for
its size on earth.

The base and frame are made
from cold rolled steel;-the coil is
hollow, thereby allowing the driv-
ing shaft to be operated on the
solenoid principle.

The position of the reversing lever controls the speed and direc-
lion the engine will run.

Speed about boo revolutions per minute. Two or three cells of battery increases speed
and power wonderfully.

Will operate toy devices, attract attention in a show window, run a small fan, and is a
, ,urce of endless amusement and instruction. Batteries can be purchased anywhere for as to 2oc. each.

Finish of frame, fine black enamel large brass fly wheel is bright dipped cylinder of coil casing in English vermillion red,
which makes this also the finest finished and appearing engine.

Every engine comes in an individual box with complete directions for operating. Delivered, charges Prepaid, to any addres.
.0 the United States, on receipt of

50 CENTS EACH. CANADA 75 CENTS EACH.

SWEDISH AMERICAN ELECTRIC CO., 1755 Berwyn Ave., Chicago, III.

These are only a FEW of the things we make: we
make several hundred mor. , all at incredibly low prices.

Send TODAY 2c. postage for our great 120 pace
electrical cyclopedia No. 6, containing hundreds of
articles, especially WIRELESS goods.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.
86B W. Broadway NEW YORK CITY

You can concentrate the light where it's nee, vd
mast you can save your eyes and light
hills it you have a

BADGER LAMP STAND
In the library-at the piano-at the office desk

-you obtains stream of light, just where you
want it, at a touch of the finger. One light in a
BADGER PORTABLE is better than six in a
chandelier. The BADGER is Just the thing to
read,-to sew,-to play cards: .dress-and shave by.

The BADGER PORTABLE LAMP STAND is
strongly constructed, and its handsome appearance
makes Ran ornament to any room. Base of either
Mahogany, Brush Brass, or Oxidized Copper. The
stand is extensible from 2 1.2 to 5 feet from the
floor. The arm can be adjusted to throw light
from a hundred different angles.

Sold by Electrical Dealers and Department Stores
Everywhere. If not at your dealer,.-look for the
name "BADGER" on the base,-send us his name,

and the price.
$5.00, and the
complete lamp
stand, ready for
the turning on
of the current,
will be shipped
you immediately,
express prepaid.
Money back if
you're not n
tirely satisfied.

The
tote -Berger Co.
121E1 Gun St.
Lain,..,.
11 Ix. SI
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2, WIRELESS APPARATUS
+ á This Mineral Detector has been designed to meet

the requirements o f Aw ateurs wishing to experimentd rs with minerals as used by Commercial,,, rn stations.

!II
een Carborundum, Silicon, Perlkon, Iron
3 Pyrites, etc., car. be used witht'ds detector.

Its fine micrometerad ustmeat:.takes it ,he
most sensitiv de 'tor in use.

The above mil ..ls have been
1 testedin aur Dew ctor by a U.S.

Naval Expert, .-ha has proven
linfl C - thatthelnstrumenthas rope: .d-!, ed to messages from 1000 to 1500

miles, the_ being under normal
o..nditlons. Detector mounted on
Hard Rubberbase; by mail $1.18
(for^limiter time only). Send2c stamp forotmWin. catalogne,fllus.. diagrams.

THE BARNES
Alternating and

VARIABLE SPEED
Direct Current Motor

1.12 and 1.8
H.P. The only high speed.
single phase, alternating motor

that absolutely will not
heat.

Armature and field pieces
are laminated.

Brushes are sale -ad -
lusting.

The 1-12 H. P. sire for
all family washing ma-
chines.

The 1-8 H. P. size for
coffee mills, printing

presses. etc.
We also manufacture a 1-12

H. P A. C. or D. C. Dental
Motor with chucks for emery
wheels and buffing purposes.
All motors guaranteed. Re-
sponsible agents wanted.

BARNES MFG. CO., Susquehanna, Pa.

EVERY BOY HIS OWN TOYMAKER
Greatestboys' book ever written. Tells how tomake a Steam Engine, Camera, Wiudmili,
Microscope, Electric Telegraph, Telephone,
Magic Lantern. Boats of every kind, kites.
balloons, toys, wagons, bows and arrows, stets,
animal traps, etc. Over 200 pictures. This
book and catalogue only 10c. postpaid.

Commercial Electric Co.
Dept. 5, Kewanee, Ill.

er' ATTENTION! PLEASE!!
These high grade Wireless Coils, like the

illustration, are perfectly balanced,
wound with the highest quality of enam-
eled wire, and are capable of producing
good hot spark from 1-2 inch to 21-2 inches
in length. Prices extremely low. Storage
Batteries of the very highest type and

quality, capable of delivering 6 volts for 60 ampere hours and
guaranteed for 1 year for $11.00. Large discount to dealers.

Write today for particulars.
LEMKE-BRIGGS ELECTRIC CO. (Dept. P.E.) Milwaukee, WI..

SAVE YOUR EARS FROM STRAIN
by using our rubber air cushions
which eliminate much of the out-
side noise. Thousands in use.
Sample order by mall, prepaid, 40 eta.

Send for Bulletin 20 F 2.
The Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
395-7 Durban St., Chicago, Russia.

ELECTRIC
GOODS FOR CHRISTMAS.
The World's Headquarters for Dynamos,
Motors, Fans, Toys, Batteries, Belts

Bells, Pocket Lamps, Toy Railways, Books, etc. We undersell
AU. Fortune for Agents. If it's electric we have it. Big Cat. 3 cts.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS. CLEVELAND. OHIO

"How to Construct a Practical
Wireless Tele at"

With illustrations, diagrams, and fine copy E. Codes, 25e_ A 20
stamp brings our bulletin of wireless supplies.

CHICAGO WIRELESS SUPPLY CO.
Room S20, Auditorium Office bldg. Chicago, III.

HOW TO TEST
With a Voltmeter

resistances, batteries, coils, etc., and to locate
- trouble on telephone and other cir-

cuits, described in our catalog No.
14. Send for it. It's free and de-
scribes also our accurate, compact
and inexpensive voltmeters, am-
meters and volt -ammeters.

L M. PIGNOLET, 78 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK

RISK 1 CENT-
MAKE $ 2200.00!

Horstad did it in re weeks. Hundreds making phenom-
enal earnings the "Allen Way." Stoneman. $2,800
In 60 days ---Langley. 1111 !hest day. --Reese saw
60 people. sold 66 result, 6320. WE START YOU--
Experience don't matter ---Credit given. Strange
apparatus. Gives everyhome batroom for $6.

Energizes water. Ceanses almost automatically.
New, exciting business. Risk lc.(a postal) for proof.
THE ALLEN MFG. CO., 1640 Allen Bldg., Toledo, O.

Teach Yourself Arithmetic
With a set of Arithmetic Help. Any and all examples and
problems in arithmetic, from the easiest to the hardeat,
are worked out and explained so anyone can understand.
For the student or business man. Easy and simple. Two
volumes; 630 pages; over 200 Illustrations and color
plates. Bound in red silk cloth. Most complete ever
published. $2 will bring aeel prepaid anywhere. Send
fora set. If not pleased, return at our expense and get
your money back. Order Today.
STANDARD SALES CO., 28 Fifth Av., CHICAGO

TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT
in the shortest possible time. The Omnigraph Automatic

Transmitter combined with standard key
and sounder. Sends you telegraph mes
sages at any speed just as an expert opera-
tor would. Five styles. $2 up; circular free.

OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
11 Cortlandt Street New York

Mr. Pleb!

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS
A Civil Service Manual by Ewart, Field and

Morrison prepares for the examination'.
Adopted by over 500 Business Colleges, Y. At.

O. .5.'s, and Public Evening Schools.
Three volumes with maps, 08.50 postpaid

250 papa Hanle Study estalse fns. Writs is -day.

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Dept. 120, Springfield, Maas.

BOTH
ELECTRIC MOTORS

POLISHIiG LATHES

FORGE BLOWERS

SPECIAL MACHINERY

ROTH BROS. & CO.
419 W. Adams St. ií 136 Liberty St.

Chicago, Ill. > New York City

TWO COMPLETE TELEPHONES
READY TO INSTALL $4.25
Guaranteed satisfactory or

money cheerfully refunded.
CENTRAL TELEPHONE 8 ELECTRIC CO.

2139 Lune Avenue St. Louie, Mo.

VENTRILOQUISM
Learned by any Man or Boy at Home. Small cost. Send

today 2 -cent stamp for particulars and proof.
0. A. SMITH, ROOM 1222-2040 KNOXVILLE AVENUE, PEORIA, ILL.
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THE RADIO TELEPHONE HOLDER
IS INDISPENSABLEin the Home or in the Office

The Radio is a positive boon to every one who has a telephone-either in the office or the home. It
is adaptable to any make of telephone and can be fastened to roll or flat topped desk - to table
-wall or floor. It keeps the desk or table clear, the telephone up, out of the way. Its flexible

construction permits the telephone to be used from any
angle and any position-sitting or standing-anywhere
within a radius of four feet. The slightest touch will move
it up, down, sideways or in a complete circle.
The Radio is simple and strong and remarkably handsome.
Anyone can install it in five minutes without disturbing
either the telephone cords or the wiring. The suspension
joint is ball-bearing-insuring ease of motion. All parts
are malleable and non -breakable. It is beautifully finished
in fine enamel and oxidized copper.

How the Radio Works

Branch
115 W. Sixth Street

Kansas City

The telephone can b e
used in a standing posi-
tion by a person of any
height.
It permits a child to use
the telephone with per-
fect ease.
Sitting or standing, you
can adjust the telephone
to exactly the position
desired.
It permits telephoning
in a recumbant position
from any angle.
In the dining room-per-
mits telephoning at the
table. Not in use is up-
out of the way.

I,

Price.
$3.50

It is never in the wa
but always ready for in-
stant use sitting or
standing.
It permits you to adjust
the telephone to your
position.
Your caller on the
opposite side of desk can
telephone without either
of you getting up.
It permits one telephone
to serve three or more
people perfectly.
The telephone can be
tilted at any angle. Re-
leased it resumes its nor-
mal-vertical position.

Sent on Ten Days Trial
The price of the Radio Telephone Holder is $3.50-but a small part
of its real worth. Send us the price today and we will send you the
biggest convenience ever offered to telephone users. Try it ten
days-and if not more than pleased-tell us so and we will give
you your money hack.

Swedish -American
Telephone Company
Long Distance, Local, Rural Party Line, Hotel. Portable and Inter -communi-
cating Telephones, Switchboards and Complete Systems. Electrical Supplies of
every description. Bay from manufacturers direct end save two or three profits.

5235-5237
Ravenswood Park

Chicago -
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.The AMERICAN
SCHOOL can

FOR THEtrainYou and
qualit=yYOU : UNTRAINED
fora well- MAN

paid position Just a common Jo.

Just fill in

the CouPon ,_,,,
/7

}
10

.
. t

Which
Will

one
School

Many
those which
position

It is
and mailing

The

Will
it be "Just a

of the well paid
of Correspondence
poorly paid but ambitious
confront you-have been

at big pay.
easy to acquire training.

the coupon below. Let
American School is the

You Choose ?
Common Job" at small pay or
positions which the American

can train you to fill ?
men have over -come greater obstacles than

trained by the American School to fill a good

Choose the position you desire to hold by marking
us send you a complete solution of your problem.
greatest practical training school in the

world. It will come to you no matter
live train in

FREE INFORMATION COUPON
where you and you your own
spare time-in your own home.

American School Correspondence:
Please send me your etin and advise me how I can

qualify for position marked r X.'

Make your choice today by filling in
and mailing the coupon. There is no
obligation. The American School sends

....Book-keeper ....Draftsman

....Stenographer -.Architect
il Enngineer....Accountant -.aril

.Cont... Accountant ....Electrical Engineer
....Systematizer ....Mechanical Engineer
....Cert'f'd Public Acc'nt ....Sanitary Engineer
....Auditor ....Steam Engineer
....Business Manager ....Fire Insurance Eng'r
....Commercial Law ....College Preparatory

complete information quietly and promptly
by mail-not by an agent to bother you in
your home or at your work. We will
tell you frankly and honestly just how we

hlcan help you.

Mail the free information coupon today

NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION
Pop. Elect. r -ro Bus

American School of Correspondence
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.



We allow
you 365 days to prove it.
If at the end of that time you have not received what
you bargained for, we give you permission to return all material
to us and you will receive a refund of the purchase price. We stand all return
freight charges.

Hot Water and Steam Heat
For New or Old Buildings
Our Wonderful offer! It's Within the Reach of All

Our prices on first class brand new Hot Water and Steam Heating Apparatus are lower than
you can possibly obtain anywhere else. All we ask is for an opportunity to demonstrate the
absolute truth of this statement.

Above all we will furnish you a binding guarantee covering 365 days, which
will guarantee that every article used in our plants is absolutely brand

new, perfect and free from defects and also that the plant
installed according to our plans and in-

structions will give you abso-
lute satisfaction.

30 to 50 Per Cent Saved if You Buy from Us
We can furnish you all the necessary apparatus for the installation of either a Hot Water or a Steam Heating Plant
in your building, whether it be new or old at a saving of from 30 to 50 per cent. We ask that you furnish us a
sketch of the building you have to heat, and supply us with such additional facts regarding its construction
as will intelligently enable uerto understand all conditions. Upon receipt of such information we will prepare a
proposition covering the material you need to correctly install the plant. We will make you a price on applica.
lion that will befreight prepaid in full to your shipping point.

We Furnish All Necessary Instructions
Including Blue Prints. Sketches and Drawings. Any ordinary mechanic can install these planta
Our proposition will include áll necessary blue prints, sketches and detailed drawings, so that any man handy with
the use of tools and possessing average intelligence can easily install the plant. We will also loan you the nee,
essary tools.

Learn From the .Experience of Others! Here's the Proof of the Pudding
We have hundreds of unsolicited testimonials in our possession. Postoffice addresses of any of below furnished
on application. INSTALLED PLANT WITHOUT PLUMBERS' AID
Chicago House Wrecking Co., Chicago, Ill.

Dear Sir:- I have my heating plant installed and it works fine. Can heat my place red hot if I want to.
Yours very truly, (Signed) L. A. NEFF.

HERE IS ONE IN NOME, ALASKA
Chicago House Wrecking Co., Chicago. Ill.

Dear Sirs The heating plant you sent me is installed and is working fine. Everything Bs entirely satis.
factory in every way. Wishing you entire success, I remain,

Yours truly, PAUL H. FITZGERALD

Our Free Book of General Information
Write at once for our free book "Cold Weather Comfort," a book of 128 hand-
somely illustrated pages. We send it absolutely free if you mention
the name of this publication. Besides covering fully every phase of
the heating question, it contains many valuable suggestions covering (-
the care of your heating plant. It also contains full information re- t +.r..p".. ;
warding hot air furnaces. There are fifty pages devoted to Plumb-
ing in all its phases. It is the best and most valuable publication of
its kind ever produced and will cost you absolutely nothing if you
mention where you have seen this advertisement.

Our 500 -Page Book of Bargains Mailed Free to You.
Ask For No. 891

Besides our Heating Catalogue we publish a grand free illus.
trated Catalogue containing a full history of our general lines.
We carry in stock practically everything in the material line
that is manufactured. Lumber, Sash and Doors, Structural
Iron, Plumbing and Heating Apparatus; Furniture, Household
Goods, Rugs and Office Furniture; Roofing, Wire and Fencing;
Machinery, Electrical Apparatus and 10,000 other items.

We advise you to write us today

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING
COMPANY, 35th & Iron Sts., CHICAGC

Brand New
Hot Air

Heating
Plants.

Prices lower
than anyone
else will sup.

ply you.
Every arti-
cle used in
these plants
guaranteed

absolutely brand
new and first
class in every
particular. If
i o u already
nave a heating
plant installed
in your home
and are not
satisfied with
every out of
it write us.
Perhaps w e
can remedy
the fault or
exchange it.



ThorE1ectric
Laundry for the Home

Operated from any Electric Light Fixture

Above are shown the Thor -Electric laun-
dry machines-the most complete and
satisfactory outfit of its kind for the Home.

The Thor Ironing machine is operated
by the same motor that runs the Washer
and Wringer, from any electric lamp fixture.

With this laundry outfit the hardest work
of the home is made the easiest-and for
one -tenth your present wash -day Cost.

Thousands of women in every state in the
Union who are using Thor-Electrics, simply

2611 Flatiron Building
NEW YORK

place their soiled clothes in the smooth,
wooden cylinder, turn on the electric light
and in ten to fifteen minutes the most dainty
garments and heaviest blankets are washed
beautifully white and clean, without a parti-
cle of wear or rub on the clothes and with-
out any effort on your part.

You ought to know more about this won-
derful Laundry outfit-and the labor and
expense it will save you.

Send us a postal today for full particulars,
regarding the Thor.

WASHES, WRINGS AND IRONS
FOR 2 CENTS AN HOUR

HURLEY MACHINE CO.
General Office

31 S. Clinton Street
CHICAGO

71 First Street
SAN FRANCISCO


